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CRAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
I. THE PROSLBM AND ITS SIGIHFICl\NCE 
Since September of 1960 the writer has owned a coin 
laundry in Berlin, New Hampshire . During this time he has 
become increasingly aware of the fact that his knowledge of 
the habits , opinions , and motives of his customers is limited. 
It has been possibl e to generalize about customer behavior 
and the reasons for it , but without the accuracy necessary to 
sound business decisions . These feelings are shared by other 
coin laundry owners , especially those not in continuous close 
contact with their operations. 
Thus the probl~~ is that there are not enough fac-
tual data available on the characteristics of the consumer 
behavior, i . e . , habits, needs , and wants, of the coin laundry 
user to provide a firm basis for makin9 and executing in-
telligent m~nagoment decisions and plans which will contribute 
to growth and increased profits . It is not that the average 
coin laundry owner does not have some knowledge and under-
standing of his customers . MOst, of course , do . The conten-
tion is that owners , in general , do not know enough about 
them. The typical owner ' s beliefs about his customers are 
based upon limited observation, general impressions , hunches, 
and advice given to him by others in the industry who often 
are not qualified to advise, or who have machinery or supplies 
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to aell and are the.refore biaae<L Theae U.mitations arc un-
doairablo, for the successful buaineaaman should be a student 
of the consumer . He should stu4y hie cuatomera objectively 
to learn wbat they want in order that he may evaluate his 
performance , locato weaknesses , and maximize profits through 
better aervice . 
Because this lack of reliablo data is a drawback 
to progreeeive management in this comparatively infant stage 
of the coin laundry industry , the writer decided to conduct a 
two-fold study of ~~e consuoer behavior of the coin laund-~ 
user on the one hand, and of coin laundry ownera• beliefs 
about the behavior of their customer• on the other. It was 
felt that the research in these two area a would serve two 
purposes: first , that it would disclose facta about the 
habits, intelligence, and opinions ot coin laundry users 
Which would be compared to owner beliefs in order to deter-
mine how wel l owners know their usera : and second, that it 
woul4 reveal information about user behavior which hitherto 
haa been baaed almost s t rictly on conjecture . 
While it is expected. that moat of w'hat is learned 
through thio study will be of i==ediate, practica~ value to 
preaent and prospective owners of coin l aun4r1ea , •~~e of the 
data gathered will have only 1n~rect value. Por example# 
althou9h there ~ay not be a practical application for any one 
discloeod fact, the fact will be significant in that it will 
contribute to a framework of knowledge and underatandinq, upon 
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which future business decisions and plans can be based. 
Previous study in the above area has been a l most 
non-existent . Other than informal, limited surveys under-
taken from time to time by individual owners , to t he writer's 
knowledge no market research of any scope has been undertaken 
or published. This assertion is based upon considerable 
reading of industry trade publications and discussions with 
owners and allied tradesmen. This thesis, then, will repre-
sent an original contribution in a virtually unexplored field . 
II. QUALIFICATIONS OF THE WlUTER 
Primarily because of personal experience with coin 
laundries, the writer believes he is well qualified to con-
auct this survey. In early 1960, before deciding to estab-
lish his own operation, he investigated the coin laundry 
business thoroughly , both by reading extensively, and by 
taking numerous trips through Maine , New Hampshire, and Ver-
mont to observe going concerns and to talk with their owners . 
Once the decision to start a coin laundry h ad been made, he 
spent from two to three months searching for a proper loca-
tion, which was ultimately found in Berlin, New Hampshire . 
TWo and one-half months later the Berlin Laundercenter opened, 
and the owner gained valuable first-hand experience by attend-
inq to the business on a full -time basis for the entire first 
year of operation. since that time , he has maintained close 
supervision of his coin laundry, has kept abreast of 
developments in the industry as reported by trade journals, 
and has continued to visit other operations and talk with 
their owners . 
III . OBJECTIVES 
The first objective. The primary objective of the 
proposed s t udy is to determine and analyze (l) the important 
habits of coin laundry users, (2) the extent of users ' know-
ledge of coin laundry operating procedures, and (3) users• 
beliefs and opinions . TO determine what significant simi-
larities and differences there are among users in different 
types of communities , three separate but simultaneous user 
studies have been made in three communities , each differing 
from the othera in size and make-up of population, economic 
structure, qcography, etc. Most data are to be classified 
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by one or more personal characteristics of tho user , such as 
sex, age, and education. Thus tho first objective is to make 
a comparative study of the consumer behavior patterns of 
different coin laundry usor types both within and among 
three different types of communities4 
The second objective. The second objective is to 
gather data from coin laundry owners on their beliefs about 
the behavior of their customers . These owner data will then 
be compared with the user data , in order to arrive at an in-
dication of the extent of owners ' knowledge about their 
customers . The results will tend to prove or disprove the 
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main hypothesis that the average owner needs more information 
about those he serves. 
The ~~ird objective. The third and final main ob-
jective is to make~ on the basis of the evidence compiled, 
val id concl usions and sound recommendations , in order that 
coin laundry management can be more effective and progressive 
in meeting the desires of users . 
IV . METHODOLOGY 
Only a few statements on methodology will be made 
here . Th i s s ubject will be discussed in more detail in the 
appendix . 
Sources of data . As there were no external primary 
or secondary data available , either for coin laundry users or 
for owners , data were compiled by means of a formal survey 
based upon the best and most feasible sampling procedures 
that could be applied to the study under the circumstances. 
The pOpulati ons . The two populations surveyed in the 
study were the reqular coin l aundry users in 1-iaine, New Hamp-
shire, and Vermont, and the coin laundry owners i n t hose three 
states. 
The user samoles . Three samples of users were taken 
at three Philco- Bendix coin laundries . The samples were taken 
in three different types of communities: North Conway , New 
Hampshire~ Berlin, New Hampshire; and westbrook , Maine . More 
than one-half of the estimated number of re9ular users of each 
operation were asked to complete a user questionnaire while 
on t he premises . This questionnaire was designed to collect 
data about their consumer behavior as coin laundry users . 
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The owner samples . The three sa.mples of coin 
laundry owners included a majority of the Philco-sendix coin 
laundry operators in Maine, New Hampshire , and Vermont . Each 
operator was mailed an owner questionnaire, which he was asked 
to complete and return . Returned questionnaires were divided 
lnto three community-type groups , each correspondin9 to one 
of the three types of communities involved in the study. ~~e 
shorter owner ~e9tionnaire was desiqned to correspond ~ key 
questions on the questionnaire for users . This made it possi-
ble to compare actual behavior , as reported by the user, with 
owne~ belief about th15 behav1o~ . 
Tyoes of samoles . The choosing of the samples of 
both users and owners was based upon a combination of judg-
ment, random selection. and convenience. 
Samples for users and owners were judg.ment in 
character in that i t was judged that both accurately repre-
sented the two populations being studied, The assumption 
that the user samples taKen at each location were representa-
tive was based upon the bolic£ that , in the region studied, 
for any one user t ype there is insignificant variation in be-
havior between that type using a coin laundry i n one community 
and the s~~e type patronizing a like operation in a similar 
community . The assumption is thought to be justified because 
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(l) the c~~paratively large sample sizes include all user 
types , (2) the three coin laundries studied are typical for 
their locations , and (3) the three opera tions are located in 
the three main types of population grouping: a town, a small 
city, and a city- suburban complex. This s~~e assumption was 
made for the owner samples , based upon the belief that the 
responses of those Philco-Bendix coin laundry owners in north-
ern New England who replied would approx~ate those which would 
be made by owners of similar establishments in like environ-
ments in the three-state region, even though these establish-
ments were operating under other brand names . 
The user samples were partially random, for while 
they were not based upon random selection from the total user 
population of the northern New England states, or from tho 
total user populations of the three operations, customers 
were chosen at random once having entered the premises on the 
mornings, afternoons , and evenings during the established 
hours of the interviewing on the seven days of the week . Pure 
random sampling procedur es for the coin laundry users were not 
possible because no l ist of all users in Maine , New Hampshire , 
and vermont was available . A self-service business means 
customer anonymity . Nor was a list of all owners available . 
Convenience played a part in the sampling, for the 
locations for sampling ware chosen because comparatively easy 
and effective contact with them coul d be made with a minimum 
of expense and time, two limited resources . The writer own·s 
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a Philco-Bendix coin laundry and knows the owners of t~~ o~her 
Philco-Bcndix operations which fit the requirements of the 
study, and which were within reasonable traveling distance . 
ae asked for , and received willingly , permission to study 
the users of their coin laundries . I n addition, the writer 
had access to a l ist of all the Philco- Bendix coin laundry 
owners in Maine, New Hampshire , and vermont . It was assumed 
that a majority of the owners would be interested enou9h in 
this survey , with which they could identify themselves as 
fellow Philco-Bendix owners , to complete and return the 
questionnaires sent to them. 
Thus , while the scope of tho sampling was not all-
inclusive in character, in the writer ' s judgment it was 
properly desi9ned and wholly adequate to aeeomplish the ob-
jectives set forth above . As stated previously , the popula-
tions of both users and owners in Maine, New Hampshire. and 
vermont were assumed to be sufficiently homogeneous so that 
the types of samples and procedures sugqested were justified. 
Miscellaneous sources of ~· Other sources of 
data referred to , but of strictly secondary importance , were 
trade journals; discussions with coin laundry owners and 
operators and wholesalers of machinery and supplies; and 
books on markc~ing , statistics, and mo~ivational research . 
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V. DEF I NI TI ON OF TE RMS 
There are three major types of automatic laundry 
operations, which are classified by services rendered . They 
arc {1) the attendant-service or so-called quick-service 
laundry where the customer leaves his clothes for an attendant 
to do; (2) the combination attendant-service, self- service 
operation; and (3) the unattended or partially attended coin-
operated l aundry where the customer serves himself . I t was 
this third type of automatic laundry which was considered in 
this study . To avoid repetition , the following terms are used 
to designate the unattended or partially attended coin-operated 
laundry throughout the thesis : automatic laundry , coin laun-
dry, coin-op, laundercenter , launder-mat, operation, plant, and 
store. In addition , the ~~rd •operator• is used interchange-
ably with •owner . " 
VI . ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS 
chapters !!· !!l• and IV . Chapters II, III, and 
IV are background chapters . Chapter II discusses the back-
ground of coin laundries, including such topics as their histo-
ry . ownership, reasons for using them, and current trends in 
L~e industry . Chapter III describes the three coin laundries 
studied, discussing primarily their histories , locations, and 
equi~ent. Chapter IV will give descriptive data on the en-
vironmental characteristics and nature of the three different 
types of communities and adjoining areas under study . The 
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objective of these chapters is to serve as a base for a better 
and more complete understanding and evaluation of the findings 
of the study. 
chapter v . Chapter V is entitled ~cons~~er Kot1va-
tion." It considers such major population factors relating 
to consumption as ago, income, and the changing role of the 
female . This is followed by a discussion of rational and 
emotional buying motives , patronage motives , and motivation 
research. 
Chapters VI , VII, VI II, and .!!_. Chapters VI , VII, 
VII I , a nd IX represent the main part of the thesis , which 
i s the analysis and interpretation of the data compiled. 
chapter VI analyzes the personal da ta section of the user 
questionnaire , with the purpose of presenting a picture of 
the composition of the user population for each coin la~ndry 
studied. Chapter VII analyzes the •habi~s" section of both 
questionnaires , Chapter VII I tha •knowl edge• section, and 
Chapter IX the "opiniontt section. Behavioral characteristics 
amonq different types of users within the three communities 
are established, and ex¥lanations are advanced; comparisons 
are made among communities to point up significant similari-
ties and differences , and possible reasons are given; and, 
finally, comparisons and interpretations of actual behavior 
with owner beliefs are made . 
Chapter x . Chapter X, the concluding chapter , 
summarizes key findings , dra"•s valid conclusions , and offers 
concrete rccornmondations for both i~ediatc and future im-
provement of coin laundry service. 
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Appendix . The appendix 1n~ludes tables that pre-
sent data of minor importance , as distinguished from those 
tabular presentations of major importance \<>1hie;o-: appear in 
the text . It also discusses the methodology, the con-
struction of ~he two questionnaires; the des~gn of the sam-
ples i the interviewing; and the editing, coding, and tab~­
lat!ng procedures employed . 
CHAPTER II 
THE BACKGROU~~ OF COI N LAUNDRIES 
I. FOREWORD 
Chapter II makes reference to a study of the coin 
laundry industry in rnid-1962 . This survey was conducted by 
members of the staff of Coin-op magazine , a periodical for 
coin-operated laundry and dry cleaning plant owners which is 
published by the laundry and dry cleaning division of United 
Business Publications . The editor of this magazine, Mr . 
Richard Ziff , directed the study. The sources of data were 
manufacturers , distributors , association executives , and a 
random sampling of laundercenter owners in every state. 
Government experts and libraries were also consulted. 
The writer l acks knowledge about Mr . Ziff, his 
sta ff, and the methods they e~ployed in gathering and analyz-
i ng their data on the self- service laundry industry . How-
ever, an examination of their findings disclosed a few in-
consistencies , and it was noted that the graphic presenta-
tion of results was somewhat mediocre . Thus , while the 
figures referred to are probably reasonably accurate , and 
must suffice as the only available and pertinent statistical 
background material on coin laundries, the reader should 
probably not accept them as being highly precise. 
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II. THB HISTORY OF COIN LAUNDRIES 
coin laundries were first established in the base-
mcnts of apartment buildings in the 1930's for the use of 
tenants . They were unattended and always open . Not until 
the end of WOrld war II, however , did coin laundries open 
for public use . These operations were attended and . .,ere 
open during normal business hours only . They were called 
•• launderettes. '' 
There were just a few hundred coin laundries in 
the country in 1948. From 1948 until 1955 about one new 
coin-op opened each day. In 1956 there were between 4, 000 
to 5,000 coin laundries. By the year ' s end , the industry's 
growth rate increa sed significantly. For the next four 
years , between 4, 000 to 5, 000 new stores opened each year . 
This spectacular 9rowth began in t he Southwest, gained 
strength, and spread to the North and the East, soon cover-
ing the country . These new coin laundries were unattended 
and always open. In 1960 there were approximately 22,000 
coin laundries , and in 1962 the number was between 32,000 
and 35 , 000 . I n addition, there were about 4, 000 combination 
coin-op laundry and dry cleaning operations. The advent of 
coin dry cleaning plants in August, 1959, h as been a big 
factor in coin laundry growth since that time . 1 
1ziff, Richard {director) . "Survey of the Coin- OP 
Industry 1962, " Coin-Op, 3 : 6 {June, 1962) , pp . 14 and 16 . 
III . PHYSICAL PLA-~ 
LOcation ~ building. The approximate distribu-
tion of locations of coin laundries in 1962 wa1 as follows : 
downtown, 49 per cent; shopping center , 24 per cent; rural, 
14 per cent; residential , 10 per cent; and suburban, 2 per 
cent . 2 Generally, the beat coin l aundry locations are on 
a buay aereet near a reaidential area . The location should 
offor off-street parkinq. 
In 1962 about 59 per cent of all coin-ops were 
located in b l ocks houaing othar business eetabl iahmcnts, 
around 27 per cent in free atanding buildinga, and around 
14 
12 per cent in office or apartment buildinqa. The national 
averaqe rent paid waa $182 per aon~~ . and in the &ast, $166 . 3 
The oxterior of the buildinq ahould be attractive. Glass 
frontage is highly rcconmended, and glass in the side walls 
is desirable. Cloan , cool interior colors , an a ttractive 
floor , and suffieimnt inaido lighting to attract attention 
and to make night ueere feel aafe are important . 
Machinery ~ equipeent . While the avera9e coin 
laundry a few yeara ago had twenty washera, in 1962 the 
average operation had twenty-three , with capac1t1e• ranqing 
from eight to fifty pounda . 4 Either top- loadinq or front-
loading washers, with eithor aqitation or tumblinq action 
are ueed . 
2~ . • p. 21. 4 Ibid., p. 22. 
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The typical •elf-service l aundry in 1962 had eight 
dryers , with capacities of from forty to fifty pounds . 5 From 
this , it can be aeon that a washer- dryer ratio of from two to 
three washers to one dryer is average . The firet coin 
laundries did not h ave enough dryers, but thia aituation has 
been corrected, as it is recognized that many cus~ers use 
only the drye.rs, especially in 1nele=ent weather . 
coin changer• must be provided, and at least two 
arc recommended--one tor half-dollars and one for quarters . 
A dollar bill changer is a most attractive feature , al t hough 
costly. Some of the larger operations feature a central 
collection unit, into which the user insert• his money and 
ia told ~~ich nachine(a) to use . 
Vending aachlnea for laundry produets and refresh-
ments are generally conaidored necessary . In 1962, more 
than 94 per cent of the country's laundercentor owners h ad 
ono or more vending machines in their plants. Of this group, 
about 81 per cent had from one to five vendora, and the re-
maining 19 per cent had aix or more. so~ waa generally the 
product vended in one-machine stores, and in two-machine 
atorea the other vendor was usually a soft-drink machinc . 6 
Instruction signa on machinery operation and on the 
uao of other facilities are essential . Their moooagcs should 
bo oxaet , brief, and clear . There should bo enough of them 
6~. p. 30. 
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to clarify procedures , but not so many that tho customer be-
comes confused . 
Other important facilities arc a refund system, 
folding tables, chairs or benches , and baskets or carts for 
moving clothes to and from machines . A starch sink, waste-
baskets , ashtrays , coathooks , a current supply of magazines 
for reading , and a l ost- and-found area are less ~portant, 
but should be furnished . Other facilities which arc not 
necessary, but which add to customer convenience and comfort, 
are a telephone, a pl ay area for children, a bulletin board, 
a suggestion box, music and/or television, air conditioning, 
and a rest room . 
IY . OWNERSHIP 
W'ho they are . OWners of coin laundries are cit.~cr 
inQividual invesbOrs or professional l aundrymen and dry 
cleaners. Tho majority of those in the former category own 
laundercenters as a sideline, havi ng some other main employ-
ment . some , however, enter the field as full- time owner-
operators of several stores. In the latter category, there 
are the owners of quick- service laundries who recognize the 
coin l4undry as a source of additional income wl~hout a cor -
responding increase in responsibility and time, and the 
commercial laundry or dry cleaning plant owners who may 
operate coin-ops as feeder stores for their main operation. 
Single and multiple storo ownership . In 1962, 
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about 59 per cent of all coin laundry owners owned one opera-
tion, while the remaining 41 per cent were multiple store 
owners . These national percentages also applied to owners 
in the East . Between approximately 60 per cent and 65 per 
cant of the multiple store owners owned two stores. 7 
Return ~ investment. Owners , in 1962, were making 
un approximate 18 per cent return on their investment, on a 
national average . I n the East the percentage was around 15 
per cent ; in the South, 22 per centi in the Midwest, 15 per 
cent; and in the West, 21 per cent . The number of those whose 
total investment was in the $20 , 000 to $25 , 000 category was 
the greatest , representing 31 per cent of all owners . a The 
average operation was doing $200 in washing business and $100 
in drying business each week.9 
V. USERS 
~ they !!S• coin laundry users comprise a cross-
section of a l l types of people . They may be city dwellers , 
suburbanites , or rural folk . Members of both sexes of all 
ages use coin-ops . Their education and income vary from one 
extreme to the other . The user may be married or singl e , and 
could bo a housewife , a laborer, a farmer, a professional man, 
or a student . The majority of customers are regular users . 
some people, such as tourists , salesmen, and those ln 
7 Ibid.. p . 32 . 8Ib1d. , p . 26 . 9Ibid., p . 22 . 
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emergencies , are occasional uaers . These people have differ-
ent reasons for using coin laundries . A few of the moat 
common ones wil l be diacuaaed here . 
First, it is oconomical to use a coin-op. The low 
coat of wash!nq and dryinq attracts individuals from every 
i~~e class , who realize that it is cheaper to patronize a 
coin laundry than to buy, operaee, and maintain home equip-
ment, or to use so:e type of commercial laundry eervice. 
Second, the operating schedules of moat laundermats 
pormit washing a t a late evening or early morning hour on any 
day of the week. Many families have work ocheduleo Which 
make it d~fficult to u1e other laundry service• open during 
no~l business hours only . This may be eapecially true when 
both husbAftd ~d wl!a work . 
Third, coin laundries can save uaera time . The 
housewife who requires a day or two to complote the weekly 
waahin9 ~t home can do an ontire week ' S washing and drying 
in an hour or two at a laundercenter , for aha can use as many 
waahers and dryers as she wishes . If other laundry services 
are uaed, ~~ere ia generally a wait of a day or two . 
Fourth, the coin laundry cus~er may havo no washer 
and/or dryer at home . Por one or more of tho reaeona above, 
he may prefer to use a co1n-op in lieu of aome othor laundry 
aervice . 
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VI . PROBLB/o'.S 
As with any business , the coin laundry business is 
not without its operating problems, the chief of which are 
discussed below. 
caretaking and maintenance . It is of prime im-
portance that a coin laundry be kept clean, and this cannot 
be over-emphasized. A clean, neat store creates a better 
customer attitude and also respect for the pre~lses, the 
latter even more important in light of the fact that an un-
a~tended operation does not tend t o build customer loyalty . 
All machinery should be Kept in good working order . 
Machinery which is continua l ly breaking down, or which is 
allowed to remain out of order for any length Of time, causes 
user discontent and creates a bad impression. 
Customer abuses ~ complaints . customers will be 
careless in their use of machinery . They may use too much 
soap, overload machines, or dye clothes in the washers . To 
prevent this , they must be educated by means of sisns. 
One customer's carelessness leads to the next 
customer ' s complaint . common complaints concern a dirty , 
messy store and faulty machinery . Again, signs which attempt 
to make the user feel that the coin laundry is his coin 
laundry , and that instruct in, and stress the importance of . 
proper operation of machinery, can be helpful in minimizing 
these compla ints . 
~on-attended vorsua attended operat~ons . An un-
attended coin laundry means a significant saving in labor 
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costs to the owner . However , unattended operations may pre-
sent problems if they are not supervised closely. 
Conversely , attended, or part-time attended opera-
tions , mean a substantial disbursement for labor . A cor-
responding reduction in profits is not necessarily the result, 
however . It may very well be that an attendant will pay his 
o~~ wages , and more , by providing personal contact , by giving 
assistance , by maintaining machinery, by Keeping the store 
clean, and by discouraging theft . 
Competition. Coin laundries compete mainly with 
home washing equipment , not with the commercial laundry . 10 
This may be a good sign from the viewpoint of professional 
laundrymen, for it may mean tbat once users develop the habit 
of doing their washing at a coin laundry, ~~ey will gradually 
begin using a ll of the other professional laundry and dry 
cleaning services to a greater extent than at present . 
In addition to competinq with home equipment, coin 
laundries compete seriously with quicK-service operations. 
some quick-service plants have been forced out of business . 
others have converted to coin-ops. 
Joliet, 
p . 8 . 
10
coin-ooerated Laundries 
Illinois: American Institute 
(Service Bulletin No . S24. 
of Launder>ng , 1959), 
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VII . TRENDS AND THE FUTURE 
~ of operation. coin laundries are growing 
larger . ~ere equipment is filling larger stores in locations 
which can support them. Operators know that customers are 
attracted to stores which have a capacity great enough to 
eliminate bottlenecks. As stated earlier in this chapter, 
the average coin l aundry in 1962 had t· ... •enty- three washers 
and eight dryers , a s compared to twenty washers and eight 
dryers a few years before. The typical coin-op, i n 1962, 
occupied an area of approximately 1, 200 square feet. In the 
West, however, almost 50 per cent of the operat ions used 
between 1,800 and 2,200 square feet . In addition, aL~ost 
60 per cent of the western self-service opera tions had from 
twen~y to forty washers and more . 11 
There is also a trend toward the type of operation 
where a ll washing and cleaning needs can be satisfied. This 
means not only coin laundry machinery , but coin-operated dry 
cleaning machines as wel l . 
Size and range 2! machi nery . The standard washers 
in coin laundries are getting bigger . 12 In addition, many 
operators have added one or more extra large capacity washers , 
in the forty to fifty-pound capacity range . This makes it 
llz!ff, Richard (director) . •survey of ~oe Coin-
Op Industry 1962 , • 2.2· £ll. , p . 22 . 
l2prom a reprint of •The Changing Coin-Op (TOmorrow•s 
store Today), " Amer ican Laundry Digest(September 15,1958) ,p. l2 . 
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possible for customers to wash such items as blankets, bed-
spreads, shaq rugs, etc . , which hitherto had not been washed 
at coin laundries . Many of the new models and maKes are 
more durable, and some feature reversing action for a cleaner 
wash. 
Other machinery and equipment items appearing more 
frequently are vendors for plastic bags and hangers , ex-
tractors for high-speed drying, sit-down ironers , hand iron-
ers , and stea~ form- finishers . vending machines for such 
products as coffee, cigarettes , pop corn , snacks , fruit , and 
even groceries are being added to operations. Beauty bars 
with shampoo sinks and hair dryers and reducing salons arc 
being featured in some of the bigger urban stores . 
Attended operations . Although the unattended coin 
laundry still predominates , more and more of them are being 
attended on a full or part-time basis during the day and early 
evening hours . l3 In addition, more operations are closing at 
ll P.M. or midnight and opening at 6 A.M. the following day. 
These policies may or may not reduce profits , depending upon 
the market of the particular plant involved. 
ownership . An increasing percentage of investors 
own more than one store. While in February , 1962, about 39 
per cent of coin laundry owners owned two or more stores , in 
l3tbid., p . 14. 
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June of 1962 the figure had risen to around 41 per cent. 14 
Chain operations continue to grow, and supermarkets are in-
vestiqating the possibility of expanding their services to 
the coin laundry field. It appears that the small store will 
become history, at least in urban areas, with the small in-
vestor priced out of the market. The 411-in-one operation, 
owned by commercial l aundrymen and dry cleaners , may be the 
store of the future . 
~ future . From l9S6 to l9S9 there was a 76 per 
cent increase in the number of coin laundries. Over the next 
three years there was a 56 per cent increase. The industry 
is still growing but at a lower rate . 15 From all signs it 
is here to stay. ono cannot be completely accurate in pre-
dieting the futut~. but probably some coin laundries will 
become quick- service operations, many more will be established 
in conjunction with laundry and dry cleaning call offices , and 
others will continue to be established as independent opera-
tions . All will offer more in the way of complete service to 
satisfy all laundry and cleaning needs . There is still a long 
way to go before coin laundries have reached their full market 
potential . 
l4ziff, Richard (director) . "Survey of the coin- op 
Industry 1962," Q£· cit . , p . 32. 
15~ . • p . 16. 
CHAPTER III 
BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION OF COIN LAUNDRIES STUDI ED 
1. I NTRODUCTI ON 
A discussion of the hist ory , policies , and physical 
characteristics of each of the three coin laundries studied 
will be worthwhile at this point . There is a direct connec-
tion between many of these considerations and coin laundry 
user behavior . This chapter will provide the reader with 
background ma terial for e ach coin laundry, and a visual con-
ccp~ion of each operation, both of which should contribute 
to a better understanding and evaluation of the findings . 
The Whi te ~~untain Laundercenter is loca ted i n 
NOrth conway , New Hampshire, and is owned and operated by 
M.r . Hollis McBurney . l'tr . fok:Burney is a professional in the 
texti l e maintenance field, owning both a commercial laundry 
and a dry cleaning plant. The coin laundry opened on June 25 , 
1960 . It is attended in the evenings , ~londay through Satur-
day , and on s unday a fternoons . I t i s well supervised even 
when unattended. The operation is closed niqhtly a t eleven 
and opened the following morning at six. 
Berlin, New Hampshire is the site of the Berlin 
Laundercenter, owned by the writer, who operates i t as a side 
line. The l aundermat opened on september 17 , 1960. It is 
not attended, and operates on a limited schedule , being open 
from six in the morning until midnight, seven days a wee~ . 
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Although not attended, it ia checked regularly by the janitor 
or his wife . 
The P-A Coin-0-Mat is located in westbrook , Maine . 
It is owned and operated by a Mr . Roderick L. Lowell. Like 
Mr. McBurney. Mr . Lowell ia a professional, owning a dry 
cleaning plant also. His coin laundry opened on February 22, 
1961. It is an attended operation except fOr the early morn-
in9, late afternoon, and early even~ng, and ia open fro~ six 
in the morning until ten at niqht, seven daya a week . This 
coin laundry also featuroa coin-operated dry cloaninq machines . 
II . SITES 
The White Mountain Laundercenter is situaced in a 
aparaely-populated, residential area of aingle· taoily a~ellings. 
Little traffic paaaea through the neighborhood. The coin 
laundry is about ono-oighth of a mile from Main Street, the 
nearest busy streot , and approximately a quarter of a mile 
from the center of town. The laundereenter is not easily seen 
by passers-by, as it is behind other buildinga. HOwever , this 
haa not been a serious problem, for the operation 11 the best 
in the area . Adequate ott-street parking is provided adjacent 
to the plane. 
occupying part of what was the Boston and Maine rail-
road station, the Berlin Laun4ercenter is aituatod on the in-
aide fringe of a densely-populated, low- rent reaidential area 
of multiple-faoily dwellinga, and on the periphery of the city 
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core. Much traffic passes by the coin laundry , and as the 
laundercenter building is the only building on the street, 
the operation is conspicuous. Directly across the street 
from the launderccnter is a publ i c pl ayground and athletic 
field. Customers can send or take children to the playground 
while their washing is being done . At one end of the store 
is an off-street parking lot of more than adequate size . 
The P-A Coin-0-~tat is located about one mile from 
westbrook's center , about five miles from Portland and Gor-
ham, and about six miles from South Windham. The operation 
draws from all of these communities . The coin laundry is 
situated in a densely-populated business and residential 
area, with the immediate vicinity containing mostly medium-
rent, multiple-Eo.mily dwellings . Main Street, a one-way 
street, passes by the coin-op and is extremely busy , but not 
congested. The coin laundry is clearly visible to all passers-
by. Plenty of off-street parking is provided at the rear of 
the opera tion . 
III. BUILDINGS 
The White Nountain Laundercenter occupies one wing 
of a fairly modern, medium- size, L- shaped, one-story build1ng4 
It ha s glass frontage consisting of four plate- glass wi ndows , 
each approxima tel y four feet by six feet in size. Their high 
placement, and the backs of a row of washers for tw~ of them, 
prevent a good view of the interior. There are t~~ separate 
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entrances to the store. ~~ double-faced signs mark the loca· 
t ion of the coin laundry . Inside, the room occupied by the 
l aundercenter is approximately thirty feet square. The floor 
is uncovered cement, b ut is well smoothed out. The walls are 
a t t ractively painted in a f lat shade of l i ght blue. The 
ceiling is fla t white . The lighting is good, and consists of 
eight strips of double-tube fluorescent fixtures . The opera-
tion is well heated and ventilated. 
One end of the old Boston and Maine railroad station, 
and an extension of tha t end specially constructed,house the 
Berlin Laundercenter . The building is of medium size, rec -
t angular, and one-story. The extension is modern, but the 
origina l part is quite old-fashioned. The walls of the ex-
tension are brick and have been left in their nat ur al state. 
Glass frontage consists of three pla te glass windows in the 
extension, each approximately five feet by nine feet, which 
a fford an excellent view of the interior. The old p ar t is 
not easily seen, however, as it has only one conventional 
window. There a re two separate entrances to t he store . A 
double- faced sign marks the loca tion of the l aundercentcr . 
Inside, the coin-op occupies a roughly rectangular area 
measuring approximately thirty-four feet by twenty-three 
feet in the new part, and twenty-three feet by twenty-nine 
feet in the o l d section . The floor is covered with fairly 
attractive grey asphal t til1nq. The walls a re painted in 
flat-finish medium and light shades of turquoise . The 
ceiling ia covered with white t~linq . Two room-length rows 
of double-tube fluorescent lighting are more than ample . 
Heating ia adequate with the exception of very cold days in 
the winter . ventila~ion is good . 
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The P-A Coin- o-Mat occupiea ono aide of a f a irly 
large, modern, single-story building. ~early the entire 
front and one side of t he building are eonatructed of l a rge , 
heavy-duty panea of glas s . The glall extends from the over-
hang of the roof to the floor line, parmittinq a fine view 
of the interior. The operation haa three entrances . TWO 
eigne, one a very large co=bination aiqn and clock, mark the 
location of the coln-op. The inlide area occupied by the 
store ia rectangular and Peasures about aeventy feet by 
twency-!our !eet. 7he floor is cement, uncovered but smooth. 
The walls are tastefully painted in a flat finish of light 
blue, white , and light yellow. The ceiling ia constructed 
of white acoustic tile, which reduces the noiao of the ma-
chinery and contributes to a rel axed atmoaphere . Lighting 
ia wholly adequate and consists of both aingle-tube and 
double-tube fluorescent fixtures . Heatin9 and ventilation 
are c;ood. In a rear corner of the atore are the coin dry 
cleaning facilities . 
IV. BQUIPMBliT 
The White MOuntain Laundercenter features twelve 
Philco-Bendix sixteen- pound, front-loading, tumbler-type 
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washers; two ten-pound washers of the same make and type; and 
one wascomat forty-pound washer, also of the same type. The 
washers are arranged along two sides of the room and form an 
•L. ft The charges are 30¢ for the sixteen-pounders, 20c for 
the ten-pounders, and 75¢ for the forty-pounder . Eight 
forty-pound dryers are placed along a third wall of the plant . 
They have been installed to give them a built-in appearance . 
The cost of the drying is 5¢ for five minutes. The operation 
has two coin cha ngers . Six vendin9 machines offer a variety 
of laundry and non-laundry products . There are vendors for 
detergents and related products , plastic laundry bags , c~ndy, 
soft drinks, coffee and hot chocolate, and popcorn . Miscel-
laneous but important equipment consists of three combination 
folding tables and double benches, a starch sink, and push 
baskets . The laundercenter has no refund syst~~. as customers 
can apply for refunds at the owner's dry cleaning plant during 
the day and from the attendant in the evening. The coin 
laundry has neither a telephone nor a rest room. 
There are sixteen washers in the Berlin Launder-
center . Each is a Philco- Bendix sixteen-pounder, of the same 
type as the machines in North conway . These machines are ar-
ranged bacX-to-bacK in two rows down tho center or the room. 
Individual bi-lingual (English- French) instruction signs are 
mounted on each washer . Each machine also has chained to it 
a metal cup for use in measuring soap. The price of washing 
is 25¢. The operation has nine dryers of the same size as 
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those in North conway . The dryers are positioned along one 
side of ~~e room and , as in North conway, appear to be built 
in. There is an individual instruction sign on each dryor . 
The price is 5¢ for five minutes . Tha laundercenter has one 
multi-coin changer . Thore are five vending machines : 
detergent, bleach, COke and orange soft drinks , candy, and 
coffee and hot chocolate. Three folding tables , four wooden 
bonches , a starch sink, push baskets , a pegboard for lost 
clothinq, and refund facilities make up the most important 
miscellaneous equipment . There are four scenic pictures 
over the fireplace , and short curtains over the plate-glass 
windows . outside the buil ding is a pay telephone booth. 
There is no rest room. 
The P·A Co1n•o-Mat features fifteen Philco-Bendix 
sixteen- pound washers and five ten- pounders, both of the 
type in the other two coin laundries . It also has two forty-
pound wascomat washers . Al l of t hese machines are l ined up 
along two sides of the room , forming an •L. • small paper 
cups are placed on the washers for measuring detergent . The 
prices are 30¢, 20¢ , and 75¢ for the sixteen, ten , and forty-
pound machines , respectively. The coin-op has twelve dryers . 
They havo forty-pound capacities, as do those at the other 
t~~ coin laundries . They are placed along one side of the 
room and appear to be buil t in . The price is 10¢ for seven 
and one-half minutes of drying time . There are t~~ coin 
chanqers in the coin laundry, and a dollar bill changer . 
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Three vending machines dispense detergents and related products, 
plastic laundry bags, and soft drinks . Other important mis-
cellaneous equipment consists of five combination foldin9 
tables and single benches , three other benches , a starch sinK, 
ten push baskets, and refund facilities . In addition , there 
is an inside wall-type pay telephone . There is a rest room 
in the rear of the store, unmarked, but available if needed 
when the attendant is thera . A bell at the rear of the store 
may be rung for service if the attendant is on duty. A sprin-
kler system has been installed on the ceiling of the coin 
laundry . 
V. SIGNS 
The White Mountain Laundereenter has the most es-
sential signs on its walls , but they are not eye-catching or 
carefully worded . There is one big instruction sign for al l 
of the Philco- Bendix washers and a separate instruction sign 
over the wascomat . Other washer signs indicate the size of 
the Bendix washers, and caution against oversudsing. There 
i$ one big dryer instruction sign. Other dryer signs permit 
the removal of clothes from loaded dryer$ that have stopped, 
and indicate the cost of drying . There are miscellaneous 
signs of lesser importance. 
As there are individual instruction signs on each 
washer and dryer in the Berlin Laundercenter, there are few 
signs on the walls . The signs that are hung warn against 
oversudsing, ask that no tinting or dyeing be done in the 
washers , and state the name and telephone n~~er of the jani-
tor for ~~ergency use . There are also other less significant 
signs . 
The P-A Coin-0-Mat signs arc well written and at-
tract attention. The bigger instruction signs have a rabbit 
painted on tham as a trade-mark . There are five large 
sixteen-pound washer instruction signs. On the backs of them, 
which can be seen from the outside, are messages promoting 
the use of the laundercenter . There are two instruction 
signs for the ten-pound washers, and a sign which lists some 
of the i t ems which can be washed in the forty-pound washers . 
The=e are five large dryer instruction signs. ~~ other dryer 
signs permit unloading of stoppad dryars , and another sign 
tel l s what not to drj . There are other miscellaneous signs 
which are helpful to the customer, but not so many that the 
customer feels overwhelmed . 
VI . 1-'.AINTENANCE 
The White Mountain Laundercenter is maintained well . 
The owner is always nearby , and the attendant is there in the 
evenings , so the machinery and floor arc kept clean. Faulty 
machinery is repaired promptly. Because of this close at-
tention , customer abuse of machinery , leading to breakdowns, 
is minimal . 
Although there is no attendant in the Berlin 
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Laundorcenter, the store is kept clean. The janitor cleans 
well once a day, and between cleanings, he or his wife make 
spot checks and pick up. Repairs present a minor problem. 
The cleaning man makes minor repairs only. He keeps ~~e 
writer informed &bout major breakdowns , but in view of the 
latter ' s limited time and the fact that he lives forty miles 
from his business , repairs are not made the moment they arc 
needed . 
As the P-A Coin-o-Mat is attended most of the time, 
it is kept very c l ean . The c l eaning is divided among the 
attendant , the owner •s father, and a professional window 
cleaner. Machinery r epair is acco~plishcd by the attendant, 
who docs minor repair ~~rk , and the owner's father , who makes 
major repairs . ~~chines are never out of order long. Again, 
because there is an attendant there most of the time, customer 
abuse of machinery is considerably reduced . 
VII. SUMMARY 
Although they arc in different types of communities , 
the ~nita Mountain Laundcrcenter, the Berlin Laundercenter, 
and t he P-A Coin-o-Mat have similar basic features . All three 
operations are modern and attractive, and each is foremost 
among the competition in its locality. The variety of ma-
chinery and equipment featured by each coin laundry differs 
somewhat . The White Nountain Laundercenter , even though it 
is tho smallest plant, offers a complete line of both laundry 
machinery and vending equipment. The Berlin Laundercentor , 
while it ranks second in overall size, provides only one 
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size of washer, and has the fewest vending machines . A large-
scale and comprehensive coin-operated laundry and dry clean-
in9 service is featured at the P-A Coin-0-Mat, but until re-
cently this store has lacked vending machines for non-laundry 
products . Many conveniences and extras are offered by each 
laundercenter , all of which make the operations more appeal-
ing to the user. The owners are interested in making con-
structive 1mprov~~ents and in formulating and carrying out 
progressive policies . 
CHAPTER IV 
TRE THREE COMMUKITIES 
I . INTRODUCTION 
A knowledge of the characteristics of their trading 
areas and potential markets is essential to producers and 
distributors of qoods and services. tor the coin laundry 
owner, this tradin9 area is the city or town in which his 
business is located, together with outlying communities which 
cont~ibute significant numbers of customers . Size and make-
up of the population. in terms of such f actors as education , 
occupa tion, and income; the economic structure of the area: 
and geographical characteristics of the region, affect busi-
ness decisions . These decisions apply not only to the in-
itial establishment of an operation, but to subsequent changes 
and revisions of policies necessitated by changing circum-
stances. 
II. NORTH CONWAY, NEW HAMPSHIRE 
North Conway is located in the east central part 
of the state, in carroll County, the state ' s most rural area. 
Berlin, about forty- three miles to the north, is the nearest 
community of over 5,000 people . A cool, temperate climate , 
lakes and streams, and wooded hills and mountains provide a 
climate and topography ideal for year-round recreation busi-
nesses . 
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A part of the Town of conway, North Conway makes up 
a little more than one-fourth of Conway ' s total population of 
4, 298 inhabitants . Other towns , which are somewhat dependent 
upon North Conway for goods and services , add 1,328 persons 
to the possible market . The size of the market is always 
changing due to tourists and summer residents . The latter 
outnumber the permanent population. 
Although there are no economic data available for 
North Conway and its t rading area, there are recent data for 
Carroll County which are referred to below. As t he market 
for North conway is equal to approximately 35 per cent of 
the county ' s population of 15, 829 , in the judgment of the 
writer the use of this data is juseified, as we l l as being 
a practical necessity . 
The population trends for carroll county are some-
what stagnant . However, unlike most of the other to~~s . the 
Town of conway grew slightly between 1950 and 1960, but by 
only 189 people . compared to other counties in the state, 
Carroll is forming new households slowly. The average size 
of each household is only 3.08 persons , and in each there 
are comparatively few children under six years of age . 1 The 
l Overall Economic Oevelo~~ent Proqrao (Prepared by 
Carroll County Rural Area Development Committee , Ourha~, New 
Hampshire : University of New Hampshire Extension Service, 
1963) , pp . 16 and 17 . 
media n age of residents , 36. 2 years , is the highest in the 
state. 2 
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Tho education of the county's inhabitants is better , 
percentagewise, than the state average. 11ore ;;>eople have gone 
t o colle9e; fewer have obtained only a gramrn~r school educa-
tion or lcss . 3 HOwever , as there are no educational institu-
tiona beyond the high school level in this part of the state, 
those who desire further schooling must go elsewhere . The 
proportion of those who are foreign-bOrn is low, being less 
than one-h alf of the state figure . 4 
The economy of Carroll County is also static, lacK-
ing vigor , and hampered by the lack of coordinated develop-
ment planning. I t has some possibilities , however , for 
future growth. The recreation industry is first in the 
county, and is by far the most important part of North Con-
way's economy. Industry , mostly lumber products and ~~od­
working, is second, but is curtailed because of a lack of 
well-managed timber . Farmin9 runs third , but is declining 
in importance . Some income is pumped into the economy by 
those who have retired to this area, and who, therefore, 
create a one-way flow of funds to the region's advantage . 
There is cons~derable seasonal employment in the 
county due to the nature of the recreation industry . Pew 
jobs are available in April, May , June, October, and November . 
3rbid., p . 1 34. 4 Ibid . , p . 17. 
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The result is a good deal of job changing and underemployment. 
In addition, this seasonality factor causes a significant 
out- migration of young men and women seeking more attractive 
job opportunities , and this has a most detrimental effect on 
t he area's economy . The average unemployment rate , estimated 
at 4 . 7 per cent for the past five years, has since risen , and 
the county has recently been declared a depressed area . 5 
Even though 34 per cent of the female segment of 
Carroll County's population are in the labor force , the median 
family income for the county is only $4,662, nearly $1 , 000 
under the s tate median. 6 one out of four families earns un-
der $3 ,000 per year . 7 This may be attr i buted to the non-
industrial character of the region . 
~nere are two other eoin l aundries in North conway, 
in addition to the one studied. one is a combina tion launder-
ette and coin- op . Both are small , do not represent serious 
competition, ~nd might be more properly termed nuisances than 
competitors . The vi l lage of conway also has two l aunder-
centers, thus reducing t he market potentia l from t hat area. 
Advert1sin9 medi a are available in the form of a weekly news-
paper published in North Conway and a radio station in Conway. 
The economic situation of carroll county is current-
ly under study, and remedial proposals have already been made . 
The recommendations include new all-season tourist facill~ies , 
5 Ibid., p. 20 . 6 7 ~ .• pp . 19 and 20 . Ibid., p . 20 . 
a man-made lako between ~orth Conway and conway, attraction 
of more retired families , and the establishment of more 
light industry . If these suggestions materialize, they 
should have a favorable effect on the coin laundry business 
by bringing more people to the region . 
III . BERLIN , NEW HAMPSHIRE 
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Berlin is located in the northeastern sector of the 
state, in Coos County . It lies between mountain ranges in 
the Androscoggin River valley, and enjoys a coolly temperate 
climate. 
Although there are more economic data available for 
Berlin than there are for North Conway , some Coos County data 
are referred to below. It is the writor•s opinion ~~at this 
is justified, as the inhabitants of Berlin represent almost 
50 per cent of the county population of 37,140. 
A relatively large community surrounded by rural 
outlying areas, Serlin is tho sixth largest city in the state. 
I ts 1960 population was 17,820. a decline from twenty years 
a9o, but ~n increase over the 1950 figure of 16, 6 16 . As coos 
County has a low in-mi9ration rate and a high out-migration 
rate , tho increase is largely due to the birth rate . The 
average size of each household in the county is the hi9hest 
in the state at 3 . JS persons . s 
There are other characteristics of coos county ' s 
residents which are pertinent . coos has the hiqhest per-
centage of young people under eighteen in the state. 9 In 
addition, it has the highest percentage of foreign-born in-
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habitants in the state at 12 per cent, and the highest per-
centage of native-born with at least one foreign-born parent . 10 
Berlin has , over the years , attracted many persons of French 
descent from c anada , and probably a majority of the city ' s 
population are bi-lingual . ~ne average number of school 
years completed by residents of Berlin is low, at 9 . 0 years , 
compared to the state figure of 10. 9, and only 30 . 6 per cent 
of the city's inhabitants have completed high schoo1 . 11 
Recent events have drastically changed the economy 
and outlook for Berlin. The Brown Company , a pulp ~~d paper 
concern, and the statc •s larqest e~ployer, is the bulwark of 
the city's economy. Directly or indirectly, a maJority of 
the people depend upon this company for their livelihood. 
Because of this, Berlin can be properly called a one-industry 
city. eor the last few years Brown company profits have been 
decreasin9 . In an effort to improve the downward trend, the 
company has laid off many employees during this period, and 
8
averall Economic Development Program for Coos County , 
~Hampshire. (Preliminary copy. Prepared by coos County Rural 
Azea Development committee . Durham, New Hampshire : university 
of New Hampshire Extension Service, l963),p. 17 . 
9~. lOi bid. , p . 19. 11rbid . , p . 22 . 
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has just recently c l osed a major mill operation. All of this 
has created a serious unemployment situation in Berlin. The 
unemployment rate for the city was 5 . 8 per cent in January, 
1963. 12 This represents an increase of . 4 per cent over the 
corresponding month the previous year . This increase would 
have been larger had it not been for the out- migration of 100 
inhabitants . The younger members of the labor force have 
been hardest hit, in particular the semi-skilled and unskilled, 
for seniority rulings prevail at the Brown Company. The un-
employment rate ordinarily drops in the summer , however, as 
jobs connected with the tourist trade open up, and as summer 
construction gets under way . In addition to the unemployed 
in Berlin, there are many who are underempl oyed. 
The percentage of the work force in coos County en-
gaged i n manufacturing empl oyment is some five percentage 
point s higher than the corresponding proportion for the 
state. 1 3 These manufacturing jobs pay· considerably better 
wages , on the average , than do the non-manufacturing positions 
in the county . The median family income in Berlin is $5 , 386 , 
about$ per cent under the state median . 14 Only 32. $ per cent 
12Employmont ~ unemployment !n ~ Hampshire . (Pro-
pared by the State of New Hampshire Department of Employment 
Security. Concord, Now Hampshire: February , 1963) . 
l3overall Economic Development Program ~ £22! 
county , ~~ cit. , p . 19. 
14~·. p . 22 . 
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Of the women in Coos County are employed, the lowest percent-
age of any county in tho state. 15 In addition, wage rates 
for these women are the lowest of any county . 
The unemployment in Berlin has had not only a 
direct impact upon the economy of the area, but an indirect 
one as well . It has contributed to a some·,.,hat depressing and 
gloomy atmosphere . The people arc apprehensive about what 
the future holds for them, have drawn in their belts, and a,re 
reluctant to spend easily. It may be that the proverbial 
rainy day seems imminent . Coos County has been declared a 
depressed area, and studies are being conducted to det,crmine 
how the situation may be remedied. A federal grant has been 
made and will be matched by local funds to hire a professiona l 
consultant in developing a •mast~r plan• for Berlin. 
~oerc are two other coin l aundries in Berlin which 
compete with the Berlin Laundercenter . One is older and one 
newer. They are both on the opposite side of the Androscoggin 
River from t he writer ' s plant, are smaller, and the parking 
situation is not good for either of th~~. On the brighter 
sido, there are a number of low-rent residential sections in 
Serlin from wh ich to draw customers . Two newspapers in the 
city, o ne English and one French, and a radio station provide 
advertising media. Tho property tax rate is low and could 
contribute to the attraction of new industry . 
lS!J;ili!. • p. 19 . 
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The adverse economic situation in Berl in has not 
too seriously affected cert.ain businesses providing needed 
9oods and services at low costs, such as coin laundries . 
However , if t he slump increases in severity, its effect will 
be more telling. It i s to be hoped that Berlin will be 
another Mcity tha t came back. M 
IV . WESTBROOK, MAI!.'E 
Of the three communities involved in the study, 
Westbrook, Maine, appears to have the most promising future. 
It is located five miles west of Portland, northern New 
England's largest city, which is about one-fourth of the 
way up Maine's coastline. Although Westbrook is an inland 
city, its proximity to the ocean tcmpors its climate, cool• 
ing it in the summer and warming it in the winter . 
Westbrook, Portland, and eleven other communities 
make up the Greater Portland Area, which lies within a 
fifteen-mile radius of Portland. This area offers a combina-
tion of industry , commerce, and farming, and a choice of urban 
or suburban living. Al though westbrook maintains its iden-
tity as a separate city, it is included in the Standard Metro-
politan Area of Portland, as well as in the Greater Portland 
Area . The Standard Jo.1etropolitan Area is composed of Portland, 
westbrook , and three other communities . westbrook's 1960 
population was 13 , 820 , a gain of more than 1,500 over 1950. 
In 1960 there were 182,751 persons in Greater Portland, an 
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increase of almost 14,000 over l95o . 16 
westbrook is residential and industrial in nature . 
Its economy is diversified and stable. Like Berlin, the 
city's number one employer is a manufacturer of paper , the 
S - D. \4'arren Company . unlike the Brown Company, however, 
the financial condition of s . D. Warren is relatively secure. 
This company expanded substantially in 1960 and 1961, and 
presently employs about 3, 300 people . 17 Furthermore, there 
are other sizeabl e manufacturing concerns in the city which 
make such products as shoes , dowels , jewel boxes, and shipping 
containers . This diversification contributes to a more 
heal~~y economic climate than that which exists in Berlin. 
Although useful economic data for westbrook are 
not available , some consideration of available data on both 
the Standard Netropolitan Area and the Greater Portland Area, 
both of which include westbrook , will be worthwhile . In 1961, 
the Standard Metropolitan Area, which is the core of Greater 
Portl and, had a labor force of 61 , 700 . Of this number, 38,700 
were engaged in non-manufacturing employment ; 11, 800 in manu-
facturing employment: 6,400 in miscellaneous employmentj and 
16 Fingertip Pacts About Greater Portland, Maine . 
~amphlet, prepared by Area Development council , Portland, 
Maine) , p . 4 . 
l7Pamphlet (no title) of facts about westbrook , 
Maine , published by the westbrook Chamber of commerce in 
Cooperati on with the S . D. warren company . 
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500 in agricultural employment . 18 For the same year , there 
were 4,300 un~~ployed workers , of which 1,800 were women . 19 
Those una~ploycd represented about 7 per cent of the ~~rk 
force . Although this rate is comparatively high , its effect 
on tho economy of the area ha s not boon as serious as it 
would have been if the re9ion were small and not well di-
versified. There are over 275 different manufacturers in 
the Greater Portland Are a. 20 Due to tho stability of its 
economy and excel lent distribution facilities , Greater Port-
land has been sel ected as a l oading market test center . 21 
The dat a above are pertinent to thi s d i scussion 
in that there is significant inter-community travel and trans-
action of business between westbrook and communities in the 
Standard Metropolitan and Greater Portland Areas . The ownei' 
of the coin l aundry studied in Westbrook estL~ates that over 
50 per cent of his customers come from the city of Portland, 
wfli ch is a commercial and residential center; Gorham, which 
is residential nnd farming; and Windham, also residential 
and farming . 
The westbrook coin-op s tudied has only two immediate 
competitors . Both are considerably small er . one is located 
about one-half mile away , and the other ~pproximately three-
18 Fingertip Facts About Greater Portland, Maine , 
2>!· cit .• p . s. 
19~. 20 Ibid. , p . 7 . 21Ibid . • p . 6 . 
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quarters of a mile away . There is a weekly newspaper and a 
radio station in westbrook . Three other newspapers are pub-
lished in Greater Portland, and six other radio stations are 
in operation, as well as three television stations. Thus , 
there is a wide ranqe of advertising media from which to 
choose . The approximate property tax rate for westbroo~ 
per $1 , 000 of actual valuation in 1960 was the lowest of any 
of the other thirteen municipalities in the Greater Portland 
22 Area. 
The varied nature and soundness of the economy of 
Westbrook and the area around it, combined with the variety 
in the composition of the population both wi~~in the city 
and without, are two factors which make this city suitable 
for many types of business operat ions. 
22 Ibid., p . 16. 
CHAPTER V 
CONSUMER MOTIVATION 
I . INTRODUCTION 
Consumers• desires largely control those goods and 
services which are marketed . The customer accepts or rejects 
what is offered to him. over the long run he determines what 
goods and services will be sold, and what methods will be 
used to distribute them. The habits and opinions of these 
consumers cannot be ignored. 
The creation of consumer demand is accomplished 
primaril y by advertisinq and personal selling. These pro-
motional efforts may have varying degrees of success, depend-
ing upon whether the products offered satisfy wants , and 
whether advertisi ng is effective with a majority of those to 
whom it is directed. 
TO st~ulate consumer demand, marketing groups must 
know their customers. This means a knowledge of their "''ants , 
the forces which motivate the~, their purchasing power, and 
certain other major factors . The main purpose of this thesis 
is to ascertain the consumer behavior of the coin laundry 
user . Facts in this chapter about the 9eneral consumer will 
provide a context against which information concerning the 
users of self- service laundries will be more meaningful . 
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II . POPUlATION FACTORS 
Population. Of great importance to the business-
man is a knowledge of the changes in population, and of tne 
magnitude of these changes . In analyzing such data , he 
should be careful not to automatically equate population 
growth with a greater degree of prosperity. Population in-
creases do not, in the~selvos , mean new marKets . Increases 
in population can be related to greater prosperity only under 
a situation \oo•hcre real per capita incor:tes rise at the same rate 
1 
or at a faster rate than tho growth of tho population. 
r·1lile chanc;es in population size must be known if 
marketing organizations are to determine total demand, there 
are few things that everyone wants equally. Because of this , 
merchants must study the characteristics of the pop:.!lation, 
keeping abreast of changes in its composi~ion . 
Consumpt•on patterns change with variations 1n the 
size of age groupings within the population. i~ith each 
cnange in the birth rate , there is a corresponding shift in 
the relative size of age groups , with resultant increases 
and decreases in consumer demand in certain areas . For many 
years the death rate in this country has declined , wit~ a 
consequent increase in the percentage of older people to the 
total population. 
1Thcodore Beck~an, Harold 
Principles £! l-1arketing (New York : 
1957) ' p . 52 . 
Naynard., ·~allium 
The aonald Press 
Davidson , 
Company, 
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Family size is also a population factor which af-
fects living standards and consuming patterns. A decrease 
in average family size, accompanied by rising incomes, leads 
to increased spending in such areas as health , education, 
and recreation , and the occupancy of more apartments and 
small homes . 
A knowledge of the geographic distribution of popu-
lation, and of the continual shifts in it, is necessary in 
analyzing markets . Such an analysis involves a considera-
tion of both changes in the absolute numbers of inhabitants 
living in a 9iven area , and changes in the proportion of the 
total number of people in this area to the total population 
of a larger area or region of which it is a part . 
Two general national populatlon txena$ axe woxth 
looking at . Originally this country was primarily agricul-
tural . However , since the turn of the century the percentage 
of those living in rural areas has decreased, while the pro-
portion of those livin9 in urban centers has increased. TO-
day the city dweller represents the number one market for 
consumer goods and services. A more recent population trend 
has boon a flow from the cities to the suburbs . The popula-
tion growth in the suburban regions outside major cities has 
been four to five times as great as it has been within the 
cities themselves . 2 The result has been an increase in home 
2 Ibid. , p . 57 . 
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ownership and a greater concern for family life, which, along 
with other characteristics of suburban living, have caused a 
change in spending patterns. 
Another point worth noting is that a significant 
number of people move every year . Those who move have been 
primarily responsible for the changes and trends in the dis-
tribution of the population. They have also affected con-
sumption patterns because their spending habits differ from 
those of a non-moving fam1ly . 3 A part of their income must 
be set aside for the costs of moving and becoming re-
establ ished, and during the moving periods products or ser-
vi ces which are convenient and easy to use are purchased. 
Women. The changes which have t .aken place econom-
1cally and soc1ally w~th respect to f~~ales merit considera-
tion. Both absolutely and percent.agewise, the number of 
women who work either on a full- time , part- time, or seasonal 
basis has been rising significantly since 1900. Many of 
these women are married, and either have no children or have 
grown children. A great many more are single. 4 
Marketing organizations recognize that the female 
has been playing an increasinqly important role in the pur-
ch~so of goods and services. Because their economic position 
has changed, and their political and social position as well , 
women have greater purchasing power than ever before. The 
3 Ibid . , p . 58. 4 ~-· pp. 56-59. 
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increased employment of the fairer sex has created a greater 
demand for non-necessary goods and services, and for labor-
saving, ready-made items . 
Much advertising must be adapted to the motiva-
tion of the female . Her . ,ants, fancies, and whims for dif-
ferent types and styles of products , and for different kinds 
of stores must be catered to . Studies have revealed ~~at 
there are differences between females and males with respect 
to consumption patterns and reactions to advertising. 
Generally, ~~men have more intense likes and dislikes , are 
more introvertish, are more susceptible to suggestion, and 
are less sel£-sufficient. 5 
Income. Consumers with wants do not necessarily 
create markets or guarantee a high level of consumption. 
The conversion of wants to demands is accomplished through 
purchasing power . Generally speaking, the extent of an in-
dividual's consumption depends upon the size of his income 
after taxes . There is considerable variation in standards 
of living and spending habits with each level of total family 
income. usually the majority of those with comparable in-
comes will spend similar percentages of their earnings for 
each of the major classes of everyday oxpenditures . 6 
Furthermore, when people leave one income class and move to 
one that is either lower or higher, they eventually t end to 
5 lbid., p . 60 . 6 ~- · p . 91. 
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spend their earnings in the same proportions as do others of 
similar sex, age , marital status, etc., in the income c l ass 
joinod. 7 A knowledge of total disposabl e income andre-
sultant patterns of spending is very important to business-
men in gauging market potentials . 
III . ~OTIVATIONAL FACTORS 
Needs, wants , and motives . Consumers know many of 
their wants , but they become aware of other wants as the re-
sult of markoting activity . This activity changes or creates 
wants by first making customers more cognizant of real or 
artificial needs . a To change needs to wants, marketing 
people must make consumers believe that a general class of 
goods or s~rviees ~ill satisfy their needs , and that a cer-
tain specific type of 900d or service within this class will 
be the most satisfactory. 
The progressivo sel ler realizes that the success 
of his advertising depends in large measure on a knowledge 
ot motives which are important to a majority of his market . 
consumer motivation is confusing because there arc different 
types of motives , of varying degrees of importance , which 
affect preference and behavior . Motives may be closely re-
lated, or even overlap in meaning . Commodities and services 
vary in appeal to different people , and also to the same 
8 Ibid . , p . 64 . 
people at different times . The reasons for appeal must be 
determined . 
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Primary buying motives . Primary buying motives 
lead first to a decision to buy a certain class of commodity 
or service for a particular use, and thon to a selection of 
a specific product to buy from within that class. 9 These 
motives may be r ational or emotional in nature, or a com-
bination of both , which is probably the usual case. 
Rational buying motives for purchasing qoods and 
services are the result of thoughtful consideration of the 
pros and cons which may apply to a purchase, and are basad 
upon judgment a.nd reason , rather than emotion or feeling . 
Advertisin9 and promotion directed toward this type of mo-
tive emphasize meaningful information, and offer evidcnee in 
support of statements and c laims . 
Convenience , as a rational motive, is commonly the 
basis of advertising appeals . These appeals can be classi-
fied as rational if ~hey stress that certain goods or ser-
vices may be more conveniently purchased, or used, than 
other similar goods and services . Economy , an important mo-
tive, may be considered from either or both of two points of 
view, the initial cost and the long-run cost . consumers vary 
in their understanding of this principle . Dependability is 
also a very strong rational motive . The buyer wants to feel 
9
.!Jl!.2. ' p . 65. 
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confident that his purchaee will do its intended job, that 1~ 
il durable, and that it ie safe. 
Emotional buyin9 motives are characterized by the 
abeonco of a val id arqument in favor of , or a9ainat, making 
a purchase. Tne desire to be comfortable it a popular emotion-
al 110tive. Probably the majority of people want to avoid 
phyeical effort altogether, or at leaat want to red~cc the 
extent of it . Appeals to the motive of comfort may be ::tade 
by sellers of labor-aavin9 machinery and equipment. Pleasure 
is also a common emotional motive . Nany pereona become frus -
trated and restless from routines of daily 11v1n9. Appeals 
to thla motive are uaed by promoters of va.rioua forms of en-
tertai~en~ . ~ext, conformity is a motive which ia wide-
spread. Many peoplo confom to acceptl!d pat~erna of behavior, 
whether consciously or unconsciously . They are not easily 
affected by appeals to individuality , for they do not wan~ 
to do anything out of tho ordinary. For a probable minority 
of persons, however, appoala to their sense of individuality 
will be effective. If a new or different product or service 
1• o!fered for sale, or if they have the opportunity ~ be 
firat in buying sooething, it is likely ~~at they will re-
lpond. Imitation is •t1ll another universal emotional motive . 
!vory man imita tes those around him to some degree . Here the 
appeal is designed to convince the prospective purchaser that 
oth•r• like him are buyin9 and using the same goods or ser-
vice•. This appeal is baaed upon the concept of •keep1ng up 
ss 
with the Joneses . • Prestige is yet anoeher motive, and one 
of 9reat siqnificance, as the desire for prestige is con-
sidered to be a fundamental part of human natura . Advertis-
ing campaigns based on preatiqo are designed to convince 
the consumer that a certain purchase will set htm apart from 
oehora, or will give htm hiqher social sta~ua. Finally, 
creativeness ls ~~ eQOtional motive which ~• characterized 
by a desire for creative activity as a release trom rnore ordi-
nary pleasurable experiences . 
Both r6tional and emotional buying motives may be 
either conscious or unconecioua . conscious motives are 
thole of which the consumer is aware. They do not have to 
be aroused by the merchant. Other ~tives , however, are un-
conscious, in that until the cuatocer is made aware of thea, 
they are unrecoqni~ed by him. Those concerned with ~arket­
inq more goods and sorviees must strivo to mako tho consum-
ing public cognizant of certain needs of which thoy had not 
been conscious previously. If their efforta are successful , 
want& are created. 
Patronage motives . At this point it ia loq1cal to 
diacuss why consuners, after having made a deciaion to buy 
aonothinq , patronize particular establ~shmon~a. Motives 
Which determine tho location where goods and aorvices will 
be bought, or from whom purchases will be made , ore called 
patronage motives . 10 
First , extra services offered by a store may be 
an important patronage motive . Although these services may 
not pay directly , senerally they result in increased sales 
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volume over the long run . These services nay be so important 
to a customer that he will by-pass a more convenient estab-
lishment . Ho ..... over , convenience of location is important t o 
most consumers . The majority of them like to patronize 
stores which are near at hand, all other things being equal . 
This is especially true in connection with the purchase of 
necessities . Price is also an important patronage motive 
for the majority of buyers . A merchant may appeal to this 
motive by emphasizing low prices in his advertising. other 
rational and emotional buying motives , and other p&tron&ge 
motives, may reduce t he significance of price, but it is , 
without question , a widely considered factor . Another motive 
is based on the customer ' s desire to patronize an operation 
which features a variety of goods or services within a gener-
al class . Th is especially applies to those classes of goods 
and services for which people have varying tastes, or which 
include differ ent styles . The reputation of ~~e merchant is 
still another very common patronage motive . some establish-
ments are completely reliable in their customer relations. 
Others may resort to unethical practices, or may be unpopu lar 
10 • d 0 1Di ., p . 7 . 
because of their discourteous sales personnel . Reputation 
may also be b ased upon a combination of the quality and 
prices of merchandise or services . Las t , the type of store 
is a common motive with many consumers . These customers 
have formed opinions about the advantages and disadvantages 
of buying from a local merchant , an independent operation, 
a chain storo, etc . ~nc patronage of different types of 
stores may develop into a habit , but the motives leading to 
this habit are varied. 
IV . MOTIVATION RESEARCH 
Defined. Hotivation research , also call ed con-
sumer research, is desi9ned to determine why consumers act 
and think the way they do . It requires a study of the buy-
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lng and patronage motives discussed, as well as consumer 
attitudes . Attitudes may be regarded as inclinations to re-
act favorably or unfavorably to persons , things, or ab-
stractions .11 Any one attitude is the result of past in-
fluences , including beliefs or assumptions, a social frame 
of reference, and feelings that have been exper1enced. 12 
One should recognize that although a customer ' s attitudes 
aro based upon past experience, they largely determine how 
he is going to react to market appeals in the future . 
ll Ibid. , p . 73 . 12Ibid. 
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MOtivation research is designed to find out the 
degree to which a specific motive may affect consumer be-
havior or attitudes ~ This is necessary if advertising ap-
peals are going to be effective, i . e ., if they are to coin-
cide with the consumer 's primary motives and attitudes. 
Millions of dollars have been spent i n efforts to learn what 
the real consumer motives and attitudes are, and how to 
measure the., . 
Chansoability g! motives and atti tudes . consumer ' s 
motives and attitudes toward goods and services are constant-
ly changi ng . Attitudes , likes , and dislikes for a particular 
commodity or service may change sharply and quickly, as t he 
result of even a minor modification of a product or service. 
For exbmpl e, new attitudes may result from a ehangG in a mer-
chant ' s operating poli cies , a change in personnel , a modifi-
cation of the physical layout of an establishment, an improve-
ment or decline i n customer relations , or a chango in the 
handlinq of cus tomers• refunds and allowances . 
11arKet research methods ~ Narltet research may be 
b a sed upon one or a combination of the following three methods : 
the observation of t he consumer, a consumer survey, or a psy-
chological method. The second will be discussed here , as it 
is pertinent to this study . 
Market surveys are ordinaril y used when consumer 
motivation cannot be satisfac torily determined from observa-
tion of customer behavior . Represcntaeive s~~ples of consumers 
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arc selected from the marKet population. ¥-~ey are polled and 
asked to state why they buy or act as they do in connection 
with the purchase of some good or service. subsequent analy-
sis may then reveal the predominant motivational forces and 
attitudes , and tho relative importa nce of each. This type 
of survey is the most effective in situations where customers 
know the reasons for their behavior, know what their attitudes 
are, and have no qualms about disclosing them . Unfortunatel y , 
however , many people cannot accura tely explain t heir behavior , 
or do not know how they feel about a commodity or service. 
ftttany consumer behavior surveys of the type above 
have been made to find out the "whnt•s and why's" with respect 
to buying and patronage . Well-designed and executed surveys 
bring out practical information for more intelligent business 
decisions . Such information should be implemented without 
delay if i t i s to serve in the most worthwhile way . 
C!IAPTBR VI 
THE 'IYPICAL COIN LAUNDRY USBR IN EACH COM.'IUNIT'f 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A coin laundry owner's awa reness of the personal 
characteristics of the average user of his establishment is 
desirable . Intelligent management decisions , in large part, 
should be based upon the predominant customer types . MOre 
specifically, a knowledge of the mor e typica l user types 
facilitates owners' decisions about such matters as equip-
ment, pricing, advertising, services, and extras . 
This chapter will discuss and compare types of 
users both within and among each of the communities studied. 
The discussion 1s based on an analysis of cross- tabulated 
data pertaining to user characteristics as reported in the 
personal data section of the user questionnaire. The charac-
t eristics considered here arc sex , age, education, income, 
education- income combined, occupation, marital status. num-
ber in f~~ily , and the distance that customers live from each 
coin-op. 
Although the methodology of the survey is discussed 
in tho appendix, a few pertinent facts will mL~e this chapter 
more meaningful . The sample sizes for each area were as 
follows , (l) North Conway, 50; (2) Berlin, 100; and 
(3) westbrook , 200 . The ratio of females to males sampled 
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at each location was based upon owner estimates of the female~ 
to-male user ratio. Once having established these ratios, 
the total sample sizes were broken down accordingly . In North 
Conway , 38 females and 12 males were interviewed; in Serlin, 
Sl famales and 49 males: and in Westbrook, l68 females and 
32 males . The reader should realize that the small number 
of male users i nterviewed in North conway means that findings 
on men for that town are more susceptible to error than is 
the ease for the other t~~ locations. 
II . SEX A~~ AGE 
The age distributions for the coin laundry customers 
in Table l indicate more disparity among co~~unities than be-
tween aexea . Tho distribution for the North Conway users, 
the smallest sample , appears atypical when compared to the 
other t~~ localities . 
Females . About 80 per cent of the female customers 
are between the aqes of twenty and fifty for all three coin 
laundries . For Berlin, the 30-39 age group is the l argest, 
containing 39 per cent of all ~~men users . For Westbrook , 
this same age group and the 40- 49 bracket each claim 27 per 
cent of the females. The pattern reverses in North conway, 
which shows a lower percentage of women whose a9es are from 
30-39. Here , only 21 per cent fall in this cateqory, compared 
to 26 per cent in the 20-29 qroup, and 32 per cent in the 
40-49 qrouping . 
TABLE 1 
Cl a s.s it i ca t ion of Coin Laundry Users 
by 
Sex and Age 
~ Nor t h Conw a :r Berlin 
remales M<~les Tot a l r e male$ Males Tot"al 
No . \ li 0 . \ N.;:---\ Uo . \ No. \ No. ! 
More than 60 3 9 3 25 6 12 2 • 2 • 4 • 
S0 - 60 5 13 l 8 6 12 1 14 10 20 17 17 
40-49 1? 3? 1 8 13 26 12 2• 12 2• 24 2• 
30 - 39 8 21 - - 8 16 20 39 16 33 36 36 
20-29 10 26 7 58 17 34 10 20 9 18 19 19 
'Total 38 10 0 17 100 so 100 51 100 49 100 100 100 
no t e : Per centS: may not add to 100 because ot roundinp . 
,_.,e~t~r22k 
remale:; H{ll¢.S 
~ 1 ~ l 
12 1 2 6 
21 16 s 16 
46 21 9 28 
45 21 10 31 
38 ?3 6 19 
166 100 32 100 
Total 
N~ l 
14 7 
32 16 
~s 28 
~s 28 
.. 22 
200 100 
.. 
... 
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l-tales . In Berlin and westbrook , the proportions 
of male users in each age level are similar to those for the 
females . A9ain North Conway differs , with the age extremes 
comprising a heavy majority of the men. In this town , 58 
per cent of the male customers are from 20-29 , and 25 per 
cent are over sixty. 
Overall. In combining female and ma le totals , it 
can be seen that between 76 per cent and 79 per cent of the 
users in each of the three locations fall in the 20-49 age 
range . Within this span, in North conway, the customers in 
their twenties and forties are most numerous . In Berlin, 
users in L~eir thirties are preponderant . These three aqe 
groupings are fairly evenly distributed in Westbrook . 
III. SEX AND EDUCATION 
The educational levels of the coin-op users inter-
v iewed show averages which might be expected for each area 
accordin9 to the background study in Chapter IV. Table 2 
points up differences both between sexes and among comrnuni~ies . 
Females . ~ne percentage of ~~men customers who 
have complet ed high school only is almost identical for each 
location, a t just over 50 per c ent . The differences ~~ong 
communities , t hen, l ie in the other education categories. 
Nearly 30 per cent of North Conway•s females hold a college 
degree, or have had some college, leavin9 only 18 per cent who 
have not completed high school . These proportions contrast 
Educational 
Ach i e verne....!!..t 
Co l lege 
Soft2e colleRe 
High school 
Some high 
school 
Grammar school 
Some grammaf' 
school 
llo rcspons~ 
Total 
1' AD LC 2 
Cl~ssificat lon ot Coin Lsund r y Users 
by 
Se x and Educational Achievement 
llorth Con•,.;ax, 
Fom:.lc:; Males 
t&. ~ !i2_, i 
9 2 •1 ? n 
2 5 3 2~ 
20 53 5 •2 
5 13 2 17 
2 5 
38 100 1? 100 
'fot al 
tl;:----\ 
11 22 
5 10 
25 so 
7 1 4 
2 
' 
50 100 
Bo rlin 
remalos Hales Total 
No, \_ II~. ! No:--t 
•• 8 2 ' 6 6 
1 2 6 12 7 7 
26 51 22 •s ••8 4U 
13 25 8 1 6 21 21 
5 10 8 16 13 13 
1 2 2 
" 
3 3 
1 2 1 2 2 2 
51 100 •9 100 100 100 
Note : Pe r cents may not add to 100 because of roundin~ . 
Westbrook "r~c~m~a~1~.~.~ Males 
no . j_ No;- i 
15 9 3 9 
22 1 3 
" 12 
86 51 11 3lf 
33 20 11 3•1 
11 7 2 6 
1 1 1 l 
Total 
~- ' 
18 9 
26 13 
97 l.j 8 
114 22 
13 6 
? 1 
168 100 32 100 200 100 
.. 
e 
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sharply with Berlin, where only 10 per cent of the women 
have continued their education beyond high school, leaving 
37 per cent who have not finished twelve years . The dis-
tribution for westbrook lies somewhere in between . In this 
city, those females who h ave had some college or who have 
completed college make up 22 per cent of female totals , while 
~~ose who have not graduated from high school comprise a 
Slightly larger proportion at 28 per cent . 
Males . In general , the educational achiev~~ents 
of the male users in each aren do not radically differ from 
those of the females . In North conway, however , the mal es 
surpass the females • attainments in the some co llege and 
college categories combined, with 42 per cent of those inter -
viewed falling i n t hese classifications. In Berlin, a study 
of the educational b ackground& of the men shows that proN 
portionately fewer have completed some or all high school 
tha n t he women, and more are distributed toward each end of 
the scal e . WestbrooK ' s males have somewhat less education 
than do the females , as a smaller percentage have finished 
high school . The percentages for the two colleqe levels arc 
almost exactly the same. The difference here is largely ab-
sorbed in the some high school group, which has a larger pro-
portion of males than females . 
overall . As might be predicted a fter reading Chap-
ter IV, the coin laundry users in Serlin, a small manufactur-
ing city, have the least education of the users in the three 
GG 
areas studied. I n this city, high school 9raduates are de-
cidedly the largest group. Only 13 per cent of all customers 
have gone beyond this level, and some 37 per cent fall below. 
For westbrook , the high school education is more truly the 
average among the users , although slightly more customers are 
below this level than are above it . As in the other two com-
munities , North Conway's largest group is composed of high 
school ~raduates, but here almost two-thirds of those re-
maining have had more than twelve years of schooling. OVer-
a ll , the high school graduate predominates , with fe~ale high 
school graduates comprising, by sex and education criteria, 
the l argest single user group. 
IV. SEX AND OCCUPATION 
The occupa t i ons of peopl e c an be an important deter-
minant of their consumer habits and a ttitudes. For this study, 
the sex and occupa tion of the laundercenter customers have 
been cross - classified, principally to determine the percent· 
ages of housewives and wor king women who are users . These 
two groups represent a major portion of the customer popula-
tion in all three communities . Table 3 points out the relation-
ships between sex and occupation, and shows the size of each 
occupational class. 
Fe~ales . As one might anticipate, in all three loca-
tions homa~akers are the most sizeable occupational group among 
the female customers . In North conway , 55 per cent of the 
TABLt 3 
Classification of Coin Laundry Users 
l>y 
Sex qnd Occupation 
-
Uo r th Conwal Berlin 
Occu.Wion females Males Total rem.aies Males To'tal 
No . '! llo . 1 ~- \ Ji 0 . \ No . ! lio . ) 
Professional -
Managerial 1 18 6 50 13 26 4 8 7 1" 11 11 
Clerical .. Salcs 4 11 1 a 5 10 6 12 4 B 10 10 
Service 4 11 2 17 G 12 l 2 2 4 3 3 
Skil led and 
seal-skilled 
labor 1 3 1 B 2 4 8 16 25 51 33 33 
Hoaeaakers 21 55 
-
-
21 42 24 47 - - 2 •• 24 
On relief ... 
Retired -
Unemployed 
- -
2 17 2 
" 
2 4 8 16 10 10 
No response 1 3 
-
- 1 2 6 12 3 6 9 9 
Total 38 100 12 100 50 100 51 100 49 100 100 100 
note : Per cent$ may not add to 100 because of roundinR . 
Westbrook 
reaales Hales 
~ 
' 
II o . ! 
19 11 5 16 
30 18 2 6 
1 1 2 6 
n 12 18 56 
72 43 - -
3 2 2 6 
22 13 3 9 
168 100 32 100 
Total 
llo , 1 
24 12 
32 16 
3 
' 
39 20 
72 36 
5 2 
25 12 
200 100 
-
"' .... 
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women arc homemakers ; in Berlin, 47 per cent; and in Westbrook , 
43 per cent . Of working females , North conway ' s largest class 
is the professional -managerial , consisting of 44 per cent of 
all ~~ployed ~~men. ~nere are few skilled or semi-skilled 
workers here . This latter category, however , ranks first for 
Berlin's working women, representing 42 per cent of the total . 
Of the fe~ales in westbrook who are employed, the largest num-
ber , 42 per cent, are in cleri cal- sales. All of the above 
data are in accord with the socio-economic descriptions of 
each community in Chapter IV. A comparison of per centages 
of empl oyed women who are coin laundry users with the pro-
portions of employed females in each community brought out 
by Chapter IV indicates that the laundercenters are drawing 
heavily on working wOmen . 
Males . The classification of male customers by 
occupation also accentuates the differences among the locales . 
Fifty per cent of the rnon in North Conway are in the pro-
fessional-managerial group , while more than 50 per cent of 
Ber l in ' s and Westbrook ' s males are in the skilled or sem~­
skilled labor classes . 
overall . Because women in each area , except for 
Berlin, represent the great majority of users , a considera-
tion of each female occupational category as a percenta9e 
of all customers will be helpful . The homemaker is the most 
prevalent user in both North conway and westbrook . In the 
former comnunity, 32 per cent of all cuato~ers are employed 
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women . In the latter , the figure is 36 per cent . Because 
Berlin has an almost one-to-one female-male user ratio , the 
relative importance of the female is diminished when com-
pared to the other operations . The dominant group of custom-
ers is not made up of homemakers, but skilled or semi-
skilled ~~rkers . Nineteen per cent of tho user population 
in Berlin are working women. 
To associate like occupations of users in the three 
locations with a specific income level is a mistake, shown by 
co~paring Table 3 , p age 67 , nnd Table 4 . For instance , a l -
though westbrook's male customers are in lower occupational 
classes L~an are North Conway ' s , the income of the males in 
westbrook is generally as high . This is a reflection of the 
tendeney toward higher P•Y seales in metropolitaH ar~a4 . 
V. SEX AND INCOME 
Table 4, upon which the fol lowing generalizations 
are based , presents statistics on t he total weekly family 
income levels of the self- service l aundry users . 
Females . Differences in income patterns among com-
munities arc evident . The income of North Conway ' s female 
customers is dispersed , with the l argest group , 29 per cent , 
claiming family incomes of over $125 , and a group almost as 
as large , 26 per cent, h aving incomes of $50- $75 . In Berlin, 
51 per cent of the women are in the $50-$100 per week range . 
Of the remainder , a greater percentage of incomes are above 
TABLE: *' 
Classification of Coln Laundry Users 
by 
Sex and r .. uy lnco•• per Week 
Horth , Convay Berlin 
faaily In eo•• r•••l•• Hales Total reau•l•• Hal•• Total 
p_~y~eek \ - \ \ No , T No; - , No-:--\ No . No . frio . 
- - - -
- -
- -
More than $12~ 11 29 2 17 13 26 'I 1• 8 16 15 15 
$100-$125 s 13 • 33 9 18 8 16 g 18 17 17 
$7 5 - $99 . 99 7 18 • 33 11 22 12' 2• 12 24 2• 2 4 
SS0 - $70 . 99 10 26 1 8 11 22 ~~ 27 12 2• 26 26 
Lesa than $SO 3 8 - - 3 6 ~ 8 3 6 7 7 
No responae 1 5 1 8 3 6 6 12 5 10 11 11 
Total 38 100 17 100 so 100 51. 100 •9 100 100 100 
. 
-
Note: Per cent& •~Y not add to 100 because ot roundinp . 
fetaales 
No . \ 
- -
31 18 
43 26 
49 29 
H 14 
6 • 
15 9 
168 I 00 
-
VestbroQ_il: _ _ 
"!:ale a TotAl 
No , \ 
-
~~ 
' 
7 n 38 19 
ll 34 54 2'1 
7 ?? SG 28 
3 9 27 14 
1 a 7 • 
3 9 18 9 
37 100 700 100 
... 
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than are below. Westbrook ' s largest concentration, 55 per 
cent, is in the $75 - $125 category, wi th identical percent-
ages of family incomes both above and below this level. 
/~ales . In North Conway, approximately two-thirds 
of the male customers are concentrated in the $75-$125 
classification. For Berlin, distribution of male percent-
ages is very close to that for the fe~ales, with a varia-
tion of no more than three percentage points between sexes 
for any income range . The men in westbrook reported high-
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er incomes than did the women , with 56 per cent of the former 
stating that family incomes are more than $100 per week . 
OVeral l . Practica l relationships can be determin-
ed between user incomes for each l ocation and corresponding 
background information on general income levels presented in 
Chapter IV. North Conway , compared to the two other com-
munities , is a low income town, with average family earnings, 
based on county data, of about $90 per week . Only 22 per 
cent of the customers are close to this average, with some 
44 per cent above it and 28 per cent below. It appears that 
tho l aundercenter does not att ract as high a proportion as 
o ne might expect of t hose in the lower income brackets, who 
may regard i t as somewhat of a luxury . Tho city of Berlin's 
average family income per week is higher at $104. Fifty-
seven per cent of t he users reported incomes under ~1is aver-
age, while only 32 per cent claim incomes approximating or 
exceeding this figure . This indicates that the coin laundry 
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is used chiefly by people in the below-average income cate-
gories . No statistics are ava ilable on family incomes in 
westbrook , but it is reasonable to assume that average wages 
here exceed those in North Conway and Berlin. ~e fact that 
46 per cent of the customers questioned have incomes of $100 
a week or more suggests that, percentagewise, there is a 
greater drawing from the middle income groups for t h is city 
than for Berl in . 
VI. SEX AND EDUCATION-INCOME 
Education and income often go hand- in-hand in af-
fecting the buying decisions of the consumer . Because of 
this , these two factors have been combined to provide a more 
appropriate variable w1th wh1ch answers to selected questions 
in the user questionnaire may be classified. Table 5 divides 
this education- income combination into five different levels . 
~ese levels were arrived at through a point system. Each 
of the six classifications of education completed was assign-
ed points , beginning with one point for a college education 
and ending with six points for some grammar scho,ol . Each of 
the five income brackets was also given points , starting with 
one point for the above $125 category and finishing with five 
for the less than $50 group. The points representing each 
coin-,op customer ' s education and income class , when added to-
gether , placed him in one of the five levels of education-
income. 110re specifically, level one means that the user has 
TABLC 5 
Classification of Coin Laundr y Users 
by 
Se x 3nd Educat ion - Income 
Uorth Conway Berlin 
Education - recales !lales Total Femalos Hales To 'tal 
Incomcl ~ \ No . 
' 
No:---\ No ., \ NO: 
' 
No.-i 
--
- -
- - -
Level l 4 11 - - 4 8 2 4 1 2 3 3 
Level ?. 10 26 5 42 15 30 s 10 s 10 10 10 
Leve 1 3 9 ? 4 4 33 13 26 1" 21 21 43 35 35 
t..e.,el 11 11 29 ? 17 13 26 18 35 11 22 29 29 
Leve3:1 S 2 5 
- - 2 • 6 12 6 12 12 12 
Uo respon$e 2 5 1 8 3 6 6 12 s 10 11 11 
Total 38 100 12 100 so 100 Sl. 100 4 9 100 100 100 
Note : Per cents may not add to 100 bccauce of rounding . 
lsee te x t for e x planat i on . 
Vest brook 
rem.)les Ualos Total 
No . ~ !!.2.:! Ho. \ 
7 4 
-
-
1 4 
35 21 8 25 43 ?2 
7 1 ,,, 15 47 86 43 
34 20 ,, 12 38 19 
6 4 2 6 9 • 
1S 9 3 9 18 9 
168 100 3? 100 200 100 
.... 
w 
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completed college and that his family income is over $125 per 
week . The typical CYStorner classified in level three has 
completed high school, and his family earnings arc from $75 to 
$100 each week - However, one should note here that a high 
income and little education, or v ice-versa , ~~uld also result 
in the placement of a user in a middle grouping. Those fall-
ing in leve l five have neither completed high school, nor are 
their total family incomes more than $75 per week . 
Females . Of the female customers in North conway, 
79 per cent are distributed fairly evenly over the three 
middle education-income groups . Over twice as many women, 
11 per cent, fal l in level one as in level five . Since 24 
per cent of North conway farnale users have a college educa-
tion, this is a sign that often their college training is 
not mat erially adding to family income. In Berlin, the 
typical education-income level is lower, with 62 per cent of 
the women in levels three and four . Only 14 per cent arc 
c l assified in level s one and two , and 12 per cent are in 
level five . The females in westbrook cluster around level 
three, with 42 per cent in this categort . Another 41 per 
cent are divided almost evenl y on either side of this mi d-
point . 
Males. Of the male customers in both North Conway 
and westbrooK , approximately 75 per cent are in groups two 
and three. While in westbrook the percentaqe in level three 
is almost double that for level two , in North Conway the 
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distribution is wei9hted toward level two . In Serlin, the 
situation is quite different. only 12 per cent of the men 
are classified above level three, compared to 25 per cent in 
westbrook and 42 per cent in North Conway. Sixty-five per 
cent of Berlin males arc in levola three and four . out of 
all three communities , there was only one male in level one . 
Overall . On the whole , the users in North Conway 
and Westbrook have more education and higher incomes than 
do the users in Berlin. In North conway, 38 per cent fall 
in levels one and two; in westbrook , 26 per cent belonq to 
these two 9roups; while in Berlin, the total for the same 
two classes is only 13 per cent. Level three contains ~~e 
l argest percentage of customers in both Berlin and Westbrook . 
HoW6V6r , thara ara many mora below this laval than above it 
in Berlin. On the other hand, those above level three slight-
l y exceed those falling below in bot h \~estbrook and North 
Conway. 
VII. HARITAL STATUS 
Because the married user who does the washing for 
a family is generally a more profitable customer than the 
single user who usually has a smaller wash , it can be helpful 
to the coin laundry owner to know what the marital status of 
a majority of his customers is . 
For the three areas investigated, the highest per-
centage of married users is 86 per cent . This is in westbrook . 
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Berlin follows with 81 per cent, and North conway is last 
with 78 per cent . This may be additional evidence that the 
people in North conway regard the laundercenter as a luxury 
for those who are single or better off financially , as was 
suggested earlier. While the percentages above may indicate 
a trend, the differences are not sizeable. Clearly, the 
married customer represents the dominant segment of the 
market in all three communities . 
VIII . NUMBER IN FAMILY 
The responses of the laundercenter users in each 
location as to the number in their families again support 
the hypothesis just stated in the section above . A nigh per-
centage, 66 per cent, of customers in North Conway have one, 
two, or t hree in their families , compared to 48 per cent in 
Berlin, and 44 per cent in Westbrook . Berlin and Westbrook, 
therefore, attract more large-family users , with obvious 
monetary advanta.gcs to the coin-;op owner . 
IX. DISTANCE OF CUSTOMERS FROM COIN LAUNDRY 
Knowing where the majority of his users live can 
help an owner in making decisions about advertising media . 
For example, periodic flyer distribution, or large window di&-
play signs could be more effective for a large potential 
customer population in close proximity to a laundercenter, 
while an area newspaper might be a wiser choice of media in 
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the case of a widel y scattered pOpulation. 
In North Conway , there is considerable variation in 
the distances that users live from the coin laundry . The larg-
est percentage of customers , 34 per cent, live within a mile 
of the operation. The Berlin store definitely attracts a solid 
majority of its customers from a narrow radius , with 83 per cent 
of them living within two miles of the laundercenter . In ','/est-
brook , there are two distinct groups , those who live fairly 
near the p lant , and those five or more miles away . The latter 
group is composed largely of those coming from the outlying com-
munities of POrtland, Gorham , and south Windham. 
X. 5\W.MARY 
As st at ed in the introduction to this chapter , the 
coin l aundry owner must, in large part, base management de-
cisions upon the needs and wants of the average coin-op user . 
This chapter has portrayed the typical customer types in each 
of the communities studied by analyzing selected personal 
characteristics of tho users . The most siqnificant of these 
personal data will now be combined to form a profile of the 
most common customer in each location. 
In North conway, the average user is a married fe-
male, 40 . 5 years old. compared to the most typical customer 
1n the other two locales, she is the best-educated, with 12. 6 
years of school behind her . The chances are slightly in 
favor of her being a homemaker , as against a working woman . 
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The combined income of her family is about $95 per week . 
The most common user in Berlin could be either a 
female or a male . He (or she) is married and is 40 . 1 years 
old, almost the same as the average customer in North conway. 
His educational level is 11 . 2 years of school ing, the lowest 
of the three areas studied. If this typical user is a female , 
~~e odds are about five-to-four in favor of her being a home-
maker . His or her family income is approximately $89 weekly, 
again, the lowest for all three communities . 
In the city of Westbrook, as in North Conway, the 
most common customer is the married female . Her age is re-
markably close to that of the average user in Korth conway 
and Serlin, at 40 . 8 years . She has not quite attained the 
equival ent of a high s~hool education, having completed 11. 9 
years of school . The chances are evan for her being either 
a homemaker or a working ~~man . Her family income is the 
hi9hest for all three locations , at about $99 per week. 
CHAPTER VII 
THE HABITS OF COIN LAUNDRY USERS 
I . INTRODUCTION 
Chapter VII is the f i rst of three chapters which 
comprise the core of this thesis : the anal ysis of the data 
collected. This particular chapter an alyzes the responses 
to both the habit section of the user questionnaire and the 
corresponding questions on the owner questionnaire . 
Although the tabulating procedures used are dis-
cussed in the appendix, a few re.marl< s about them ""'ill be 
helpful . Before any tabulating was done, each question on 
tho customer questionnaire was studied. The objective was 
to decide for each question whether to tally raw responses, 
or whether to cross- classify answers with a personal charac-
teristic of the usor or with the responses to another re-
lated question. For most questions the decision was made to 
cross-tabulate , with the purpose of determining relationships 
between variables; that is , between the responses on the one 
hand and the customer characteristics on the other . Any sig-
nificant relationships established, both within and among the 
three communities , could then be applied by the coin l aundry 
owner in efforts to increase sales and profits t hrough, for 
example , more effective advertising and promotion , education 
of the user , and changes in facilities . Thus , the anal yses 
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in Chapters VII , VIII , a nd I X are oriented around the profit 
motive . 
A discussion of the owner sample is desirable be-
for e beginning the analysis of the habits of users . The 
operators of each one of the sixty-two Philco-Bendix coin 
laundries in Maine, New Hampshire, and vermont, including 
the White Mounta in Laundercenter and the P- A Coin- 0-Mat, but 
excludin9 the Berlin Laundercenter , were mailed owner question-
naires . After an initial mailing, a second ma i ling was nade 
to those who did not reply the first time . Thirt y-seven 
questionna ires were received as a result of both ma ilings . 
seven of the operators contacted own two coin-ops . Each was 
asked to complete separate questionnaires for each store. 
Three of them did this . Of the other four , three returned 
onl y one questionnaire, but indicated or implied L~at their 
responses would have been the SL~e had they filled out a 
second. The seventh doubl e -owner returned no questionnaires . 
Thus, for s i xty-one coin laundries, although thirty-seven 
questi onna ires were returned, these thirty- seven represented 
forty operations . This is a 66 per cent response . From 
another angle , of 54 opera tors contacted, 34 of them, or 63 
per cent , replied . 
The next step in processing the owner questionnaires 
was to divide th~~ into groups corresponding to the types of 
communities studied. On the basis of a knowledge of the loca-
tions of each of the forty plants reported on, the questionnaires 
were separated 1n~o three c a tegories corresponding to the 
three types of communities studied: a town , a small city, 
and a city-suburban complex . of the thirty-seven quest1on-
naires , eighteen were classified in the North conway group, 
nine in the Berlin group, and ten in the Westbrook group . 
As previously stated, it is assumed in this in-
vestigation that the Ph i lco- Bendix coin laundry operators 
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in Maine, New Hampshire , and Vermont are representa tive of 
all other coin-op owners in these three states. Basicall y, 
all self- service l aundries are similar , but individua l l y they 
differ markedly in certain details . Since owner responses 
are presumably based upon their experiences with their own 
operations , their answers should not be accepted blindly. 
Furthermore, not as many of the Philco-Bendix owners com• 
pleted questionnaires as was originally anticipated. 
I I. USAGE OF COIN LAUNDRIES 
Introduction to the coin l aundry . Question 4 asked 
the respondent how he first learned about the coin laundry he 
uses . Answers were cross-classified with the distance he 
lives from the laundercenter . I n westbrook, 62 per cent of 
the customers reported they noticed the coin-op, while in Ber-
lin the corresponding figure is 55 per cent . However , only 
28 per cent of those in Korth conway say they saw the launder -
mat before hearing about it. This points up the advantage of 
a location passed by large numbers of people . The second most 
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frequent answer to this question is that the ~sera• f~iends 
told them about the self-service laundry. The percentages 
of respondents answering in this manner were 38 per cent for 
North Conway , 23 per cent for Berlin, and 18 per cent for 
westbrook . Some say they first learned about the operations 
through advertising. Wnile 28 per cent of the ~orth Conway 
customers and 21 per cent of those in Berlin checked this , 
on ly 10 per cent of t he westbrook users concur . 
Through the cross- tabulation of replies to the 
number of mil es lived from the coin l aundry , it was learned 
that 81 per cent of the users in Berlin, 51 per cent of them 
in westbrook , and SO per cent in North conway live within t~~ 
m~les of the laundercenter . Significant relationships for 
ehe Westbrook and aarlin oporations were disclosed by the 
cross- classifications . In westbrook , of the 77 cust~~ers who 
live five or more miles from the coin- op, 58 per cent of them 
first bec~~e acquainted with the store by seeing it . This may 
be largely attributed to the e xcellent site of the P-A Coin-
0-Mat, one passed daily by larqe numbers of both westbrook 
residents a.nd those from nearby communi ties who work and shop 
in this city. Because such a s izeable percenta9e of Berlin 
users live in close proximity to the coin laundry , it appears 
that here also the laundercenter advertises itself. 
The conclusion may be drawn that relatively large 
numbers of customers in urban- type communities first become 
acquainted with an automatic laundry, if in a conspicuous 
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location~ by actually passing and seeing it . In addition, a 
sizeable number hear about coin laundries through social 
interaction. On the other hand, in the case of coin-ops i n 
rural areas, and especially those in out-of-the-way loca-
tions, word-of-mouth and conventional advertising are key 
factors . The latter is especially important initially. 
Years ~· Question 1 asked respondents how long 
they have been using the coin-ops studied. The results here 
indicate that 48 per cent of the customers in North Conway , 
36 per cent of those in Berlin, and 23 per cent in Westbrook 
have been using their operations for two years or more . Ap-
proximately 30 per cent of the customers in each community 
have been using these coin laundries for between one and two 
years . While 42 per cent of all respondents in Westbroox 
have been using the laundercenter for no more than a year, 
the corr esponding percentages for Berlin and North conway are 
29 per cent and 20 per cent . This suggests that in rural 
area s there is limited 9rowth potentia l. This potential in-
c r e ases with a corresponding increase in the size and urban 
character of a community . I n add i tion , the results indicate 
a definite relationship between length of patronage and the 
age of the operacion used. 
~lachines used. Question 0 asked those interviewed 
whether they usually use washers , dryers , or both . The re-
plies to this question are summarized in Table 6 . For ques -
tions about washing , the numbers of users for whom responses 
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were recorded, and which were the bases for computing per-
centages , were 47 for North conway , 77 for Berlin, and 194 
for westbrook . For questions concerning drying , the figures 
were North Conway, 47; Berlin, 96 : and Westbrook , 174. 
Machines 
wasners and 
dryers 
washers only 
Dryers only 
Tota l 
TABLE 6 
Machines Usual ly used 
Number of Users 
North conwa:i: Serlin 
!fO . 
" 
No. ~ 
44 88 73 73 
3 6 4 4 
--2. __2 23 23 
50 100 100 100 
westbrook 
~ ~ 
166 84 
26 13 
6 
--2. 
200 100 
It is reasonable to assume that for Berlin, the 
twenty- three dry only c~stomers are winter season users only , 
who, because of adverse weather conditions , prefer to dry 
their clothes at a laundcrcenter . Promotional efforts should 
be directed at this group , with the aim of inducing them to 
become year-round users of not only dryers bQt of washers as 
well . ~nis latter point is especially important considering 
that tho profit margin for wash1n9 business exceeds that for 
dryinq . In tha westbrook operation, the twenty- six wash only 
customers apparently prefer outdoor drying t o commercia l dry-
ing . A sL~ilar effort to persuade them to dry at the coin- op 
is in order . ~~is reversal of wa sher on l y and dryer only 
usaqe , of customers between Serlin a nd Westbrook , is probably 
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caused by the more limited outdoor drying space for the large 
numbers of tenement dwellers in Berl ini the low incomes of 
the Berlin users; and the higher price for drying in Westbrook . 
Types of washers preferred. Question 22 was de-
signed to determine customer preference for washer types : 
front-loading compared to top- loading , agitator action con-
trasted to tumble action, and big versus small . This question 
was asked because the small, top-loading , agitator action 
washer has historically been numbe.r one on the consumer market, 
yet this is not the type offered by the laundercenters studied. 
The responses to this question appear in Table 7. 
The statistics presented are based upon the number of washer 
users for each laundercenter , less the significant number of 
washer users who did not reply because thoy wore apparently 
confused by the question . As the table shows, with one ex-
ception a majority of the washer only users who replied in 
each community prefer the big, front-loading, tumble action 
washer, not surprising in view of the fact that this is the 
main washer type in the operations they patronize. Overal l , 
customer sentiment does not differ significantly among com-
munities . 
Question 5 on the owner questionnaire asked the 
operators what washer types they believe their users like 
best . With one or two minor exceptions, the great majority 
of the owners in each community group indicated that the big, 
front-loading, tumble action washer , which they all offer , 
TAB~£ 7 
Types of Washers Preferred 
(Absolute data in parenthest3) 
-----
.!li! !lorth Conwav Berlin ',le~stbrook 
rront - lo~dinfl 57\ s• \ 60\ 
Top- looding 29 22 21 
Total cases (42) ( 69) (17&) 
Agitator action 24% 27\ 
'tumble act ion 54 49 
Total cases (37) (51) (15 1 ) 
Big 61\ sst 65% 
Small 26 25 13 
Total cases (38) (57) (156) 
Note : Pe r cents may ~ot add to 100 , either bocause of 
'' no profcrcnce" ?ercentages ooit t ed , or because 
of r-ound in~ . 
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is most popular with their clientele. 
Frequency An£ extent g! usage. For the coin laun-
dry operator, an accurate estimate of the n~~er of regular 
customers and records of sales volume are important but in-
complete . In addition, the owner should know how frequent-
ly the average customer patronizes his coin-op, how many 
washers and dryers he uses, and the sizes of the washers 
used . This knowledge will make it possible to direct ad-
vertising and promotional efforts more effectivel y , in an 
attempt to induce the l ess frequent user and/or those who 
use a small number of machines to become heavier and more 
frequent users . This section investigates how frequently 
users are patronizing the laundercenters surveyed, how many 
washers and dryors they are using , what capacities the 
washers that arc used have, and how full the washers are 
being loaded. 
Question 2 asked the respondent about how rnany 
times per week he visits the coin-op. Answers were cross-
classified with the responses to questions 9 and 15, which 
asked the customer how many washers and dryers he ordinarily 
uses . As already mentioned, the dominant phase of the self-
service laundry is the washing business. The findings for 
the dryers can be brief ly stated, and do not warrant a dis-
cussion or table . ~ne qreat majority of those who use dryers 
at all three operations use one or t~~ of them. The ratio of 
washers used to dryers used 1s approximately two- to-one . 
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Table 8 summarizes the responses to questions 2 and 
9 . Thia tabular presentation, and the entire diecussion in 
this section, apply to usa9e of washers only. ~erefore, the 
worda ~customers• and •users• here mean washer customers and 
users , unless otherwise noted . The table indicates that in 
Westbrook 75 per cent of the washin9 buaineaa ia accounted 
for by customers who frequent the coin laundry once a week 
or leaa . The correspondin9 fi9urea for North Conway and Ber-
lin are 72 per cent and 70 per cent, ahowinq a close relation-
ship amonq the communities . of this once-a-week or less ele-
ment, those patronizing the coin-opa leas than once a week 
are in a amall minority. ~~is minority 9roup is only about 
one-half as qreat as those using the coin-op more than once 
a week in both North conway and Berlin, and approxlmately one-
third as lar9e in westbrook . The onco-a-week customer , then, 
ia the backbone ot each operation, makin9 up 67 per cent of 
tho washer uaora in westbrook , 59 per cent of them in North 
Conway, and SS per cent in Berlin. 
The n~er of washers used influence• the profit 
picture aa well. Table 8 points out that while 52 per cent 
of theae once-a~eek euseomers in weatbrook, and 41 per cen~ 
1n Berlin, use more than two washers, only 27 per cent of the 
correapondin9 9roup in ~orth Conway do . In relatln9 all 
waaher cuetomers to number of machines uaed, although the 
table does not show ~hi&, 61 per cent of total uaera in west-
brook uee more than two machinea . Correspondlnq percentaqes 
TABLC 8 
rr-equency an d Exten t of Washer Usage 
(Ab~olutc da~a in parentheses> 
North Conway Berlin Westbrook 
frequency-Extent t ol- \ of Total 'i of ~ of Tot,:~l \ of \ of Total 
34 
"' 
Cases 54 77 Cases 1116 194 Cases 
-- - - -
Less than once a week - Any number of washers 18 13 (6) 22 16 (12) \1 8 (16) 
Once a week - l or 2 washers 56 40 (19) 37 26 (20) 36 21 (53) 
Once a ou:ck 
- 3 or 4 •..tashe r s 21 15 (7) 3~ 25 (19) 38 29 (56) 
Once a week - More than t1 wa::;hers 6 4 (2) 6 4 (3) 14 11 (21) 
Sub- total 100 72 (34)1 100 71 (54) 100 75 ( 1'1&)2 
' 
of \ of Total \ of \ of Total t of t of Total 
H 47 Cases 23 71 Cases 47 194 Ct~.:>es 
--
-- --
More than once a veck - 1 or 2 washers 38 ll ( s) 3S 10 (8) 32 8 (15) 
Ko.te than once a week - 3 or 1.1 washer~ 54 15 ( 7) 48 14 ( 11) 62 15 (29) 
More than once a week - More than 4 W(t$hers 8 2 (1) 17 5 (4) 6 2 ( 3 ) 
Sub-total 100 28 (13 )3 100 30 ( 23) 100 2 ,, (t17)" 
No response - - - - - - - l ( 1 ) 
Grand total 100 (.,) 100 ( 77) 100 (194) 
Note: Per cents •ay not add to ~ub-totals or 100 because of rounding . 
16 or 18\ of this group use 40-pound washer either alone or in combination with other w4shcro . 
228 or 19\ of thi3 ~roup (~d~C cxpl~notlon) . 
3u or 31\ of this P.roup (sC~me explanation) . 
~10 or 21\ of thi s ~roup ($dme explanation) . 
"' .. 
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for Berlin and North conway are lower , at 52 per cent and 
38 per cent. The explanation may lie in a number of factors , 
but probably princ i pally in an interrel ationship betweon in-
come level and family size. The westbrook laundermat custom-
ers h ave tho highest income and the largest families; ~~e 
Berlin users arc second in family size although they ranK 
l ast in size of income; and North Conway is above Berlin in 
i ncome but has a definitely smaller average family Si<e- Of 
the established customers of coin laundries, the hi9her in-
come groups may better recognize the advantages and savings 
inherent i n the use of a coin-op. Furthermora, they probably 
have more clothes and linen. As far as family size goes , the 
bigger the f~~ily, generally, the larger the wash. 
While tho5e washer users who vi sit the laundercenters 
in e ach community more than once a week are in the minority, 
they are significantly heavy users . Table 8 shows that be-
tween 60 per cent and 10 per cent of t h is group in all three 
locations use more than two washers . This impl ies t h at the 
more froquent washer customers tend to use more machines a~ 
each visit than do the less f r equent users . However, these 
customers who come frequently and use many washers represent 
only 17 per cent of total users in North conway and westbrook , 
and only 19 per cent of them in &erlin. 
Question 7 asked the respondent wh ich of t h e differ-
ont sizes of washers he usee the most . The answers were 
cross-classi fied with his education-income level . As Berlin 
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has only the double- load machine , it does not enter this dis-
cussion. The percentages of customers using the different 
sizes of washers in both North conway and Westbrook , interest-
ingly, approximate each other . Of the North Conway group , 
53 per cent, and in Westbrook , 60 per cent use the double-load 
washer , or a combination of double and single-load machines . 
The single-load washer is used by 19 per cent of the users in 
each location. The forty-pound washer is used either by it-
self or in combination with the other two machines by about 
one-fifth of the users in both North Conway and Westbrook . 
As already stated, the replies to this question on 
washer size were cross-tabulated with education-income to 
determine whether a relationship exists between the two . On 
the one hand, one might expect customers on higher education-
income levels to be aware of the price bargain the larger 
washers offer, and thus more prone to using them than users 
with l ess educa tion and income, who would be attracted by the 
lower prices on the smaller machines . on past questions, the 
upper income classes have demonstrated more perception of 
such a bargain. On the other hand, it might turn out that 
the lower education- income 9roups, through financial necessi-
ty$ have learned that the lar9er washers are more economical . 
The analysis disclosed a few pertinent points . In 
North Conway, 26 per cent (5 of l9 ) of the level one and two 
customers use the single-load machine compared to considerably 
lower percentages for those in the other levels . This , 
coupled with the fact that only 16 per cent of these first 
and aecond level users use the forty- pound ~ach!ne co~p~ed 
to aoaewhat h1gher percentages for levela !our and five, 
beara out tho latter supposition above. H~wever , another 
factor haa an influence, for a reexamination of the q~est1on­
na1rel revealed that tho customer& in tho first two education-
incoma l evel s using the single- loader como from fL~llios with 
an averaqe of two me~ers , and that the level !our and five 
euatomera using the forty-pounder come trom families wi~h an 
average size of about seven. I n westbrook , the case is the 
oppoaito . Of ~~ose c~stooers in the fourth ar.d f~fth levels, 
28 per cent (12 of 43) use the sinqle-load washer . ~is ~s 
appreciably more than for L~e higher ed~cation-inco~e catc-
qor1es . On the othQr hand, the forty-pound machi~e is ~~~ 
choice of 28 per cent (14 of 50) of those in levels or.e and 
two , substantially mor e than for tho lo .... ·or levels . Westbrook ' s 
situation supports t he t heory that, everything being equal, 
the botter educated , h i9her income 9roupa aro more cognizant 
of tho economies of sca le with the larqer waahor than are 
those in the lower educaeion- income levels . The fact r~ains, 
however , that the two largest washing =achinea are clearly 
the =oat popular w~th a ~ajor1ty of c~atottora 1n all educat1on-
1ncomo categories in both co=aunitiea. Probably the ma1~ 
reaaon for this 11 that most uaers are ~arriod and so have a 
eizcablo family wash . They recoqnizo that it is Dore ef-
ficient and leas costly to use the lar9er capacity washers . 
Extent of washer usage depends also on load size . 
The profit motive here may be explained by saying that the 
owner is less concerned with increased profits earned when 
customers underload machines (thereby having to use more of 
them) , than he is with decreased profits resulting from the 
high cost for repair of washer breakdowns caused by over-
loading. Question 10 asked the user how full he usually 
loads the washers, and the responses were cross-classified 
with education-income level . Approximately 70 per cent of 
the customers in both Berlin and westbrook do not overload, 
that is , they load washers three-fourths full or l ess . The 
figure is 60 per cent in North Conway , however, where some 
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23 per cent of the users indicated that they load washers 
completely full . This contrasts to the approximately 5 per 
cent in Berlin and Westbrook who do so . Perhaps part of the 
answer is that the washer instructions in North conway are 
not as effective as in the other two operations. Also, it 
is likely that some customers are comparatively more cost 
conscious in the North Conway area, which is rural , conserva-
tive, and has many families with very low incomes . In both 
Berlin and westbrook , one- fourth of the users replied that 
their load sizes vary with the type of load , and 17 per cent 
of those in North Conway say the same. The two most recurring 
reasons given for variation in load size were different make-
up of load, and Whites versus colored clothing. 
No significant relationships were found between load 
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size and education-income l evel except for Korth Conway. 
Here, the 23 per cent of the users who overload arc almost 
evenly divided between the two upper levels and the two lower 
ones . This could mean tha t those at either end of ~~e 
education- income scale are the most dollar conscious. on 
the whole , however , it appears that load sl~e is determined 
rather by a combination of good instructions and the co~~n 
sense of the major ity of customers in realizing that an over-
loaded washer does not produce satisfactory results . 
Amount of total weekly wash done at coin l aundry . 
Eor the coin laundry owner , it is important to know whether 
his washer users are doinq the greater part of their wnshing 
at his establishment . The part of the washing not done at 
the laund~rc~nter represents ready poten•ial business. Here 
the problem is not the more difficult one of convincing a 
non- user of the advantages of an automatic laundry , but one 
of persuading a current customer to do his entire wash at 
the coin-op. 
Question 3 was designed to shed some light on this 
matter . A two-fold classification of negative answers with 
income was made . In North conwa y, 94 per cent of the washer 
users replied that they do the bulk of their washing at the 
laundermat, and in westbrook the proportion is 90 per cen~ . 
RO~evor , the percentage for Berlin is only 73 per cent . While 
the picture in the first two communities is very good , the 
situation in Berlin is unsatisfactory and streng~~ens a 
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suspicion the writer has had for some time, that a relatively 
large number of Berlin washer customers are sporadic in their 
patronage, having home facilities that are being used regular-
ly . Of those who are doing a major part of their washing at 
the self-service laundry , roughly three-fourths of them in 
each area formerly depended upon the nome washer to meet most 
of their washing needs, bearing out the contention set forth 
earlier that the home washer is the coin laundry•s number one 
competitor . Approximately 12 per cent of customers in both 
Berlin and Westbrook previously relied upon another launder-
center , which is interescing. No relationship between in-
complete usage and income was discovered . 
The last three parts of question 3 asked those 
minority groups in each community that are not doing the best 
part of their washing at the coin laundry to state specifi-
cally what types of clothing they are washin9 at the coin-op, 
what they arc not , and how they are attending to washing 
needs not satisfied in the laundercenter . There were only 
three in this minority group for North conway , so they will 
be disregarded . Although there were a significant number of 
"no respOnse"' answers to the "what do you wash here" part of 
the question for westbrook, and for the wwhat do you wash 
clsowhorc~ part for both locations, a rougn majority of those 
questioned usc the laundermat for the i r linens, heavy items, 
and work clothes , and do the famil y part of the washing -
personal clothing, lingerie , etc. - at home . In Berlin, 71 
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per cent (15 of 21) of the part ial user group are using the 
home washer for their remaining laundry needs . In westbrook 
it is 40 per cent (8 of 20) . Fiva others in westbrook say 
they are laundering by hand. 
On the owner questionnaire, in response to a cor-
responding question, number one , in each of tho three owner 
9roups the owners are 4lmost unanimous in their opinion that 
the majority of their users are doing most of their washing 
at the coin laundry . In the writer's estimation, however, 
it is difficult for an operator to be certain about this . 
Perhaps a move should be made to obtain additional business 
from partial-customers, by posting signs in the store which 
promote the use of the facilities for all washing require-
ments . 
Folding clothes. On the user questionna ire, ques-
tion 16 was included t o ascertain the numbers of those who 
fold clothes in the coin-op after drying there , and also to 
determine the extent of a possible dislike of using the 
folding tables because of sanitary reasons . The replies to 
this question were cross- classified with sex. The number of 
dryer customers sampled was 47 for North Conway, 96 for Ber-
lin, and 174 for westbrook . 
An examination of the tabulated responses disclosed 
that 87 per cent of the dryer users in westbrook usually fold 
their clothes in the laundercenter , while for North conway it 
is 81 per cent, and for Berlin 78 per cent . The differences 
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here , howevor slight, may in part be explained by the more 
continuous maintenance and supervision given the first two 
operations . Under 5 per cent of the customers in North con-
way and westbrook indicated a dislike of using the folding 
tables , while the figure in Berlin is 8 per cent . 
The rela ting of the answers to this question with 
sex revealed that men are not disposed to folding clothes 
while in the coin laundry after the drying has been done . 
In Berlin, almost 90 per cent (16 of 18) of the "no fold" 
users are males . In westbrook , 35 per cent of the men (11 
of 31) do not fold, as compared to 7 per cent (10 of 143) 
of the female users,and in North conway the percentages are 
Similar. One may conclude that the male has not yet taken 
his role of the washerwoman seriously. 
III . DETERGENTS - PREFERRED BRAND AND 
WHERE PURCHASED 
The profit margin in detergents sold at launder-
mats is reasonable , percentagewise , but it is generally only 
a penny or two per sale. Nonetheless , acceptable soap pro-
ducts should be available for those who want th~~ ~ Such a 
convenience may cause a user to prefer one launderccntor 
over another that does not offer these products . Therefore , 
it is worthwhile to know what brands of deter9ents are liked 
best , and which types of customers are not buying their soap 
at the laundercenters . 
TO this end, question 12 asked the washer user what 
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brand of detergent he usually buys . The results appear in 
Table 9 . It should be noted that Dash, which is heavily ad-
vertised on a national basis, is a brand sold in all three 
stores , and is the only nationally advertised brand sold in 
any of them. This fact is a principal reason for the 
favoritism shown this brand in all three areas . The next 
most popular choice in all three plants is Tide . HOwever , 
as this is a high-sudsing detergent, it is not reco~ended 
for use in the tumble action washer , which requires only one-
ha lf as much soap as the top-loading mach~ne . oxydol, too, 
is a f avori te at a l l three laundercenters . ~~e table points 
out that while two or thr ee nationa lly advertised brands are 
most popul ar , user preferences are spread over a wide range . 
This one might anticipate if he has ever observed the a l -
most endless variety of deter gents on supermarket shelves . 
Washer customers were also asked, in question 13, 
if they regularly buy their soap at the coin laundry . Re-
sponses were r e l ated to the education- income levels of the 
respondents . Affirmative answers were as follows : North Con-
way , 38 per cent: Berlin, 22 per cent ; and westbrook , 16 per 
cent . In other words , solid majorities in each community do 
not purchase soap at the laundermat. Almost every reason 
given for buying soap elsewhere falls into one of t~~ cate-
gories: (l) the lower per unit cost of soap when bought in 
larger quantity than is available at laundercenters , and (2) 
preference for a brand not offered. In the first case, the 
Brands of Dotorgcnts Preferred by Ma$ho r Jsers 
(Ab$Olutc data in parentheses) 
Sr and !Oorth Conway Berlin ~est brook 
All H l\ 7\ 
Slue Che4r • 3 6 
Dash 32 2l 1• 
Duz 4 3 • 
fob 4 3 3 
Go in 2 7 
Minisudsl 4 
Oxyd o1 6 s 10 
Rln$o Blue s 3 
Tide 15 19 1• 
1/Jisk 2 s 3 
Other ll 16 12 
ll 0 prefe renee 4 1 
~0 response 9 19 19 
Total per cent 100 100 100 
Total eases (47) (") (194) 
Note: Pa r cents may no~ add to 100 bee&u$e of rounding . 
!Private b rand , 
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user is right in thinking it is far loss costly to purchase 
detergents elsewhere i n bigger boxes , and it is unlikely 
that automatic laundry owners will ever sell the volume which 
would justify price reduction . As for the second instance, 
it is not feasible to make available the variety of brands 
that would nave to be offered to satisfy the rnany . Thus, 
conditions will undoubtedly persist . 
The relating of the answers to this question about 
where soap is purchased with education-income indicated that 
for Nortn Conway , Slightly more than one-half (10 of 19) of 
the level one and ~wo users regularly buy detergent at the 
co~n-op , as compared to slightly over one-fourth of those in 
level three (3 of 11), and levels four and five (4 of 15) . 
In Berlin and Westbrook, tne two top groups are more likely 
eo buy soap at tne l aundermae than the two lower levels , but 
in bo~h communities the middl e group disrupts this pattern. 
There i s i nconclusive evidence then, of a relationship which 
indicates t hat the upper education-income users may be more 
disposed to buying deter9ents in the coin l aundry than those 
in the lower levels . The hi9h percentaqe of those in the 
upper two c a tegori es in North Conway, over SO per cent, who 
do buy soap at tha laundercenter, probably do so because 
about one-half of them are single , and the remainder have 
small families and make use of the launderrnat infrequently . 
Apparently , washer customers who do buy their soap in self-
service laundries tend to be such users as those with small 
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families , single people , transients, etc ., in short, those 
who do not do a b ig enouqh washing often enough to make it 
worthwhile from both an economic and a convenience point of 
vie·,.., to buy a larq:er package of soap elsewhero. 
IV. SPEh~ING HABITS OF USERS 
For coin laundry owners who are cont~plating ad-
vertising and promoti onal campaigns to attract new customers , 
and for those entrepreneurs considering entering the field, 
data on the spending patterns of users are valuable . Pri -
marily , it will enable them to estimate dollar volume which 
may be expected from a number of new cu$tomers . 
soending ~ laundering. Question 17 asked the 
user how much , on the average , he spends for laundering needs 
only each time he goes eo tho automatic laundry . The answers 
to this question •..rere related to family income per •..reek . The 
distributions of customer responses to this question are pre-
sented in Table 10. 
~ne statistics in the table indicate that from 83 
per cent to 91 per cent of the users in all three communities 
are split between the $1-$2 , and less than $1 brackets . How-
ever, while the division between these two classes is even 
in North conway . and !airly even in Berlin, it is definitely 
not in westbrook . Here 72 per cent (118) of this 83 per cent 
group spend between $1- $2 each visit . The proportions of users 
in each of the three spending classifications show that Berlin 
T A5LE 10 
RC14tion3hip Betwee n Average Amount Spent por Visit 
for Launder i ng and family Income per Week 
(Absolute data in pare ntheses) 
North Conway 
Famil~ Income eer Week 
Be r l.i n West-brook 
Mor e f..(!S5 
NR2 Total Total 
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customers spend the least per visit , on the average , and west-
brook users spend the most . North Conway falls in the mid-
dle, with concentrations in both the high and low spending 
brackets . Serlin ' s pattern of expenditures is partly due 
to the fact that 23 per cent of the respondents dry only. 
This large percenta9e may not be typical of users in similar 
communities . 
There were relat ionships disclosed between spcnd-
in9 for laundering and famil y inco~e , both within and among 
locations. Table 10 suggests that within communit i es , in 
general, the percentage of each income group which spends 
in any one classification does not differ too much, with one 
exception. This is that relatively fewer customers in the 
less than $75 per week income class spend in the $1"$2 
bracket, and relatively more of them spend in the ranges 
above and below. In Berl~n, however , the lower percenta9e 
of the less than $75 per week users who fall in ~~e middle 
spending classification is offset entirely by those whose 
expendi tures are in the lowest category. Very close per-
centages of corresponding income groups spend rnore than $2 
per visit i n North conway and west brook . In Berlin the per-
centages of each income class spending in this range are 
less than one- half as great. Percentages of corresponding 
income qroups spendinq in the $1-$2 bracket are biqqer in 
Berlin than in North Conway, and are higher in westbrook than 
in Berlin. Larger proportions of usera in each income level 
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in Berlin spend in the less than $1 bracket than is the case 
for North conway , and the Westbrook percentages are even 
lower than those for North conway . 
In s~~ary, i t appears from Table 10 that eight 
or nine coin laundry customers out of every ten spend less 
than $2 for laundering in the community types studied, and 
that their expenditures are divided rather evenly between 
the $1-$2 and less than $1 categories. The exception is a 
large cit~ where approximately six of these eight users 
spend from $1- $2 . ~ne relating of amount of spending to 
size of income i n the three types of l ocations shows that 
Similar corresponding percentages of tho two highest income 
groups spend in each of the three spending ranges . However , 
those in the low income classes differ , spending l@ss fre• 
quently in the middle spending classification and more often 
in the extremes. Among co~unities, it seems that higher 
percentages of those in each i ncome level in a large urban 
center spend in the $1-$2 bracket than is ~he case in a small 
city or town . conversely , in the small city and in the rural 
regions greater proportions of each income group spend in the 
less than $1 category than is true in an urban location. 
Question 2 on the owner questionnaire asked operators 
about their beliefs with regard to the average amount of ehcir 
customers ' spending for washinq, drying, and laundry products 
purchased at the launderccnter . Table 11 presents the results . 
TASL£ 11 
O~ner Estimates of the Avcraec Amount S?en t 
pe r Visi t for Launde r ing by Their Use r s 
(Absolute data in par ontboses) 
Average Amount 
Spcntl ~or-tli Conway 
Owne r Grou e; 
Btrlln \lestSr ooiC 
Mo r e than 52 11\ 10\ 
Sl - $2 72\ 57 so 
Less than Sl 22 ll 30 
Don ' t kno"'' 6 11 
llo re sponse 10 
Total per cent 100 100 100 
Total cases (lB) (9) (lO) 
Uo1:e : Per cents may not add to 100 Oeeause of rounding . 
lcompu ted estimate of e xac t average amount s pent made by 
Korth Conway group owners , $1 . 22; Berli n , Sl , SO ; 
Westb rook , Sl . 2 5. 
lOS 
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The reader snould note the footnotes for both Tables 10 and 
11 which contain computations of exact average customer spend-
ing per visit, based on user replies for the first table, and 
owner estimates for the second. A comparison of these 2 
amounts shows that the estimate of the North Conway class of 
operators is only 11¢ less than the corresponding figure 
based on customer data . For the westbrook group it is 21¢ 
leas . However , the Berlin class of operators estimates 41¢ 
more than the figure based upon the user responses . 
The coin-op owners are really not too far afield 
in their estimates of average customer spending, considering 
that this is no t an easy judgment to make . The beliefs of 
aboue 50 per cent to 75 per cent of them in each type of com-
munity are in line with actulll e>q>enditures as reported by 
users . However, enough operators are high or low in their 
estimates , and especially those in the Berlin group , to 
justify closer scrutiny of the spendin9 patterns of their 
users . In Berlin, however, as a lready suggested, a uniquely 
high percentaqe of dry only customers undoubtedly pulls the 
spending average down, an6 this helps to explain t he size-
able discrepancy between the figures based on user and owner 
replies . 
spending for non- laundry products . Question 18 
asked users if they us ua lly buy vended foods or drinks when 
using the laundercenters . It further asked them wha~ they 
judge to be the average amount spent per visit for these 
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products . The answers to these questions were related to ehe 
age of the respondent . What is learned here can be applied 
by owners , or would-be owners , in estimatin9 profits from 
vended non-laundry produc~s . These figures may then be com-
pared to profits , or expected profits, from laundering opera-
tions . The relationship between the two can then serve as 
a tactor in a decision on whether to install food and drink 
vendors . The profit margin on vended non-laundry products 
varies, depending especially upon Whether the coin laundry 
operator owns his vending machines, or receives a commission 
on sales from a vending firm which owns them. The profit on 
operator-owned machines varies from roughly 25 per cent for 
candy to 50 per cent for soft drinks and popcorn . A standard 
commission is 10 pe~ cent. 
Tabulated statistics point out that while 72 per 
cent of the Berlin users and 66 per cent of the North Con-
way customers buy food or drink , only 46 per cent of the 
Westbrook patrons do so . A chief reason for this is that 
a t the time of the survey the P-A coin-a-Mat featured only a 
soft-drink machine . It had neither a coffee machine nor a 
candy machine . Of those users who purchase refreshments , 70 
par cent (23 of 33) in North conway , and around 82 per cent 
in &arlin (58 of 72) and westbrook (77 of 93) spend between 
5¢ and 20¢ . 
An ex~~inaeion of response patterns and the1r con-
nection with the age of the respondents indicated a definite 
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relationship between the buying of vended food and drink pro-
ducts and age for bOth westbrook and ~orth conway . In the 
tormer co~~unity, while b4 per cent (28 of 44) in age group 
20- 29 purchase these it~~s~ a lesser percentage of t~ose 
trom 30-49 do , and only l'l per cent (B of 46) of those fifty 
and over do . The same trend, althou9h not as clear , exists 
1n NOren Conway . Only ~n Berlin is there no evidence of a 
sliding trend from more purchasing by ~~e younger to less 
by the older . Here , the percentages of buyers in tho extrerr.e 
aqe brackets approxima te each other and are lower than the 
percentage of purchasers in the middle age grouping . This is 
difficul t to explain. In general, owners may find a more 
ready market 1n the younger customers and the children who 
come with users , and so they should offer vended products 
such as soft drinks and candy bars titat appeal to that age 
group. 
V . USE OF TIME 1-IHILE MACHI NES ARE RUNNING 
Ques~ion 19 is looked upon as being very signifi-
cant in this study, for it concerns the coin laundry custom-
er•s usc of time while his machines are operating. If a 
coin- op owner knows how customers prefer to use their time 
while waiting, he can better provide for their wants . This 
is another important •extra" for an appealing laundercenter . 
For example , up-to-date readinq material s and co~fortable 
seating should be provided for customers who wish to read and 
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relax on the premises . Or there may be a number who custom-
arily go shopping while their machines aro in operation, 
which will necessitate posting instructions about procedures 
which may be followed by those who need loade6 machines which 
have completed the i r cycle , if the user is not there to re-
move his clothes . A summarization of the replies to t his 
question , and their relationship to the education-income 
level of the customer , appears in Table 12 . 
As the table leads one to believe, reading, relax-
ing, or a combination of both are popular choices for usc of 
leisure time while at a coin laundry . In Berlin and west-
brook, approximately bS per cent to 70 per cent of the users 
checKed these as answers . In North conway , about 35 per cent 
did . I t is interesting to observe the percentages of custom-
ers in each community who prefer just relaxation: about 12 
per cent in North conway, 25 per cent in Serlin, and 44 per 
cent in westbrook . It is logical to attribute this trend to 
the characteristics of city and metropolitan living, such as 
the more hect.ic pace , traffic proble:ns which make it more dif-
ficul t to drive to stores for shopping, and the probability 
that relacively fewer customers are acquainted with each 
other in the bigger operations. Table 12 also su9gcsts that 
approximately three out of every ten users in rural areas use 
their in-between time to go shopping. The shopping district 
i n a small town is ordinarily more accessible, a.nd patrons are 
not as apt to be as apprehensive about the chance of their 
TAB I.t 12 
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clothes bein9 stolen as they might be in a larger, more im-
personal community . It appears , then, that instruction s1gns 
concerning the removal of completed but unattended washings 
are especially needed in the coin-cps of smaller communities . 
Wnen customers 1 use of ~~iting time and education-
income levels were related, definite differences among loca-
tions wore revealed. In North Conway , users in education-
income levels one and two are inclined to go marketing during 
their waiting time, those at level t hree prefer reading and/or 
relaxing, and a majority of the customers in levels four and 
tive are evenly distributed amon9 cha tting , reading, relax-
ing, or some combination. Reading matter provided there 
should be of a type which appeals to middle and lower 
education-income groups. Of the three major education-income 
groupings in Berlin, between bO per cent and 70 per eent of 
each lea n ~oward reading and/or relaxing . A noticeable dif-
tercnce between classes here 1s that only customers in levels 
tour and five choose simply to chat . Aside from this dif-
ference, the results here could be a reflection of a tendency 
of the Berlin users to be moro homogeneous in their behavior . 
In westbrook, apparently, the upper education-income groups 
enJOY reading and relaxing tho most, while reading becomes 
less s1qn~f1eant and chatting becomes more so with the lower 
groupings. Reading materials here, therefore , shoul d be pri-
marily aL~ed at the upper education- income groups . 
rne owners were asked in question 3 of the i r 
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qucstionna1re wha~ they ~ink their users do af~er starting 
their machines . Of the Kor~h conway group , 56 per cent of 
them (10 of 18) checked read or read-re lax, and 33 per cent 
markad go shopp~ng . In the writer ' s judgment, this group 
h as a good idea or what tne1r customers do and ~hus know 
what ~~ey need. Tnis situation is to be expected in a 
sma!ler, more personal operation, however . Regarding the 
Berlin class , only 33 per cen~ (3 of 9) of ~he owners checked 
read, relax, or a combination of ~em . Forty- four per cent 
of chem oelieve that their customers do more chatting than 
any~h1ng else . This is a sign that these operators are not 
as well acquolnted with their customers• use of in-between 
time . Of the westorook owner group, 50 per cent of the~ 
(5 of 10) marked read and/or relax. HOwever , as with the 
Berlin ca~egory of owners , JO per cent think tha t chatting 
is the ~avor1~e pas~~me . Again, it is likely that these 
operators are not as aware of user wants as they should be . 
In general , a co~parison of the user-owner findings for this 
par~~cular quest1on suggests that owners in urban areas may 
need to devote more a~tention to customer comfort,ln restful 
surroundings,w~th a qood supply of current periodicals. 
Pew decisively similar conclusions which apply to 
a~l ~nree loca~10ns c an be drawn ~rom ~he user responses per-
~alning ~ use ot ~eir t i me while at ~he laundercenters. 
Oa~a po1nt ~o reading and/or relaxing as ~ne most popular 
past~os, bu~ ene results tor Nortn Conway d1sputc ~is . Tne 
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educa~~on-~ncornc classes of people mos~ inclined to read 
var1os w~~n une commun1~y . a lcnough ~osc in lower education-
l.ncome groups .1.n all t:ttee loca t.ions are most likely to chat . 
The use of time for shopping probably depends chiefly upon 
whether stores a.rc easily accessible fron\ t he laundercentcr , 
and whether customars arc bent on accomplishing two jobs . 
The coin laundry owner should not, therefore, place too much 
stock in these findings , but should carefully assess the 
characteristics of both ~is community and his customers in 
determining the situation for his opera tion . 
VI. EXTEKT OF WASHER AND DRYER OWNERSHIP 
washer ownership . When the self-service laundry 
opera~or is aware of the ~o~tifiuing t rend of the extent and 
characteristics of t he home washer ownership of his users, 
he has impor t ant information. Knowledge in this area makes 
it possible to determine t he degree of his success in com-
peting with the home washer . While a continuous increase 
in the percentage of customers who have washers could moan 
that rela tively more people are doing a part of their wash-
ing a t home , a more probabl e evaluation is that the launder-
mat is attracting new users , many of whom have home equipment , 
a positive indication of effective laundercenter competition 
with home washing machines . Specific data on a utomatic wash~ 
er ownership as compared to the ownership of wrin9er type 
machines among t hose users who own washers may also be useful . 
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care must be taken in analyzing data of this type, however . 
For example~ one should carefully consider the causee of a 
decline in the proportion of automatic waahera to wringer 
washers before concluding that the decrease ia favorable . 
Information on the age of washers is definitely important. 
For example~ the hi9her the percentage of a9ed machines, the 
better the prospects for increased usage of coin laundry 
facilities . Broken old waohers are costly to fix, and as 
the cuatomer is already using the launderccnter to some ex-
tent, ne probably will think twice before havin9 the washer 
repaired . 1he coin-op ownor, in any case, should point this 
up in his advertising, in an effort to encourage complete 
use of launderma~ facilities for all laundering needs. 
Table 13 roporto uoer responaes to question 20, 
which pertains to waaher ownorahip . It ia clear that a 
majority of all cuatomora at each loca tion have a waaher at 
homm . As many as 75 per cent of the users in Berlin have 
them, while the figure drope to 64 per cent in weetbrook, and 
52 per cent in North Conway. The high percentaqe for Berlin 
11 at least pa:tially due to both the absence of ~ercial 
laundry operac1ons in that e.ty, and tne tact that 23 per 
cent of the Berlin respondents do their washing at home and 
use the dryers only. Borlin's high proportion of washer owner-
ahip ia another reason, along with its large percentage of 
dryer only use.rs , why average spending per vlait there is com-
paratively low. Of thoae groups in each cona.Ynity who o·-n 
n 
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TABLC 13 
£xtent and Characteristics of Washer Ownership 
(Absolute data in parentheses) 
Ex tent and 
Charaeteristies t>or th Corn;ay Berlin 'N estb r ook 
Own a '"asher 
Yes S2\ 75\ &•t 
No •s 24 3& 
Total cases (SO) (100) (200) 
If yes 
Type 
Auto:aatie 38\ 59\ •s% 
Wringe r 58 39 46 
Total eases (26) (75) (129 ) 
Age 
More than 3 
y ~urs 69\ 55\ 74\ 
1 - 3 years 19 37 17 
Less than 
1 year 7 3 
Don ' t kl'lo~ !2 3 
':'otal eases (26) (75) (129) 
Note : Per cents may not add to 100 because ot ' ' no r esponse« 
percentages omitted . 
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waehers. 59 per cent of th .. in Berlin have autooatic na-
ch1noe. The correspondin9 percen~agea for weetbrook and 
North conway are 45 per cent and 38 per cent . Th• majority 
ot waahers owned in all three locations are more than three 
yeara old, a good sign. 
The automatic laund.ry operatore, in reeponae to 
queation 4 on ~e owner questionnaire, indicated that ~~ey 
are not as aware of the ho~• washer ownership of the1r 
cuatomars as the arguments propounded suggeet that they 
should. The question aaked them if t hey think a majority of 
their users have a waahor at home. Of ~e emall community 
group, 67 per cent (12 of 18) answered yes, and 33 per cent 
replied no. Thirty-three per cent (3 of 9) of the •~all city 
O'o'lltrs c:tecked yes, 44 per cent no, and t.Jle r.,.a1nder ,.ar;,eci 
the don't know answer apace . Of the ~etrop011tan group, 30 
per cent (3 of 10) say yeo , 40 per cent no , and tho ra~ainder 
do not know. It may be that the operators' be11efa are true 
for their areas . certainly the data in Table 13 do not bear 
out these opinions. 
Drver ownership . Question 21 asked reaponden~s if 
tnoy own a dryer . The reau1to show t.'>at dryera are owned by 
a small ~inority of 8 per cent in North Conway, 5 per cent 
in Berlin, and 4 per cent in Westbrook . Thoae f19ures simply 
mean that fresh air and aunahine are the leading competitors 
ot the laundercen~er dryer . Horne machines are eoetly to buy 
and expensive to operate. MOat of th~ are electrically 
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heated and are heavy consumers of current . The co~~ercial 
drying machine has been promoted by clai ms that dust , dirt , 
and germs in the air will be avoided if the coin- op dryer 
is used. This is really a weak arqument unless one lives 
in a mill area, such as Berlin, where the air is polluted 
much of the time ~ The writer feels that coin- op dryers 
should be promoted from the point of view of convenience 
and time saved, factors which appeal especially to men and 
e."t''ployed ·....omen. 
CHAPTER VIII 
USERS ' KNOWLEDGE OF COIN LAUNDRY OPERATING PROCEDURES 
I . INTRODUCTION 
Chapt er VIII deals with the knowledge section of 
the user questionna ire, which included seven questions . The 
purpose of these questions was two-fold: (1) to learn more 
accurately and completely the extent of customers' informa-
tion and observations about coin laundry operating pro-
cedures, such as facts about machinery or factors contribut-
ing to oversudsing: and (2) to either verify or disprove the 
hypothesis that a s19nificant rela tionship exists between a 
coin-op user's wise use of l aundercenter facilities and his 
educat iona l background. Also inc l uded in this chapter is a 
discussion of what owners believe about their users ' under-
standing in the four most important of the seven knowledqe 
areas cover ed . 
once the extent of customers ' knowledge is estab-
lished, it should then be a paramount objective of the opera-
tor to initiate measures which will insure improved user 
education in needed areas . One may argue tha t an owner can 
find more profitable ways to use his time than devoting it 
to user education . The writer cannot agree . The coin laun-
dry operntor shou l d as s ure himself that a sizeable majority 
of his customer s unders t and his operation, and he shoul d make 
certain that new users obta in needed information with ease , 
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in order to minimize the possibility that they will not re-
turn after an initia l visit or two. Considerable good will 
is built up when the owner or attendant helps customers 
spend their money as efficiently and as wisely as possible, 
and soes that their visits to the l aundercenter involve a 
minimum of dif!iculty with equipment . For example, the 
customer should be grounded in every importan~ advantage 
and operating feature of the washers he uses until he knows 
them, taxes advanta9e of them, and can pass the word about 
them to others . The owner benefits in two ways, on the one 
hand from customer satisfaction, and on the other throu9h 
the indirect promotion of the laundercenter by satisfied 
users . All too often it is those who do not know how to 
operate tho maehl~e~y properly who have difficulty, yet com-
plain that the machinery is at fault . The operator, in turn , 
blames the careless customer , but he should realize that he 
himself is at fault to the extent that he has ineffectively 
educated customers on laundercenter matters . 
Only through intensive customer education will 
users be in a position to take complete advantage of what 
is offered in a coin laundry , and to exercise maxLmum control 
over situations that may arise. How owners do this, whether 
by direct personal contact, or t hrough cleverly designed 
signs , is a personal decision . Any relationships disclosed 
between the answer patterns to the knowledge questions and 
education may indica te the beat approaches in teaching the 
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customer what he should know. 
II . THE WASHING MACHINE 
~ 2! washer . Question 24 asked all users of 
the double- load Philco-Bendix washer in each coin-op how 
many pounds of garments the machine is designed to hold . 
This is a particularly good question, for many customers 
have had previous experience with smaller machines, eithe~ 
at home or at another laundercenter, and the size of this 
machine is one of its major attractions . Sixteen pounds is 
the answer, but unless the customer knows this , he may not 
make the best use of the washer by loading it properly . 
Furthermore , he cannot reco~mend the machine to others for 
this particular feature . 
~ne users whose answers to this question were 
t allied include a ll those who use the double- load Bendix 
washer , and also those washer customers who volunteered a 
reply even though they do not customarily use the double-
loader. An analysis of the tabulated responses indicates 
that 93 per cent of 44 ~orth conway users and 84 per cent 
of 169 westbrook customers know that the double-load Bendix 
holds sixteen pounds of clothes. In Berlin, however , only 
66 per cent of 77 responded correctly . 
No connection between the a.nswers to this question 
and educational background is apparent for the North conway 
users . However , in Berlin, 75 per cent (12 of 16) of the 
l2l 
customers who answered incorrectly or do not know 't-he answer 
have only some hiqh school or less . They represent 40 per 
cent (12 of 30) of the user group that has not completed high 
school . In westbrook , of the users who do not know the 
answer, 67 per cent (14 of 21) of them are high school gradu-
ates . A lower percentage of those who did not complete high 
school answered erroneously than was the case with the high 
school graduate group . The eollege group is best informed 
in Westbrook . 
'4hile hiqh majorities of customers in North Conway 
and westbrook know the c apac ity of the double-load Bendix 
washer, the size of the majority for Berlin is undesirable . 
The explanation for this could be that t here are no large 
signs emphasizing washer capacity, al t hough ~his faet is 
printed on the approximately one-foot-square instruction 
signs mounted on each machine . Another reason might be that 
t here are no other sizes of washers in t he aerlin operation 
for comparative purposes . Still another explanation could 
be the fact tha~ the laundercenter is una ttended. ~natever 
the reason, user education concerning washer size, geared 
to an elementary level , is recommended for Serlin. Here also 
is the first hint tha t customer knowledge and education may 
be linked. 
The first part of question 6 in the owner question-
naire asked operators if they think that a majority of their 
users know the size of the washers that they use . Forty-four 
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per cent (8 of 18) of the North conway class, 67 per cent 
(6 of 9) of the Berlin group, and 10 per cent (1 of 10) of 
~~e westbrook class answered yes . A comparison of these 
figures with the correct response percentages for customers 
suggests that owners underestimate the extent of users ' 
knowledge of washer capacities . Whatever offorts operators 
have made to inform customers about washer size have apparent-
ly been more worthwhile than they imagine . A continual em-
phasis on this important machine characteristic is advisable, 
however, both from the point of view o! informing new patrons , 
and of reinforcing this fact in the minds of established 
users . 
NUmber of rinses !E the washer cycle. The extent 
of cuatcmera' ~nowledge of the number of rinses in the op-
erating cycle of the Philco-Bendix washers was t he object o! 
question 26 . The three-rinse cycle is an advantageous feature 
of the l arge and small Bendix machines ~ and it is desirable 
that users be conscious of this fact . Replies were recorded 
for all respondents who use the Bendix washers, and also for 
those wno mainly use the forty-pound machines but who volun-
teered an answer . The results are worth noting carefully. 
Between approximately 55 per cent to 65 per cent of the 46 , 
77, and 190 customers interviewed in North conway, Serlin, and 
westbrook answered incorrectly. While these percentages do 
not represent overwhel ming majorities , they do not reflect 
comfortable situations. Practically no information on t he 
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nwmber of rinses in the cycle of the Bendix washers is given 
to users i n any of the three locations, although they can 
determine this for themselves if they follow the cycle 
throuqh the porthole of the machine. However , the fiqures 
indicate that if this fact is not impressed upon customers , 
the majority are not going to learn it on their own. 
The connections between customers' answers to this 
question and their education, as they appear in Table 14 bo-
low, merit attention. 
TABLE 14 
Relationship of Incorrect Responses to 
Question 26: •aow many complete rinses 
are there in the cycle of the Bendix 
washers here?" and 
Educational Achievement 
(Absolute da t a in parentheses) 
Educational Achievement Group 
North Conway Berlin Westbrook 
Explanation ~ 
Per cent 
answering 
incorrectly 71 48 56 73 65 
B c 
67 59 55 47 
TOtal cases (14) (23) (9) (ll) (34) ( 30) (44) (89) (57) 
l , 2 , and 3 
A, college or some college; B, hi9h school ; 
C, some h!qh school or less . 
As the table shows, hiqher percentaqes of those in 
each co~~unity who are college graduates or who have some 
colleqe answered incorrectly or do not know the a.nswer than 
did high school graduates or those with less than a high school 
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education. This , indeed, is puzzling. The fiqures tend to 
invalidate tbe theory advanced in the introduction to this 
chapter , that there is a causal relationship between a coin 
laundry user's knowledge of operating procedures and his edu -
cational level . Perh~os the answer is tha t those in the upper 
educational brackets are not as interested or observant as are 
tnose with leas education concerning the features of launder-
center equipment and , for that matter , about tne entire routine 
involved in using a coin laundry . Despite tile st.artling re-
sults , one should not lose sight of the point that although 
the co l lege class is the most erroneous in this area, the 
other groups are not much better informed. Again , better 
customer education is needed , of tho type that cannot escape 
users' notice . 
II I . COST RELATIONSHIPS 
Comparing cos~s of washing . As the cost factor in 
patronizing coin-ops has importance in varying deqrees to most 
customers~ us e r s should recognize the differences and advan-
~ages amonq common price structures in laundermats . Differ-
ences in cost amon9 automatic laundries do not tend to be 
subs~an~ial , bu~ even slight variaeions may influence custom~ 
er choice among operations. If an opera tor offers lower 
pr1ces than his competitors ~ it is to his advantage to adver-
c~se tn1s fact extensively. 
Tne user was asked in question 25 to cneck the 
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cheaper ot two charqes for washing ! l b pounds for 30¢ or 9 
pounds for 20¢ . The answer is , of course , lQ pounds for 30e, 
which some respondents arrived at arithmetically, and some 
aetampted to solve intuitively . Replies were recorded for 
all washer users . A count of the tallies indicates that 
wn>le 81 per cent of 47 customGrs in North conway and IS per 
cent ot 194 in Westbrook know the answer, only 52 per cent 
O% 11 users in Berlin do . Clearly , the price advantage of 
the lb pounds for 25¢ charge for washing in the Serlin Launder-
cen~er must be advertised there, as this price is the lowest 
of the three laundermats in the city considering per unit 
cost , i . e ., the f act tha t the customer is paying only 1 . 5625¢ 
per pound of clotnes . 
Rel ati onshlps were discl osed betwean customars' 
perceptions about the two price p l ans a nd their educational 
a tta inments . Wi~h a single exception, higher percentages of 
the high school and coll ege ca~egories in all three communi-
t ies a nswered this quest ion correctl y than was true for the 
some high school or less users . I n westbrook , while 70 per 
cent (40 of 57) of the some h i gh school or less users gave 
the right answer , 76 per cent (71 of 93) and 80 per cent (35 
of 44) of the high school and college categories did. Eighty-
six per cent (19 of 22) of the high school class , and 81 per 
cent (13 of 16) of the college group in North conway replied 
properly, as contrasted to 67 per cent (6 of 9) of the less 
than a high school education group . In Berlin, however, the 
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pattern is upset . Here , although 68 per cent (23 of 34) of 
the high school graduates replied correctly, as against 43 
per cent (13 of 30) of those below them 1n education achieved , 
only 27 por cent (3 of ll) of the college group were right . 
There appears~ then, to be a definite link between 
a customer ' s comprehension of the per pound cost of washing 
and his educat ional background, with the better educated 
displaying more understanding . However, while education 
~nd advertising in t h is area should be designed with the 
less educated users in nind, it seems also that efforts 
must be c l ever enough to arouse the attention of those who 
are well-educated but uninterested. The writer has seen 
evidence that the better educated customers are so concerned 
with doing ~~eir washing at a eoin-op with minimum Qffort 
and maximum convenience and then getting to more important 
matters , ~hat they are not interested in the ins and outs 
of launder centers . 
The owners were asked, i n a part of question 6 on 
their questionnaire , whether they t hink a majority of their 
users would rceo9nize the price adva ntage of 16 pounds for 
30¢ over 9 pounds for 20¢ . Forty- four per cent of the North 
conway (8 of 18) and Berlin (4 of 9) classes of operators say 
yes . A mere 10 per cent (1 of 10) of the westbrook group do . 
The metropolitan area owners are completely misled, as are 
the small town owners to a lesser degree . Only the beliefs 
of the small city operators approach the findings . In the 
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queationa diacuaaed so far , there appear• to be an indica-
tion of owner doubt about the =entality and coomon sense of 
coin laundry customers , especially with the urban 9roup. 
conceivably this is because of the greater frequency , in 
abaoluto torma , of customer miatakea in the larger coin 
laundrioa. Proportionately, these miatakca probably do not 
occur any more frequently than user orrora in a smaller com-
munity . 
Recognition of least costly~ 21 dryers . The 
firlt part of quest~on 28 asked all cuatonera who use ~~e 
dryer• wheeher it is cheaper ~ put two waeher loads of 
clothe• into one dryer or into two . It 11 in fact less ex-
pansive to use one machine, even though 1~ ~eana a lor.ger 
waiting period un~il garments lo.re dry . In Weotbrook , 66 per 
cent of 174 dryer users ans~ered correctly . ~wever , less than 
majorities of customers , 47 per cont of 47 and 36 per cent of 
96 , were right in North conway and Barlin. Substantial num-
bers of dryer user& in all three areas, then, do not appreciate 
the oavingo possible by loading dryers more fully . The larg-
er proportion of correc~ answers by woatbrook patrons Pay be 
becauoe the coot of drying at the P-A Coin-o-M&e io lOC for 
7~ m1nutea, h1qher than drying prieea of co~petitor• . This 
bein9 the caee, although other fine feature• o! this ope~ation 
draw cuato~cra to the store, the hi9hor drying price creates 
more concern for ~eeping aponding for drying at a minimum. 
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Table 15 below presents a cross-tabulation of 
customers' incorrect responses to this question with their 
educational backgrounds . 
TABLE 15 
Relationship of Incorrect Responses to 
Question 28 , "Which of thesa ways of 
drying is cheaper?" and 
Educational Ach ievement 
(Absolute data in parentheses) 
Educational Achievement Group 
North Conway Berlin Westbrook 
Explanation A 1 
Per cent 
answering 
incorrectly 21 58 
A 
67 
.!L 
55 61 
Total cases (14) (24) (9) (12) (49) (33) 
1, 2 , and 3A, college or some college; B, 
c , some high school or less . 
B c 
23 33 24 
(35) (88) (50) 
high school; 
To summarize the data incorporated in the table, 
while in Berlin the incorrect or don•t know answers are fair-
l y evenly d i stri buted percentagewise among the three educa-
tional classifications, the proportions of erroneous replies 
in North Conway and westbrook are concentrated in the two 
lower levels , with more wrong answers than one mi9ht ex-pect 
attributable to the high school graduate users . The scatter-
ed signs of a relationship of responses to education are , at 
best, inconclusive. Neither is there an indication of any 
significant inter-community relationships . Other factors , 
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such as the length of tine that a customer hal been us!ng a 
eoin laundry and the extent of his patronage, ~ay be far core 
relevant than education. 
on the owner queationnaire, another part of ques-
tion 6 dealt with the above iaa~e, asking operator• if they 
.hinX that a ~ajority of their users are aware of the cos~ 
aavings poss~ble by uo1n9 !ewer dryers and loading L'~ ~re 
fully . '!'he response• "'·ere •• follows : !or the Nord\ Con-... ·ay 
e1a11 , 50 per cent (9 of 18) yea and 39 per cent no; Berlin, 
56 per cent (S of 9) yeo and 44 per cent no: and for the 
westbrook group , 40 per cent (4 of 10) yes and 40 per cent 
no . Thia is a diff1cul~ question for the owners to answer, 
aa ev1denced by their quite evenly split replies . co~~e­
quently, an attenpt to relate these responses to those of 
the customers "'~uld not prove frui~ful . 
On the basis of these findi ngs , automatic laundry 
owners may \\•ant t o better educate their dryer users as to 
the most economical way of using dryers . Peraonally, the 
writer advoGates thia practice. When ne operated hia o~~ 
atore during its first year, he ~nfor.:ed custooere about 
theee possible savinga. HOwever, this is a peraonal decision 
thal aach operator muat maka . While they ~~uld q~ve users 
tho riqht answer to this quootion if asked for it , probably 
many owners profer to leave well enough alono , oapoc1ally in 
view of hiqh dryer utility coeto . 
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IV . FACTORS COI'TRIBUTINC TO OVERSUDSINC 
A chronic opera~1n9 problem to the coin laundry 
entrepreneur is oversudsing, a sleuaeion where excess suds 
overt!ow trom a wasner . Tnis problem is more prevalent for 
enose owners wno nave coin-ops fea~uring the front-loading , 
eumole action machine . Because of this machine's washing 
action~ more s uds form more quickly than is t he case with the 
top-loading washer . oversuds1n9 is a serious problem in tw~ 
ways . First , when an oversudsing occurs , the customer is 
usual l y irritated or angry, even though he is directly responsi-
ble . There is frequently a mess t o clean up . If ~he over-
sudsing is severe, the machine may come to a stop. The user 
has to r~~ve the heavy , soapy clothes from the washer and 
transfer th~~ to an idle ma chine, thus having to spend addition-
al money ~ Second, when oversudsings take place, a washer may 
be literally drowned 1n s uds . The result could be a short 
circuit or even a ruined drive motor . corrosion may be pre-
cipitated or advanced . 
The one overriding c ause of oversuds ings is customer 
f ailure to follow instructions . The standard do's and don'ts 
of instruction signs are not enough . They explain what to do , 
but do not tell the whys for doing it . All- important user 
education in this area must go beyond this, and acquaint 
customers with the various contributing factors to suds qenera-
tion . 
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Question 38 asked the respondent to check the one 
most common trouble that users have with washers in coin 
laundries . Although this question was placed in the opinion 
section of the questionnaire, it should have been in chc 
knowledge section. Sixty- eight per cent of the washer custom-
ers in Berlin checked oversudsing. corresponding percentages 
for westbrook and North conway are 62 per cent for the former 
community , and 49 per cent for the latter. About 50 per cent 
to 70 per cent of the washer customers in each location, then, 
recognize that oversudsings are the number one problem. The 
higher percentage for Berlin may reflect relatively more fre-
quent oversudsings because there is no regular attendant . 
The owners were asked , in question 12 on their ques-
tionnaire , whether they think a majority of their washer 
customers are aware that overaudsing is the most common 
trouble users have with washers . For both the North Conway 
and westbrook groups , 67 per cent (12 of 18) and 70 per cent 
(7 of 10) of the operators answered yes , but for the Berlin-
type owners 67 per cent (6 of 9) replied no . A comparison of 
tnese figures with the customer data above indicates that the 
large city division of operators are closest to being correct , 
followed by the small town owners . Tne small city operators 
are overly pessimistic , but their responses may reflect the 
suggestion above, that there is a higher incidence of over-
sudsing in the small city operations in spite of the fact that 
the problem is recognized by mora users than is true of the 
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other two community types . 
A related question on t he user questionnaire, number 
twenty- seven, asked the customer to check each of six listed 
factors that he believes affects the amount of suds one gets 
when doing a washing . All six of the items listed are con-
tributing factors, so those users who answered this question 
correctly marked all six possibilities. The writer is of the 
opinion that some respondents in each area may have misunder-
stood the directions , and checked what is to them the one 
most important item. There is no way of knowing, however, 
the extent to which this may have been done . Table 16 re-
presents a cross- tabula tion of the washer customers • answers 
to this question with the educational level achieved by the 
respondent, Tne pexcentages stan4 t9x the pr9porti9ns Qf the 
absolute responses given for each item to the total n~~ers 
of possible responses . 
Although the data in the table are straightforward, 
some of t ne results warrant discussion. A glance at the per-
centages shows that knowledge of the factors that contribute 
t o suds is very limited in a ll three areas . Overall, North 
Conway and westbrook are about neck-a.nd-neck , while Berl in is 
considerably behind ~ham, another indictment of customer know-
ledge there . The washer users in each location have their own 
ideas about the lea ding causes of suds . Westbrook customers 
apparently feel ~~at kind and amount of soap are most im-
portant. In North Conway, size of load , amount of soap, and 
TABLE 16 
Relationship of Knowledge of factors Contributing 
to A=ount of Suds and Educational Achievemer\t 
(Absolute data in par entheses) 
~ortfi' ~onwayt tducationa l Achievement Groue Ber.lin2 West brook3 
• u c \ of \ of \ of \ ot Total \ of \ of \ of \ of Total \ of \ of \ of \ of Tota l 
16 22 9 47 Re::.ponses 11 34 3? 77 Responses 44 93 57 L 9 1~ l~esponse:; 
- - - -- - -- -- - -
are 19 41 67 38 (18) 
- 29 38 29 (22). 50 34 33 39 (73) 
62 50 56 55 (26) 36 59 38 47 (36) 50 46 33 43 ( 84) 
50 55 56 53 (25) 45 41 418 42 (32) 75 53 30 51 (99) 
4 •• 55 78 55 (26) 45 35 n 31 (24) 66 69 44 6! ( 118) 
6 14 22 13 (6) 
- 3 - 1 (1) 11 17 9 13 (26) 
19 36 44 32 (15) 36 26 12 22 (17) 45 27 ?6 31 (60) 
a1 
nscs 33 42 54 41 ?7 32 25 29 50 41 29 40 
(32) (55) (29) ( 116) ( 18) (66) (48) ( 13 2) ( 13 J ) ( 229) ( 100) (460) 
-
owing users dld not answer question : North Conway , 4 • 
• 
6ecll.in , 5; lfestbrook, 13 . 
~ 
ge or sol'!le college; a . high school ; C , some hip,h school or less . .., .., 
response on educational achievement . Group total of 32 includes two of same . 
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Xlna ot soap o~cwe~9n o~~er cnoicea. Berlin users st=ess 
size or load and aaount of soap. 7he •~all number of chec~s 
given type of washer 1n eacn community .a enl1~~teninq . 
Many u1era , on tne surface at least, Just do not know ~,at 
a front-loaaing washer requires , on tho average , half as 
mucn doter9en~ as a top-lo ading machine . Undoubtedly , this 
is a cnief reason why those using a front-loading ""'as:1er for 
the tiret time may experience an overaud1ing. I~ is in-
forQ&tive , too, to learh that only bare majorities of custo~­
ers 1n NOrth Conway and Westbrook, and juat over tt,~-fifths 
o: ~em in Berlin, have the opinion that amount of soap ts 
a contributin9 !actor to suds build-up. 
A study of ~e percentaqea of total responses to 
total poaalble responses !or the dllferen~ edccational groups 
in Nortn Conway and Berlin snows no relationships which sup-
port tno hypothesis advanced earlier . In the fo~er location, 
tho pattern is just tho rcverso o! what ono might think . The 
some high school or less class appears ~ be definitely superi-
or to tho other t""~ groups . The sample waa small , however , 
wh1cn 1ntluencea the reliability. In Serlin, while ~~e custom-
ers w~th lese tnan a h1g~ school education dta~lay ~~e least 
overall 9raap ot suds-cor.tr~butin9 factora , tne colle$e qroup 
percentage •• only sligh~ly better. T.1o h1gn sc~~l graduate 
usera ahow the best understanding ot tne cause• of soap suds , 
but not aiqni£1cantly . However , in ~oatbrook , e~ere is a 
positive indication ot a linking between knowledge about the 
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formation of suds and education. 
The last of the four parts to question 6 on the own-
er questionnaire asked the owner if he thinks a majority of 
his users Xnow most of the factors that contribute to suds . 
The pessimistic replies show that most operators are aware 
of customer ignorance about the causes of too many suds . 
s ixty-seven per cent (12 of 18) of the small town group 
answered negatively, 56 per cent (5 of 9) of the small city 
owners did , and 80 per cent (8 of lO) of the metropolitan 
opera tors say no . 
Table 16 makes it very clear tha e much must be done 
to get across to coin laundry customers the contributing 
causes of suds . User education, both intensive and continu-
o"s , is necessary 1f progress 1a to be maQe, Although in-
structing the customer to use a specified amount of detergent 
is helpful , this will not solve the problem. The user must 
realize that every one of the factors discussed affects suds 
level before ~~is persistent , and serious, probl~~ can be 
contained. 
V. MISCELLANEOUS CONSIDERATIONS 
Effect of opening door on operation of machinery . 
Questi on 29 asked all users what happens when the door of a 
washer or dryer is opened while the machine is runnin9 . The 
answer is that the machine stops , but starts again when the 
door is closed. The replies to this question were cross-
classified with the education of the respondent and appear in 
• 
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Tabl e 32 in the appendix . This feature is especially in-
pOrtant from a safety point of vic·"" . customers' kno'.dedqe 
of it can a l so moan an increased appreciation for machinery , 
as wal l as knowing that clothing can be added or taken from 
machines , if necessary , before the comple~ion of tho operating 
cycle . 
~ clothing .!1 Sh! £.2i!1 laundrv . Question 30 
asked all users to check the one main reason \oo•hy clothing 1s 
lost at coin laundries . Al though there arc other lesser 
reasons , the answer is that garments are left in washers . ~~e 
responses to this question are presented in Table 33 of the 
appendix . Wh~le the c l othing l ost at an automatic laundry 
does not ordina=ily pose a serious problem, just one cxperi-
enee with l os t cl othing can mean inconvenience and irritation 
to t he customer when, some time after arriving horne, he eis-
covers missing items. The progressive owner shoulC ~press 
upon his customers the fact tha t most lost clothing is care-
l essly l eft in · ... ·ashin9 machines because the user does not 
caretully feel around inside the washer after removing his 
VI. CONCLUS IO.~ 
Complete customer knowledge of coin laundry oper~t-
1r.9 p).·ocadurcs contributes to tho indirect promotion of the 
co1n~op , and is important in building confider-co and a scr.so 
of case when using the laundercent.er facilities . The latter 
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pOint is heralded as a prima ry a dvantage of laundercenters 
over doing the launderlnq at home . ~ne data obtained from 
the knowledqe section of the user questionnaire indicate t hat , 
in qeneral , s19nificant numbers of users are not aware of 
relevant operating facts that they should know , in such areas 
as the number of rinse s i n t he wash cycle , drying procedures , 
causes of overs udsing, a nd lost clothing. The Berl in custom-
ers , whose operation i s unatt ended , show considerably less 
consumer knowledge than do the users of t he other t wo opera-
tions , which are both pa rtial ly attended. Clearly , intensive 
customer education through siqns , personal contact , a nd even 
literature, is necessary . 
The hypothesis that there is a dir ect r elationship 
between knowledqe of laundermat operatinq procedures and edu-
cation is not conclusively borne out by the findings for any 
of the three test coin- ops . In a good number of cases the 
figures indicate partial ly inver se rel ationships where , for 
ex~~p le , the high school gradua te e i t he r knows or has ab-
sorbed the greatest amount of consumer knowledge . Remedial 
steps taken must somehow be more consciously directed at the 
two educational extremes . Informa t ion stressed must be in-
triguing to the indifferen~ college educated user , yet clear 
and simple enough to effectively reach the lower educational 
groups . 
CHAPTER IX 
TilE OPINIONS OF COil> lAUNDRY USERS 
I. INTRODUCTIOI' 
The knowledge of coin laundry owners abou~ the be-
navior of their clientele is limited to their observations 
of users • habits , unless they are in the fortunate position 
of being able to sound out significantly large numbers of 
customers as to their opinions Which motivate these habits . 
Many of the attitudes and feelings which users have do not 
manifesc tnemselves in overt behavior , and unless the opera-
tor knows about these feelings, he lacks a reliable basis 
for progressive management of his business . The third sec-
tion of the user questionnaire was designed to delve into 
customer opinions about many aspects of laundercenter opera-
tion . I ncluded in this study are such issues as prices, ad-
vertisin9, reasons for using the launderrnat, factors con-
tributing to coin-op success, and many others . Each question 
that could be usefully correlated wi th a characteristic of 
the user has been treated in this manner . On the basis of 
findings, hopefully owners will give careful consideration 
to more effectively satisfying the desires of cuseomers , by 
adapting ehe1r physical plants, advertisin9 and promotion 
practices, user services, and other policies to customer wants . 
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II . OPINIONS ON WASHING ~!/'.CHINES 
Length of washing cycle . The first part of ques-
tion 35 asked t:1e respondent for his opinion about the length 
of a twenty- two minute washing cycle , i .e. , whether it is too 
lonq, about right , or too short . The question was asked bc-
callse length of \oo'ashing cycle is related to two points of 
concern to the customer . They are t he quality of washinq, 
and the total time the user mus t plan to spend a t the launder-
center . TWenty-two minutes is the running time of both the 
sixteen and ten-pound Philco- Bendix machines i n all three of 
the operations surveyed. This is considered a short washing 
cycle by the manufacturer . This question was related to sex. 
I t wa s felt that some women might prefer a longer wash cycle 
because of superior results , whereas men · ... :ould be more con-
cerned with doinq t he washing in a minim~ of time . 
Fifty- five to 65 per cent of 47, 77 , and 194 re-
spondents in Korth Conway , Ber lin , and westbrook answered 
tha t the 't:wenty-two minute cycle is about right . From 10 per 
cent to 15 per cent in each community believe that the cycle 
is too short, while a negligible number think it too long . 
The majority of the remaining users nave no opin1on. An analy-
sis of the relationships between response patcerns and sex 
indicates that for North conway , while 17 per cent of the 36 
females replied tha t the cycle is too short, only l , or 9 per 
cent, of tne ll males did . In Berl in, 12 per cent of the 40 
women and 8 per cent of the 37 men say that it is too short . 
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Westbrook ' s corresponding percentaqes are 14 per cent of 162 
females and 9 per cent of 32 males . 
The sir.lilar question on the owner q1Jest1onnaire was 
number ten . This question asked operators to state whether 
they think a majority of their customers prefer a long or 
short washing cycle . The replies for the owner groups are 
as follows , North Conway , 17 per cent (3 of 18) short and 
56 per cent long; Berlin, 44 per cent (4 of 9) short and 22 
per cent long; and westbrook , 60 per cent (6 of 10) short and 
30 per cent long . The remainder do not know . The beliefs of 
the owners who feel customers prefer a long cycle are not 
verified by this survey. However , some of the~ may have set 
their machines for a long cycle ~ and their customers may ac-
cept and even prefer this different timing, This possibility 
limits t he val ue of the compari son between user and owner 
views . 
In conclusion, while there are indica tions that the 
fema le tends to be less satisfied with the twenty- two minute 
washing cycle than the male, as expected , a comfortable ma -
jority of users in each community prefer t he short cycle. 
QuaJ.ity 2£ washing . Tno customer •,.;as asked his 
opinion abOUt the quality of the ~ashing done by the Ph1lco-
Bend1x double-load washer in question 3b. Although it is 
common knowledge among owners of Pnilco- Bendix operations that 
a properly used sixteen-pound Bendix produces sood results , 
an 1dea of the de9ree or customer satisfaction in this area 
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~s warranted . Answers were, of course, recorded for double-
load Bendix ....,.asher users only. The responses were cross-
classltled with occupation, because the feelings of the home-
maker are especially relevant . Housewives are famous for 
spreading news oy word-of-mouth, a trait the coin laundry 
owner can take advantage of! Hom~~akers are also regarded 
as being knowledgeable about laundering, which m~~es their 
op1nions tne more valuable . 
Forty- five per cent of l6S customers in westbrook 
DC~ieve t~a~ the b ig Bendix washer gives excellent results . 
In Berlin 29 per cent of 'II respondents, and in North conway 
2b per cent of 39 concur . Sixty- nine per cent of the users 
1n Nortn Conway, 43 per cent of them in Berlin, a nd 42 per 
cen~ in westbroo~ teel that wash1ng results are good. 
Twcnty-sl.x per cen~ of tne customers in Berlin either did 
not repiy or have no opinion, making the combined percentages 
ot ~hose users wno consider the washing quality either good 
or excellent. lo\oo.•er there tnan for the other two communitl.cs . 
An examination of ~ne replies of the housewives in 
each loca tion revealed no major differences between their 
views ana tnose or al~ users 1n their communities . The per-
cen~ages ot homemakers who ra~e the pertormance of the large 
senaix wasner el.tner qood or excellent arc as tollows : North 
conway , 94 per cene (15 of lb); wostDrook, 90 per cene (55 of 
~!) ; ana Berlin, bl per cent (12 ot 18) . 
Tne returns from the owners for question 11 on their 
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ques~~onnaire suppor~ cne popular accla~m tor tne s~xteen­
pound Bendix washer . For cne North Conway, Serlin, and West-
crook groups , 94 per cen• (17 of 18) , 100 per cent (all 9), 
and 80 per cent (8 of 10) o! the operators expressed the be-
iiaf that a majority of their users think that the quality 
ot tne wash1n9 done by this machine is excellent or good . 
The owners in each of the three typas of communities are 
nbOut evenly divided between t he excellent and good ratings 
except for the North Conway group , where there is more weight 
on the former . 
In summary, then, over 70 per cent of the large 
Bendix washer users ln Berlin, and from SS per cent to 95 per 
cent of them in North Conway and Westbrook , are well- satisfied 
wiLo •he quality of the washing. Operator responses point to 
their awareness of this opinion. The homemakers in oach loca-
tion, a most significant occupational class; hold this machine 
in almost equally high estee~ . 
Repair of h2m! washer. In order to learn more about 
the exact nature of the competition between the home washer 
and the coin laundry , question 41 asked the customer who has 
a washer at home whether he would have it repaired if it broke 
down and needed a costly repair job. As explained in Chapter 
VII , information about home washer ownership and usage can be 
useful in estimating potential business . This question was 
cross-tabulated with family income; to determine whether in-
come might infl uence a decision to fix a broken home machine. 
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Table 17 presents the replies to this question . 
Briefly, while fairly substantial majorities of washer owners 
in Westbrook and North conway would not repair a broken-do·.om 
machine , less than half of those in Berlin say they ·~uld not . 
Although it is not shown in tho table, only 26 per cent of 
the 23 dryer only users in Serlin, all of whom own ho~e wash-
ers , say they would not repair a run-down machine . Chapter 
VII points out that about SO per cent and 65 per cent of the 
customers in North Conway and westbrook , and 75 per cent of 
them in Berlin, own washers . The findings here make these 
percentages more meaningful , in that they bear out further 
the degree of dependence on ~~e home machine in each co~~unity . 
It is difficult to draw any definite conclusions 
~~t ~ relAtion~hip Petween the li~el~hQQd ot >Qp~iring ~ 
broken home washer and the income of the washer owner . An 
examination of tile percentages of each income class who re-
plied that they ~~uld fix a broken washer indicates that one ' s 
wi llingness to make repairs increases as his income increases . 
This relationship is contradicted, however, when the propor-
tions of each income group who replied they would not have 
their washers fixed are studied, for they suggest that as 
one ' s income increases he becomes less willing to mako re-
pairs . The don ' t know and no response answers cloud the pic-
ture . At best, all that can be said is that as one's income 
decreases he becomes more indecisive about this matter . 
The second part of question 4 on the owner 
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questionnaire asked owners if they think a majority of their 
users who own washers would repair them if they broke down 
and needed a costly repa ir job. Ninety per cent (9 of 10) of 
the westbrook class of operators say no, as do 72 per cent 
(13 of 18) of the Nor•h Conway division , and 56 per cent (5 of 
9) of the Berlin group. The remainder of the responses in 
each community are fairl y evenly divided between yes and don't 
know. Thus , wh i le the l arge city owners appear to be very ac-
curate in their beliefs , and the town operators quite so, the 
small city owners seem to be slightly in error . 
III . OPINIONS ON COSTS OF LAUNDERING 
~ 21 washing . The coin laundry user was asked 
n~5 Op~n~on about the COlt of Wl$hln9 at h~5 coLn-op Ln ques-
tion 34. ~ne aim of this question was to more accurately pin-
poi nt customer thought about fairness of price. Since there 
are ma ny reasons for self-service laundry patronage, each 
t ending to obscure the rel ative importance of the other , pre-
cise knowledge of user attitude toward price has been scanty. 
Responses were classified according to the income brackets of 
those interviewed. 
Before discussing the results wnich are summarized 
in Table 18, the prices charged a t each plant will be re-
stated. The operations in both North Conway and westbrook 
charge 30¢ for the double-load washer , 20¢ for •he single-
loader , and 75¢ for tne forty-pounder . In Berlin, tne cost 
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is 25¢ for the double-load machine . The statistics in the 
table arc largely self-explanatory. one can e4sily seo that 
over three-fourths of the users for each laundercenter thin.\c 
that ti'l.e prices t;"'ey pay for washing arc reasonable . The re-
latin9 of customer opinions to their incomes disclosed only 
a few weak signs of a tie between the two . 
Tne owners , as with their beliefs about ~he popu-
larity of the double - load Bendix, are confident wi~h respect 
to user fee ling about price. Fifty per cent (9 of 18), 67 per 
cent (6 of 9), and 70 per cent (i of 10) of the Nor th conway , 
Serlin, and Westbrook groups of operators stated, in response 
to question 9 on their questionnaire , their content ion that 
a majority of their users think the prices charged for both 
washing and drying are about right. These prices, with few 
exceptions, correspond to the prices charged by the three 
operations studied. In addition, 22 per cent of the owner 
c lasses for North Conway and Berlin, and 10 per cant of the 
westbrook group , s ay they feel that over h a lf of their users 
look upon .... ·hat they have to pay as being low. El even per cent 
of the Nort.-; conway type operators think that their customers 
are satisfied with washer prices but not those for drying . 
cost 21 drying . Question 43 asked the respondent 
for his views about what ne is charged for drying . TO review 
aga1n, for the Nor~~ conway and Berlin plants the charge is 
5¢ for 5 minutes , and a t Westbrook the cost is 10¢ tor 7~ 
minutes . A count revealed that 85 per cent of ehe 47 dryer 
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uaera in ~orth Conway and 83 par cent of the 96 in Be~lin con-
aider ~le price about right . Only one pereon !rorn these two 
comtnunities thinks that it ia too much . iJOwovctr , in westbrook 
the a1tuat1on is different . Here, probably due to the fact 
that the cnarqe is DOre than 1¢ per minute, which is the stan-
dare per minute cost at competing ~stbroo~ coin laundries. 
the cuatoDer •• a little balky. Only 69 per cent of L'e 174 
who replied believe that the cost ia about right . Tnlrteen 
per cent of them think it ia too much . Tnia latter 9roup shows 
that there are other important considerations behind customer 
choice of l a unQercentor besides price, for the P-A Coin-0-Ma~ 
11 very heavily patronized de&p1~~ uDJecciona to coat . 
IV. SIZE OF IliTERlOR ANO COLOR PRBFERBI'C!S 
Aaeqoiacy ot !.!.!!. ~ ~ laundry ~ Cnapter IV brings 
out ~·~ a~cnougn total tloor apace tor each operation ap-
pears to proviae adequate room for work and comfort, the 
widths ot the tloors in tne Berl~n and westbrook plants are 
on ~e narrow s~de . In order to determine cuato~ers ' view-
po1nta on adequa~e space, queltion 52 asked ehe u•er to check 
w~•~•r ne ~~~nxs ni• laundercen~er 1s b~q enough ~o prov1de 
worK1ng room and comtor~ wnen 1t 1s fairly buay. 
OlserLbu~ion• ot responses ara very similar for all 
three coin laundrie• . Between /0 per cent and 80 per cent of 
the custo~ers 1n eacn loeat1on expressed aa~iafaction with the 
11ze ot ~e1r launaercenter•s ~~r~ area . Approxi%ately 10 per 
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cene for eacn store answered 1n the nega~ive . High maJOrities , 
tnen, for all three operations feel that their coin-ops are 
big enough, so ~nat they are not restric~ed in their movements 
during busy periods. In planning a laundercenter layout, it 
is fairly safe to say that extra length can compensate for a 
somewhat narrow width, so that an impression of spaciousness 
is achieved . 
Color oreferences. Attractive surroundings in self-
service laundries are strongly recommended, especially since 
customers usua lly have time to contemplate these surroundings . 
Cool , fres h colors help to create an atmosphere of cleanl i -
ness , a factor which should be the ha l l mark of any coin laun-
dry . To ga in more factual information as to what users pre-
fer in the way of eolor schemes, question 33 ask6d t~~ About 
tneir color choices for both wasners and dryers , and further 
asked them to state their favorite color . Although this ques-
t ion was cross-classified with sex, the discussion applies 
only t o the females , as they are commonly recognized as being 
more conscious of decorating and color , and they outnumber the 
male users in each location. 
Por favorite washor color , it is interesting to note 
that between 50 per cent and 60 per cent of ~he 36, 40, and 
162 female washer customers in each community stated that they 
have no preference. White, chosen by large majorities of those 
who did list a specific color , was selected by between 35 per 
cent and 40 per cent of all the females in Berlin and westbrook , 
lSO 
and by one-fourth of them in ~orth Conway. Aqua is the next 
most popular choice in each area, but it received only a 
sprinkling of votes . 
For dryer color , too , the results are somewhat sur-
prising. Approximately 60 per cent of the 37 and 145 women 
dryer users in North conway and westbrook, and about 45 per 
cent of the 49 in Berlin replied that they have no favorite 
dryer color . And white , never seen by the writer as a dryer 
color in a coin laundry, was chosen by between about 15 per 
cent and 25 per cent of the females in all three locations. 
Again , aqua is the second selection. 
The tallying of the replies to the final part of 
the question, which asked for the respondent •s favorite color, 
showed thAt one ~~lrd (17 of 51) of all the female users in 
Berlin, just over one-fourth (43 of 168) of the westbrook 
group , and about one-sixth (6 of 38) of t hem in North Conway 
apparently have none . Between 15 per cant and 20 per cont in 
each co~~unity prefer blue. The second most popular colors, 
given by from 10 per cent to 20 per cent of the women users 
in each location, are aqua in both North Conway and Serlin, 
and white in westbrook . The remaining responses cover a broad 
range , with the colors qroen and pink generally prcvniling a-
mong the various other choices in each area . 
In conclusion, with one exception, over half the 
female customers for each operation have no choice for either 
washer or dryer color . White is the preferred color, however , 
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by titose who care, for bOth types of machines . The results 
here probably reflect traditional color oreferences for home 
laundry equipment. Keeping white dryers clean ~~uld be a 
headache , although t he possi bility of using this color is 
something for owners to consider . For those who have favor-
ite colors in general, blue heads the l ist , followed by aqua, 
green , and white . All three of the stores surveyed have used 
aqua or blue extensively in decorating . 
V. OPINIONS ON INSTRUCTION SIGN READING 
Extent of sign reading. Operating the machinery in 
a coin laundry is comparatively easy , yet new users , and old 
ones too, often find themselves faced wl th problems they them-
selves have caused. In an attempt to d6t6rMi~6 th~ ~~t~nt to 
wnich initial failure to read instruction siqns is a cause of 
these problems , question 45 asked those interviewed whether 
t~ey read the directions carefully the first time they ever 
used a coin laundry . Those answering yes were then asked if 
they believe that they were watched by others who were present 
~~at fi r st time . The writer contends that some first- time 
customers may feel that o~1ers present watch them, so that the 
effective reading of instructions is reduced because of self-
consciousness . A double cross-tabulation of responses to the 
first part of this question was made with the education and 
sex of the respondent , to learn about possible similarities 
and differences among different education groups and between 
sexes. 
If one is to accept the categorized answers pre-
sented in Table 19, between 80 per cent and 90 per cent of 
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the users in each community carefully read instruction signs 
when they first used a laundercenter . As for the connection 
between this reading and t he amount of a customer's education, 
while ~ere is a definite trend for each location which sup-
ports the theory that more careful attention to signs is given 
by the better educated user, the differences are not enough to 
justify the conclusion that a definite correlation exists . 
Although not included in the table , there appears to be a weak 
relationship between replies and sex. With the exception of 
Berlin, where exactly 90 per cent of the totals of both fe-
males and males answeted in the affirmative, some 5 per cent 
to 10 per cent fewer men than women checked yes in North con-
way and in westbrook . 
Of the great majorities of customers in each com-
munity who say that they read ins tructions carefully the first 
cime they used a l aundercenter , approximately JO per cent of 
them in both North conway (12 of 40) and Westbrook (55 of liS) 
feel that they were watched. only 12 per cent (11 of 89) of 
those in Berlin doi nowever . Excluding Berlin, where there 
is an almost even division within the 12 per cent, a signifi-
cantly smaller percentage of males have the feeling they were 
under scrutiny than do the females . 
Question 15 on the owner questionnaire asked 
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operators if they ~~ink a ma jority of ~~eir custo~ers read ehe 
inatr~ction siqns ~ith care the first t~e they used his eoln-
op . Tho owners quite completely contradict the solid major1~y 
of the uaera • cla ims . Seventy-two per cent (13 of 18) of the 
North conway c lass of ownera , a ll nine of the amall city qroup , 
and 80 per cent (8 of 10) of the big city operators feel that 
over half of che!r customer• did not read signa effectively on 
their 1n1tia l visit . 
ve ry high percenta ges , then, of ueere maintain they 
roa4 i nstruction si9n8 carefully whe n they firat uacd a coin 
laundry . While there are indications that cuatomora with more 
acnooling a r e more apt to do so, a nd that women may be slight-
ly more •ncl•ned to read 1i9ns tha n ~en, the reeults are far 
froa conelusive. r:,o blq discrepancy between customer te-
havior and owner belief• concerning this subject could be due 
to the f act tha t the errors committed by a relatively few 
users lead to fal se 9eneralizations by exasperated operators . 
A second cause may be that some respondent• did not answor 
correctly, not wanting to admit their own carelessness. Thus , 
~ne ~rue case =ost li~ely lioa between the replies of ~~e 
customers and ~~e operators . 
Firs~-~~• f~ale users and attcnttveneaa ~ ln-
atructton sisns. Relatod to the ma tter above is the question 
ot whather first -time female users may be leas apt to pay a t-
tention to instr~ct1on 119n1 because of their customary e x-
perienee in doing the waahin9 . Question 46 asked for opinions 
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about this , w~tn tne aL~ of establishi ng or disproving this 
one possible reason for ~e disregard of directions . Answers 
were recoraed for just cne temale respondents, and were 
c lassified with age . 
Tne distribution of yes-no responses is somewhat 
mixed . From 30 per cent to 40 per cent of the females in 
North Conway , Berlin, and Westbrook expressed the belie± that 
first-time women cus~omers may be di sposed to disregard in-
struction signs , while 33 per cent, 21 per cent , and 35 per 
cent in the same order of co~~unities feel this is not so . 
Almost all the rest do not know. It is interesting to note 
~hat , in response to question 45 , between SO per cent and 90 
per cent of the females in all three locations say ~~at they 
read about opera ting procedures when they first used a coin 
laundry . A sign~ficant number of women, then , concede that 
~ne fairer sex may ~end to neglect directions , but assert that 
they are not guilty of ~his personally! There appear to be no 
relationships of any consequence between replies and age . 
owners believe that a temale on her initial trip to 
an automatic l aundry , thinking that she has been playing ~he 
q&~e long enough and should know wna c to do , may be inclined 
to overlook instructions. A look at the answers to the second 
part ot question 15 on their questionnaire shows that 67 per 
cent (12 of 18) , 18 per cent (/of 9) , and oO per cent (o of 
10) of ehe Nortn conway, Berlin, and Westbrook groups have 
~c teeling that a majority ot cheir first-time w~men users 
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are prone to ignoring do's and don•ts . seventeen per cent of 
the small town class , 11 per cent from the small city 9roup, 
and 20 per cent of the urban operators do not think this to 
be true . The others , with one exception, do not know. 
In concluding, while almost nine out of every ten 
females in each area cla~ ~~ey read the instruction Signs 
the first tima they went to a coin-op, three to four out of 
every ten for each community have an idea that women , in view 
of their custo~y role as executor of the family wash , may 
habituall y disregard instructions on their first visit . The 
owners have deeper convictions about this tendency . All in 
all, the results support the conclusion that the true picture 
rests somewhere between these two claims. 
VI . OPINIONS ON ADVERTISING 
Effect of Jdvertising ~ ~ coin laundries studied. 
Question 47 asked the respondent if he has ever seen or heard 
advertising about his laundercenter, and if so , to identify 
it as having been a written advertisement, a radio commercial, 
or both . This question attempted to determine both the value 
of a coin laundry advertising program and the most effective 
form of advertising . It was decided to make a two- fold t abu-
lation of the question with the education-inco~e level of the 
user , with the intention of identifying those groups which 
may be more susceptible to advertising . 
In North Conway , 62 per cent of all customers say 
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that they have seen or heard White Mountain Laundercenter ad-
vertising. The corresponding figures for the Berlin Launder-
center and the P~A Coin-0-Mat are 44 per cent and 42 per cent . 
Between 25 per cent and 30 per cent of the users in all three 
l ocations do not recall any advertising by their coin laundry . 
The great majority of the remainder do not remember . The 
situation here suggests that advertising may reach , and be 
remembered by, relatively more people in a small communi ty . 
one reason may be that in a town there is not the barrage of 
general advertising that is encountered in a city . 
of those who have seen or heard adver tising in both 
North conway and Berlin, 45 per cent of 31 customers in the 
former area , and approximately the same percentage of 44 users 
in the l atter, say that contact was through radio commercials. 
This compares to 26 per cent of 85 in Westbrook . ~~e rest in 
North conway and Berlin are roughly divided between written 
advertising and both written adver t ising and radio commer-
cia ls , while the split for Westbrook is about 67 per cent-
33 per cent . The compara tively high percentage of those who 
have seen written advertisements in Wes tbrooK is not surpris-
ing, for, as mentioned previously , muc h of the advertising 
copy includes the P-A "bunny , •• which makes it not only eye-
catching but creates a more forceful impression . 
The associat ion between contact with advertising 
and educa tion- income class is obscure . Only in Berlin is a 
pattern evident, where the higher the classification, ~he more 
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the exposure to advertising. In this city, 54 per cent (7 of 
13) of the level one and two customers, 49 per cent (17 of 35) 
of the level threes , and 39 por cent (16 of 41) of the level 
fours and f ives recollect advertising of the Berlin Launder-
center . In North Conway, the level three customer has come 
into contact with advertising the least of the three group-
ings, whil e i n \iestbrook this same group has been reached the 
most . However , what may be significant is that the level four 
and five users here, as in Berlin, have been touched the least . 
Thus , while there are no consistent trends overall, there are 
definite hints that tho lower education-income levels should 
be the pr~e target of advertising campaigns . 
Question 16 on the owner questionnaire asked opera-
tors if they have advertised by newspaper or radio on a con-
tinuing basis , and if so t to indicate how effective they think 
this advertising h as been. The numbers of owners who have ad-
verti sed on a continuing basis are as follows: 72 per cent 
(13 of 18) from the rural category, 33 per cent (3 of 9) of 
the small city division, and 60 per cent (6 of 10) of the 
large city operators . This in itself is a sign of owner sen-
timent about the benefits of advertising . Of those who have 
advertised, 77 per cent of them in the North Conway class are 
evenly divided between hunches that their advertising has been 
fairly effective and not very effective. Sixty-seven per cent 
of those in the Berlin division answered fairly effeceive and 
33 per cent not effective# while the corresponding percentages 
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for the Westbrook group are 33 per cent and so per cent . 
Again, the case for advertising is not encouraging, according 
to operators . 
Thus , while the findings here defy complete evalua-
tion because the exact nature, extent, and i ntensity of ad-
vertising by the coin-ops studied and by ~~e owners who re-
ported are not known , it appears that a moderate amount of 
advertising reaches at least 40 per cent to SO per cent of 
the customers , and perhaps even more in small locations. ~his 
should hel p to lessen the convictions of those operators who 
contend that laundercenter advertis ing has almost no value . 
~ positive relationship between contact with advertising and 
education-income level was revealed, but in both Serlin and 
Westbr66k hi9her proportions of the two top classes combined 
have seen or heard advertising than is true for the t~~ bottom 
classifications . 
Effect of ~ £2!a laundry advertising. To acquire 
information on the actual combined effectiveness of both in-
dividual coin-op advertising and institutional advertising, 
question 48 asked the respondent if general coin laundry ad-
vertising has influenced him, and if so, how much. As with 
the previous question, a two-way classificat1on of replies 
with education-income level was undertaken . 
A summary presentation of t he response totals appears 
in Table 20 . The total per cents for the various answer cate-
gories need no explanation. The distribution of percentages 
TABLE ?0 
Rel~~ionship Bet~een Response& to the Question : ''Do you think thut cojn laundry advertising 
in general (not necessarily advertising ~bout this l.oundry) has in fluenc(!d 
in using coin laundries?" and Education - Income 
you ot all 
(Absolute dat a in pa rentheses ) 
Education - lncome Love1 1 
Rot· tfi Conwa~ Her lin West6 rooK 
O'tal Total Total Total Tot a 1 Total 
1&2 3 4tS NR2 t Cases 1£2 3 uts "R \ Cllses lt2 3 "'5 NR \ Cases 
- --- ---- ---- ---- ---- --------
26\ 23\ 20\ - 12 ( ll) 29\ 21\ 20\ 27\ n (12) 9\ 1S\ 22\ 33\ 16 (33) 
11 8 13 - 10 (5} 29 6 12 18 13 ( 13} - 8 9 11 6 (13) 
16 15 7 - 12 ( 6) 
-
15 2 9 7 (7} 6 6 9 17 8 (15) 
5 - 2 ( 2) - - 2 6 1 (2) 
0 
2 1 
' 
- 2 (3) 
68 71 53 100\ 68 (3 4) 64 $6 "9 45 53 (53) 84 74 '•8 56 69 (138) 
5 
-
27 - 10 (5) 7 24 29 27 2 4 (24) 8 10 24 - 1 2 (24) 
2 
-
I (1) 
- -
7 \1 2 (5) 
t 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
(19) (13) ( 15) ( 3 ) (so) ( 14} (34) ( 111) (11) (100 ) (50) ( 86 ) ( 116 ) (19) (200 ) 
may not add to 100 because of rounding . 
,_. 
oxplan;Jtion . 
"' 0 
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among different education- income levels points to almost identi-
cal conditions in ~orth conway and Berlin. For both these lo-
calities, the influence of advertising on patrons seems to in-
crease as education- income rises , but the sizeable percentages 
of don't know answers for the level three users in Berlin, and 
for those in levels four and five in both North conway and Ber-
lin, confuse the issue. In hTestbrook, the relationship between 
replies and education-income is just the reverse . The ex-
planation for this latter circumstance may be that the more 
knowledgeable and moneyed people are less will ing to confess 
that advertising "takes" with them. Perhaps, too , the P- A 
bunny appeals more to those in the lower education-income groups . 
The second part of question 16 on the owner question-
naire asked operators how effective they ehink coin-op adver-
tising of all kinds , and by all advertisers, has been with 
thei r patrons. A tabulation of the responses indicates that 
one-h a lf {9 of 18) of the Nort.~ Conway type operators maintain 
that laundercenter advertising is either fairly or very ef-
fective . Only one-third (3 of 9) of the small city owners and 
two- fifthz (4 of 10) of the large city operators think this is 
true, however . The rural area owner apparently believes that 
more advertisinq filters through and affects his customers than 
is the case in a more sizeable community. This is in line with 
user questionnaire findings with respect to small towns and 
metropolitan centers , but the results also suqgest that adver -
tising in small cities is as worthwhile as in rural areas . At 
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any rate, operator replies se~~ overly optib!stic when com-
pared with customer responses , for even in the most favorable 
of the three co~~unities , not many more than one-fifth of the 
users feel that general coin-op advertising has been success-
ful with them. Yet , because answers to a question of this 
type are subject i ve , and because advertising can have effects 
on the customer that he does not realize, the automatic laun-
dry owner should not accept the data presented hore at face 
value . 
VII . OPINIONS ON PSYCHOLOGICAL HATTERS 
~ ~ laundrx !e ~ social center . Some dis-
cussion has centered around the concept of the se l f - service 
laundry as a social center , a placo where certain patrons 
look forward to meeting a friend or neiqhbor . If so, the 
enterprising entrepreneur would do well to promote this idea. 
The first part of question 32 asked the user if he sometimes 
th i nks of his coin laundry a s a place to see friends or neigh-
bors . This question was cross- classified wi th the ago of the 
respondent . 
Those customers who do sometimes think of their coin-
op as a place to see friends comprise 42 per cent of North Con-
way respondents, and 36 per cent and 33 per cent of ~~ose in 
westbrook and Ber l i n . The percenta9es of those who do not re-
gard the laundercenter as a social center are almost exactly 
50 per cent in each area . The remainder in each community do 
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not know about this matter, or did not reply . There are clear 
indications of a connection between the socially oriented and 
their aqes, with tho exception of Berlin, as illustrated by 
Table 21 below. 
TABLE 21 
Relationship of Affirmative Responses to the Question : 
•At the present time , do you sometimes think of 
tOis laundry as a place to see friends or 
neighbors?ft and Age 
(Absolute data in parentheses) 
- -----
North Conway 
Exolanation SO & 30-
Above 49 
Per cent 
answering 
incorrectly 67 38 
20 -
IL 
29 
Age Group 
Berl in 
50 & 30-
Above 49 
27 32 
20-
IL 
42 
t-restbrook 
50 & 30-
Above 49 
43 40 
20-
29 
20 
Total cases (12) (21) (17) (22) (59) (19) (46) (110) (44) 
As is r ather obvious from the table , the suqgestion 
is that in both North conway and liestbrook , the o lder the 
customer the greater the likolihood that he looks upon his 
laundermat as a place for socializing. Why there is a re-
versal of this pattern in Berlin is anyone's guess . 
There is a definite trend amon9 the operators• an-
swers to question 8 in their questionnaire, which asked them 
if they think a majority of their users sometimes view their 
self-service laundry as a place to see friends or neighbors . 
Whila one- third (6 of 18) of the North Conway class of owners 
expressed a belief that more than half of their customers 
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sometimes think of their coin laundry as a social center , 
only 22 per cent (2 of 9) in the Berlin division, and none 
of those in the largo city group aqrco . The operators' o-
pinions , then, conform to actual conditions , but a large 
enough number of users consider the coin- op a social place 
to j ustify development of this asset . 
To conclude, there is evidence here that greater 
proportions of those customers in small towns, as contrasted 
to those in cities, sometimes think of their laundercenter as 
a social spot . The replies on the owner questionna ire bear 
this out also . In addition , with the exception of Berlin, it 
appears that as one ages , his propensity to consider his 
laundermat in this light increases. 
washing and drying in publ ic . Because washing has 
t r aditionally been done in the privacy of the home , t here has 
been &Orne question as to coin laundry users' feelings with 
regard to paying for tho privilege of doin9 their washing in 
public . TO acquire a better understandin9 of customer senti-
ment on this matter , question 40 asked the respondent how he 
feels about doing his washing and drying in front of others . 
A c r oss- tabulation of the answers to this question with sex 
wa s made . 
An examination of the responses disclosed closely 
related overall patterns for each community . Between 65 per 
cent and 70 per cent of all users in each location answered 
that washing or drying in public does not bother them. 
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Approximat~ly 15 per cent to 20 per cent claim they have not 
thought about this question before . From 5 per cent to 10 
per cent replied that they actually enjoy doing their laundry 
in public . Less than 5 per cent say they do not like having 
to wash in public . 
The relatinq of the replies to sex revealed nothing 
of any real consequence . In both Berlin and i'festbroo'k , about 
10 per cent more males than females indicated that washing or 
drying in public does not bother them. This is largely off-
set by similar higher percentages of women who answered that 
they have never thought about this matter . In North Conway , 
~~ere is a more pronounced female -male relationship which is 
just the opposite from that above . Perhaps the men ~ere feel 
more conspicuous at the eoin-op in view of the fact that more 
small town customers know each other , and rather than confess 
a dislike of laundering in public , they profess not to have 
considered the question . 
~he owner classes are quite accurate in their views 
on this issue , according to thoir answers to question 13 on 
their questionnaire . Eighty- nine per cent (16 of 18) of the 
North conway division operators believe that a majority of 
their customers are not bothered by washinq in public . While 
67 per cent (6 of 9) in the Berlin group thi~< this also, the 
other 33 per cont stated that they think most of their custom-
ers actually enjoy doing their washing in public . The results 
do not support this . Every one of the ten westbrooK division 
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owners expressed tne belief that a maJority o! hia users are 
not b0tl'lorec1 by lau~derin<J in public . 
The investigation indicates that about seven out 
of every ton cuseo:ccrs in each area are not uneasy \o.'hcn doing 
washing and drying in public , and tho quee~ion has not oc-
curred to most of tne r est . There are few difterences of im-
portaneo between females and malee within and among communities . 
The operators 9cneral ly nave their cliantele 11zed up with re-
spect to tnie wnole matter . Tne findings nere are encourag-
ing , ana ~ake the promotion of the coin laundry easier thar. 
would be poaeible it a aisl~ke of waonin9 in public nad to be 
ovorcor.'!e . 
Annoyance wi~ oroblC3 ait~ations taced ~ users . 
Auto~atic laundry owners, and aapeclally those whose opera-
tion• aro unaetenaed, desire to provide taeilitiee ehat rna~e 
1~ posalble tor the pa~on to take carG ot his needs with as 
lictle ottort and difti culty as poaai~le . In spite of pre-
cautions , chietly in ~e torm ot writ~en inatruetiona, users 
will have their troubles . TO learn DOro about a e~stooer's 
degree ot ire when ne is beset by certain diarupe1n9 situa-
e1ona in the laundercenter, question 44 waa included on the 
queationna1re . I~ was civiced into 11ve parta, each describ-
ing a common problem which confronts ueera in laundermats . 
~he reaponQent was asked to cbeck the degree to which he thi~s 
he woula be annoyed if the probl~ were to ariae when he was 
using tho coin laundry . Tne age of the customer was thought 
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to have a possible connection with the extent of his aggrava-
tion, so a two-fold clase1£1cation of the question with this 
characteristic was made . 
A · ... •eighting process was applied in arriving at de-
gree of annoyance. Tho four classifications of responses-
very annoyed , just plain annoyed, slightly annoyed, and not 
annoyed- were assigned three, t~~ . one, and no points , re-
spectively. By adding the point values of the answers to -
gether, and by then dividing the res ulting totals by the to-
tal number of points possible if all users checked very an-
noyed, i . e . , three times the number of respondents , a percent-
age expressed as an index of extent of irritation was obtained. 
~ne b ases for the computa t ion of these measures excluded tne 
no response replies b&cause there appeared to be no method 
for including them. There were only 11 out of 250 no response 
answers for North conway, 33 out of 500 for Berlin, and 54 out 
of 1 ,000 for loiestbrook, hardly enoug'h to seriously distort the 
findings . 
Table 22 presents the outcome for this question . A 
few points brought out by the t able are worth noting . The 
two most annoying situations to customers in all three areas 
are to be us ing a machine that suddenly breaks down , and want-
ing a washer or dryer that has stopped, but which has clothes 
in it that tho user , having left the premises, has not removed. 
However , the degree of irritation figures indicate that the 
customer is generally somewhere between being only slightly 
' 
1'AB~E 22 
Relationship of De~ree of Annoyance With Selected Problem Situ~tions , ond Ap,el 
ARe Gr oup 
North Co nwox Berlin Westbrook 
so & 36- <0- ~0 & 30- ?0- 50 & 30- 20 -
tuation Above 49 29 Total Above 49 29 Total Above 49 29 Totn.L 
--
---- -- -
s in ~iddle of cycl~ . 56 52 S& 54 40 55 52 51 33 44 46 •• 2 
ut clothes into mac hine 
it hilS been •arked out of 
chines are avdilable . l9 13 
" 
12 18 18 13 17 g 9 11 9 
ut clothes into aachino 
that there are clothes 
r of clothes is not a round, 
re no other machines 
36 32 41 36 49 •• 57 41 41 41 55 •• 
hin.e and th~n notice it 
out of order . Other 
ilable. 25 18 11 19 23 25 15 22 12 18 11 16 
busy you have t:o wait 
12 35 •1 31 18 30 36 29 1 5 23 ?8 ?2 
30 30 32 31 30 34 34 33 22 27 31 21 
. ll CC 
•yed t o slightly (lnnoyed . 
· annoyed to plain annoyed . .... 
1noyed to very annoyed . "' .. 
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annoyed and plain annoyed over these t~~ problems. The table 
suggests tnat , except for one ot the five types of trouble , 
tne Westbrook users as a whole are more tolerant when con-
fronted with machine difticulty ehan are their counterparts 
in North Conway and Berlin. At f i rst hand th is may seem odd, 
as westbrook is ~ho most urban loca cion with the fastest pace 
ot living. However ~ the writer theorizes ~ha~ a more calm 
acceptance of this k i nd of bother may stem in part from not 
having encountered many annoying situations at the P-A Coin-
D-Mat, and trom a more sophisticated custorner 1 s keener aware-
ness that a coin laundry user will inevitably experience prob-
l ems while at the coin- op . 
In comparing the degree of annoyance with age , whil e 
cne totals tor each age group within each community arc in 
agreement with tho widely-ncld be lief that as one ages he mel-
lows, a closer scru~iny of the indexes for each age grouping 
ror e ach par~ or the question does no~ consistentl y support 
U\is , witn the exception or wes tbrook . Here , tor each of the 
rive parts ot ~he ques~ion, the measures of extent of !rrita-
't.ion decrease wicn age . In Nor th Conway and Ber l in, however , 
cne 9at~ern is irregular . The ti%eh part of the question for 
~orth conway , and ene tirse anQ tif~ par1:s ror Berlin, dis-
cort tne signiticance ot the totals for the fifty and above 
age grouping. 
~e owner s were questioned about tw~ of the !~ve 
situations above in question 14 of their questionnaire . The 
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findings are shown in Table 23 . The tabulation indicates that 
the North Conway and Westbrook operator classes Know how a 
majority of their customers would react to machinery which is 
out of orderf accorriing to user responses depicted in Table 
22 . ~e Berlin group owners , however , contend that more custom-
ers than is probably the case are eitnor very Annoyed or not 
annoyed when faced with a broken machine . As for operators ' 
ideas with reqard to the irritation of customers who have to 
wait for machines , the small city division is fairly accurate, 
but the other two owner groupings tend to overestimate the 
extent of user dissatisfaction. 
VI I I . OPINIONS ON ADDITIONAL VENDED PRODUCTS AND 
SERVICES 
vended non-laundry oroducts . The second part of 
question 53 asked the respondent if there arc non- laundry 
products , such as food and drink , not vended on the premises 
that he would li~e to be able to get there . r.~is quescion is 
important, for the earnings from the sale of vended non-laundry 
items may represent a si~ificant part of total profit to the 
coin laundry owner . A two-fold tabulation of replies with age 
was made for this question . As a reminder, at the time of the 
interviewing the Korth conway operation provided candy , coffee , 
hot chocola~e, and soft drinks ; Berlin, the same; ~~d West-
brook , only soft drinks -
In North con.,..•ay , 72 per cent of the users are 
TABLE 23 
Owner 8eliefa About How Annoyed a M~jority of Their Users Are 
When raced by These Problem Si~uat io n s : (l) A user is about 
to lo~d a •~chine and then notices that it has b~cn marked 
out of o~dor ; and (2) Your laundry is so busy that a user 
has to wait for machines . 
(Absolute d4ta in pnrenthcses) 
Owner Grouo 
llorth Conw-ay Berlin · Westbrook 
Degree of Annoyance 
.__,...,. 
~rt 1 Part 2 Part 1 Part '7 - Part 1 c cu· o. " 
Very annoyod 6\ 
Soaowhat annoyed 78 
Not ann oyed ll 
Don 1 t k now 6 
No response 
Total per cent 100 
1'otal caact'; ( 18) 
28\ 
so 
22 
100 
08) 
2n 
.. 
22 
11 
100 
(9) 
Note : Por cents may not ndd to 100 because of rounding . 
10\ J o\ 
67\ 80 40 
11 
10 10 
22 20 
100 100 100 
(9) ( l 0) (10) 
~ 
... 
~ 
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apparently content with ~~e food and drink di spensing mac~lncs 
there. Fifty-nine per coot of the customers in Berlin are 
satisfied w~tn vended refreshments . However, 13 per cent of 
them stated a desire for additional vendors, and over one-
half of this group (7 of 13) specifically requested a cigar-
ette machine . In Westbrook , as was expected, there was the 
most vociferous demand for additional dispensing machines . 
Slightly loss than a majority of users were pleased with the 
products available at the time of the interviewing. Over one-
fourth of all respondents thought that other vending machines 
should be installed, and 52 per cent (27 of 52) of this group 
asked for a coffee vendor . Another 29 per cent of those dis-
satisfied desired a candy machine . In all three co~unities, 
hatwee~ 20 per ~efit aficl 30 per ~efit of the customers do not 
know how they feel about th>S question or did not reply . 
Alehough there is definite evidence that it is the 
youngest patrons in North conway a.nd Berlin who most want rnore 
vended non-laundry products, the evidence is not convincing, 
and is inconclusive because of the small numbers of customers 
involved. In westbrook , the users from thirty to forty- nine 
years of a 9e displayed the most concern for additional vended 
products , wnich considerably weakens indications of an intere5t-
a(Je tie . 
TO sum up, in North Conway , fe•.., customers expressed 
a desire for additional vended non-laundry products . since 
the survey, however, Mr . McBurney has added both popcorn and 
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cigarotte vendors, and ~~ey are both doing fairly well. 0n 
tho whole, the Berlin users are content . There is some 
agitation for a cigarette ~achine, however . In spite o! the 
findin91 here , in the wrieer•s jud~ent it 11 doubtful that 
enough pooplo '""uld buy cigarettes to 91ve a oatisfactory re-
turn on an invostruent i n a ci9arettG vendor , considerin9 the 
small profit on the sale of a pack of c1<]arettcs and the hi9h 
cost ot a machine . In westbrook, tho greatest dissatisfaction 
with the vending facilities present at the tL~e of the inter-
viewing was oxpressed. Since that t1me, ~~ . LOwell has in-
stalled both food and drink vendors . The findin<Ja on this 
queation indicate that these ~chines vere probably welc~ed 
and are proving profitable. 
Hu•ic and televl$lon. ~ne of tho la~nder~~ftters 
studied offers background ~usic or televiaion for their 
clientolo. This is quite likely true of the majority of coin-
ope , although many do feature one or both . "~ile the addition 
of either ~usic or television to a coin laundry night help 
give tho oporation an edge over competition, 1~ could be tha t 
neither one of these forms of entertainment would be want.ed 
by a large enough number of c'-lstocera to j uatify t.."le cos~ of 
1natall1nq them. In addition, there are other strong arguments 
againat both, one being Ula t. music oay be drowned out by ~e 
noise of machinery, and another that usora will want different 
eeleviaion programs at the same tLme. A more exact knowledge 
of customer feelin9 in this area may serve 41 the basis for a 
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decis ion about whether to provide these extras . Question 54 
asked the respondent for his opinion on having background 
music or television in his coln-op. As it sc~~cd reasonable 
that the sex of the user might be related to his views about 
this matter , a two- way classification of the question with 
sex was made . Tab l e 24 contains the results. 
As the table indicates, the Berlin cus tomers dis-
play the greatest interest in mus ic , with a majority oZ t hem 
in favor of it , and less than one- tenth against it . In North 
Conway and westbrook, however, less ~~an half the respondents 
approve of background music . The sizes of these minorities 
are similar for both communities . In addition, hi9her per-
centages of customers in these two locations , as compared to 
Berlin, definitely do not want this music . 
After studying Table 24 , it is clear that there is 
a connection between the want of music in the coin laundry 
and the sex of the respondent . In all three areas greater 
percentages of males favor music , and smaller proportions of 
them would dislike it . In f act, with the bara exception of 
westbrook, more than h~lf the men in each area like t he idea. 
In Korth Conway the discrepancy between opinions of ma les and 
femalec is most pronounced. The percentage differences be-
tween women and men in the other t~~ loca tions who are for or 
against background music arc lower than i n North conway. 
one can see from the table tha t the enthusiasn for 
tel ev ision is definitely less than for music, being roughly 
TA&t.E 24 
Relationship Be tween Opinion on Having Back ground Music and Television 
at the Coin Lau ndry , a nd Sex 
(Absol ute da t a in parentheses) 
~orth Conwa'l Berlln westbrook 
Music 
. 
TV Music t\1 JiUS l.C TV 
re- re- ro- Fe- re - re-
males Males Total • ales Males Tota! males Males Tota l males Hales Total males Males Total males Male$ Total 
24\ 33\ 26\ 8\ - 6\ 35\ 43\ 39~ 20\ 18\ 19\ 26\ 28\ 26\ 10\ 25\ !2\ 
5 33 12 11 8\ 10 ! 2 16 14 10 10 10 9 19 10 s 6 8 
y 
32 25 30 34 17 30 27 22 25 29 18 2 ·~ 40 38 40 30 19 28 
26 8 22 24 50 30 1 0 6 8 1 ,, 6 10 l5 6 14 2l 22 22 
11 
-
8 13 8 12 10 8 9 12 6 9 8 9 8 11 12 11 
3 - 2 11 17 12 6 4 s 16 41 28 2 - 2 20 16 19 
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
( 38) (12) (SO) (38) (l2) (SO) (51) (49) (100) (51 ) ( 4 9) (100) (168) (32) (200) ( 168) (32) (200) 
-
miJy not add to 100 bec6use of rounding . 
~ 
... 
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one- half as great in each community . Less than one-third 
of the users in Berlin, and less than one-fifth of them in 
North Conway and Westbrook arc attracted to television, and 
the numbers of those who definitely oppose it are somewhat 
higher chan for music . The relationship be tween the pro-con 
responses to this part of the question and the sex of the 
respondent varies among areas . 
Question 19 on the owner quostionnairc asked the 
owner whether his plant has music or television, and if not, 
how he thinks a majority of his customers would feel about 
having them . It was learned t hat background music is more 
co~~n than television in the laundercenters of the opera-
tors contacted. Eleven per cent (2 of 18) of the owners in 
the small town class feature music; in the small city di= 
vision 33 per cent (3 of 9) do; but none of the metropolitan 
area group have it . Only one of the thirty-seven operations 
reported on has t elevision, and it is a small ~own store. 
The distribution of replies for the operators who 
do not provide music or television are summarized in Table 
25 . When compared with the user data . these responses SU9-
gest that most owners are unsure about customer sentiment 
tor background music and television, as borne ou t by the more 
than usual number of don't know answers . Actually, as it 
turned out , the owners did not have a chance to be right, for 
~~ere is not a single user majori ty opinion for any one of 
the response cate9ories for either part of the question , with 
Belief 
wou td w..ant 
Wouldn ' t cJrO 
Wouldn 1 t want" 
Don' t: know 
No resporlse 
Total pe r cent 
Total cases 
'I'ABL& 2$ 
Own er Be liefs About the Fee lings of a Hojority of 
Their Users: Towa rd Background Music ..tnd Television 
in the Coin Laund r y 
(Absolute dat a in parentheses ) 
Owner Group 
North Conway Be r lin Westbrook 
KUSlC TV Mus i c TV 
25\ 
38 
19 
19 
100 
(16) 
3\1 
59 
151 
24 
100 
(U) 
~
22\ 
$0\ .. 
17 
33 33 
100 100 
(6) ( 9) 
Hu:::;ic Tv 
10 \ 10\ 
30 20 
?0 20 
40 •o 
10 
100 100 
(10) (1 0) 
!lote : Per eents may not add t o 100 because ot r ounding . 
1
one owner bel ieves hie users wo u ld be even ly divided between w~ntinq ~nd not wanting . 
... 
" 
" 
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the one exception of the 53 per cent in Berl in who are in 
favor of background music . The variety in owners ' opinions 
points up the need for investigation of this issue before 
making a decision on inscalling either music or telev1sion. 
Since tho results indicate that si9nificant percentages of 
customers do not care one way or another about background 
music or television, perhaps an owner would want to rn~~e up 
his mind on the basis of the intensity of minority pressures 
for one or the other , if he believes t hat the objecting :ninor-
ity would not stop pa tronizing his business if either were 
featured . 
overall , with a single exception, there are no 
majority pro , neutral, or con opinions on either background 
music or television for the eoin-ops studied. The Berlin 
users show the most interest in both , and Norch Conway 
custo~ers tho least . Music is more popular than television 
in a l l three communities , especially among the males . Pre-
sumabl y , sizeable numbers in e ach locotion ~~uld rather re-
lax in ~ less commercialized atmosphere than would be possi -
ble if either music or television were introduced. owners 
who are contem?lating the addition of music or television to 
their establishments need to think about this whole matter 
carefully. 
Full- timo attendant . ~he advantages and disadvan-
tages of attended coin laundries are discussed in Chapter II , 
where it is pointed out tha t there is a definite trend toward 
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the attended launderrnat . To find out more fully how users 
might react to an attendant, question 55 was asked . It was 
divided into ~wo parts . The first part asked the respondent 
if he would like a full- time attendant , provided the la~ter's 
waqes wore not passed along to the user in the form of higher 
wash1n9 and dryin9 costs . The second asked for his views 
about having an attendant if it resulted in slightly higher 
prices for laundering. Responses t o the first part of the 
question were classified by sex, and those to the second part 
by income. 
In wes~brook and North Conway, between 70 per cent 
and 75 per cent of the users would like a full-time attend-
ant if it did not mean additional expense to the~ . In Ber-
lin, howavar , only 57 por cent concur . l'he replies in North 
conway a nd wes~brook may represent an approval of t he current 
part- time attendants at both operations. In all probability , 
the lower percentage of yes answers in Berlin is due larqely 
to a qreater proportion of don ' t know answers there, and also 
to satisfaction with the existing situation. About 20 per 
cent of the customers in both North conway and 9erlin, and 
onl y 6 per cent of them in westbrook , would not approve of 
an attendant . Approximately two-thirds of those at each loca-
tion who do not . .,.ant an attendant explained ti1at. it is no\: 
necessary to havo one . They imply that users are perfectly 
capable of doing their laundering wi th the facil ities provid-
ed, and that an attendant miqht be resen~ed . 
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An analysis of responses by sex indicates that 
equal numbers of Berlin ma les and females ~ 57 per cent , would 
like a full-time attendant . In westbrook , however, some 10 
per cent more men than women , and in North conway 15 per cent 
more , are in favor of an attendant . This could be a hint that 
some males dislike laundering , or do not feel compl etely con-
fident about doing the job right, and des ire the security of 
an attendant . 
Tne results for t he second part of the question are 
reproduced in Table 26 . It is appa~ent that the customer feels 
altogether differently about having a full-time attendant if 
pr i ces would be forced up as a result . only between 15 per 
cent and 25 per cent of a ll patrons i n each community sur-
veyed would be willing to accept an attendant along with in-
creased prices. TO put it another way, approximately two-
thirds of those users in NOrth conway (26 of 36) , in Berlin 
(39 of 57), and in Westbrook (100 of 150) , who ~~uld not ob-
ject to an attendant if their costs remained t he same , would 
oppose one if prices were to rise as a consequence . The Ber-
lin Laundercenter customers are most emphatic about not want-
i ng an attendant under ehese circumstances . The sentiment in 
North conway and wes tbrook is not quite as strong , one reason 
being the higher percentages of don ' t know and no response 
answers for these two areas . 
Table 26 contains evidence of a relationship between 
desire for a full-time att endant under conditi ons of higher 
TABL£ 26 
Relationshi p Be~ween Responses to the Quest ion: "Would yo~ like to see a full- tiwe attendant 
if it rO$ultod in sl i qh t ly higher costs for w~3hinp ~nd dryinp?'' and 
Faoily Incom e per Week 
(Absolute dat~ in p~rcntheses ) 
--
-
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char9ea and family income per wee~~ althOugh 1e 1s not con-
cluaive. A smaller proportion of uaera 1n the lowest income 
category for each area checked that they would accept a full-
time attendant under ~~ese conditione. However, because 
there are larger numbers of don't know and no response an-
swera for thia income classification, these low percentages 
may not be indicative of a greater objection to an attendant . 
Purth~rmore, with tha exception of Berlin, 9reater propor-
tion• of thoao in the middle income groupa anawered yes than 
d1d thoae in the upper income range, contrary to what one 
might expect . 
on the owner questionnaire, the firat part of ques-
tion 20 aiKed each owner if he haa a full-time attendant . 
Those who do not ~~re asked to say whether they think a ma-
jority of their customers would appreciate an attendant if 
prices were raised somewhat as a result . Of the 67 per cent 
(12 of 16) of the owners who do not have an attendant in the 
North conway category, 50 per cent of them aay a majority of 
their uaero would not like one if it moont paying mora . Of 
the r~~ainder, half stated that customora would lLke an a~­
tendant, and the others do not ltnow. 'I'Io-thirda (6 of 9) of 
the Berlin claaa do not have attendants, and their replies 
are evenly divided aaong me yes, no, and don't k.now response 
claaaitications. Seventy per cent (7 of 10) of the weatbrook 
group do not have an attendant . Pifty-aeven per cent of this 
number feel uaere would be against a change. Of the rest, two 
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do not know, and one did not respond . Thus, ~he distribu-
tion patterns Of operator answers are somewhat alike for 
each location. However , according to the very negative user 
data obtained, only half the owners judge correctly on this 
matter . 
It should not be assumed that the patrons of laun-
dercenters which do have full- time attendants have accepted 
higher prices just because the plants have an attendant . 
It is probable that the approximate one~third of all owners 
in each area type who do h ave attendants do not offset this 
additional operating cost, either in whole or in part, by 
charging more . There is a reason for this . Attendants con-
tribute to increased business because of ~heir public rela-
tions value . They a lso prevent some machine breakdowns from 
occurring. Furthermore, they are a protection against chil-
dren fooling around in the coin laundry. Owners who add at-
tendants know that it ~~uld be risky to raise prices. They 
are ordinarily resigned to bear any added expense personally , 
in return for the peace of mind from havinq an attendant, if 
increases in business and reduced repair costs do not offset 
the attendant 1 S wages . 
In summary~ while more than half of Che coin-op 
customers at each store would like a full-time attendant if 
it did not mean an increase in their laundering expense, 
these majorities dwindle to minorities of from approximately 
one-fifth to one- fourth of all users if the addition of the 
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attendant were to result in an increase in customer costs . 
However , it is only in Berlin that a plurality definitely 
say no to an attendant if higher prices were to follow . In 
the other two communities slightly less than half gave nega-
tive replies, and large percentages either do not know or 
did not answer . Of the two- thirds of all the owners in each 
type of location who do not have full-time attendants, only 
from one-third of them in the Berlin class to about one-half 
of them in the North conway and Westbrook groups have the 
opinion that more than hal f of their users would not want an 
attendant if it meant extra expense to those users . It is 
clear from customer responses that hiring an attendant would 
be accepted, while hiring an attendant and raising prices 
would ba risky. 
Optional attendant-service. Optional attendant-
service means the user may leave his wash at the laundermat 
for an attendant to do at an extra charge. TO determine the 
extent of a possible want for this type of service, question 
56 asked the respondent if he would favor it . Tne question 
made it clear that if th~s service were adde~ ~t ~~uld not 
mean increased costs to those who prefer to do their own 
laundering. Al~~ough tho addition of such a service runs 
counter to the original concept of the coin laundry as an 
automatic , self-service operation, if it were offered on an 
optional basis , it could mean higher profits without destroy-
ing this self-service feature . The provision of optional 
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attendant-service also means mora direct competition with 
launderettes , where work is a l ways left for an employee to 
do . It is concoivable that customers of launderettes miqht 
change to using the optional attendant-service of a coin 
laundry , especially if prices were lower , and this in turn 
might lead to their use of self-service facilities in the 
coin-op. A9a1n , tne most logical two-way tabulation of this 
question was with the family income of the respondent 4 
Table 27 presents the classified daea for this ques-
tion . Overall, only about 20 per cent to 25 per cent o~ the 
users in Berlin and westbrook are interested in optional at-
tendant-service at additional expense , while this proportion 
is 44 per cent in ~orth Conway. Tnere are roany more custom-
ers in Berlin and westbrook than in North Conway who do not 
know how they feel . There are no user majorities either in 
favor of or opposed to this servic~ because of the consider-
able number of don ' t know and no response answers . t~y there 
should be differences of opinion between the customers in 
North Conway and those in the t~ larger locations is diffi-
cult to understand . Possibly , because the White Mountain 
Laundercenter is part of a complex of co~erclal laundry and 
dry cleaning services , tho users consider optional attendant-
service as a natural and even expected addition to th i s com-
plex. The other two laundermats studied, on the other hand , 
are by themselves , and probably a ma jority of patrons regard 
th~~ as low cost, self-service, coin-operated stores . What 
TABLC 27 
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is more , they want them to remain that way . 
Those responde nts who answered no to this question 
wore asked to give a specific reason . Between 55 per cent 
and 60 per cent in each community replied, in effect , that 
they are perfectly capable of doing their own washing, or 
that they prefer to attend to t heir laundering personally . 
This is not surprising, for many people associated with the 
automatic laundry industry c laim tha~ laundercenters attract 
those who like the idea of being able to satisfy washing 
needs outside the home , and at the same time retain complete 
personal control over the c leaning processes . A close look 
at the relationship between responses and income revealed 
nothing consequential . 
The second part of question 20 on the owner ques-
tionna i re asked operators if they think most of their custom-
ers would like optional attendant-service at slightly extra 
costs . seventy- eight per cent (14 of l8) of the North conway 
owner class; of the Berlin division, 67 per cent (6 of 9)~ 
and 60 par cent (6 of 10) of the westbrook group answered 
that a majority of the i r users would not favor optional at-
tendant-service at an extra charge . Only 17 per cent of the 
North conway class, and about 10 per cent of each of the two 
city classifications, feel tbat customers would like this 
service. Roughly t~~-thirds of the operators in each com-
munity, then , believe that a majority of their customers do 
not favor a service of this nature, and they are right. 
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towever , a~st a ~ajority of users in North Conway wo~ld like 
th1& service, and small town owners should note this . 
In conclusion, while in none of the areas did one-
half or more of the cuatomera reply in eithor the affirmative 
or the nega tive to this question, the existin9 aentiment ap-
peara to be against the addition of optional attendant- service 
in Berlin and westbrook, with almost twice aa many aqalnst the 
aerviee as for it . In North conway, however , the reverse is 
true . There is no evident connection between opinion about 
attendant-service and incomo . More than half of the operators 
in each of the qroupa 4o not think a majority of their users 
would like at<t.endant-aervlce. This is fa~rly ""'ell in line 
with actual user thlnkin9 in each location, although small 
town owners nay have reaaon ~o be encouraged to offar this 
service . As theorized above, in this particular ease it ~ay 
be that the North conway customers are not typical of small 
town usors o n this iaauo, ao small town operators snould not 
conclude that there is a demand for this service among their 
clientele. On the othor hand. those owners already employinq 
a fQll-tiDe a~tendant could offer this serv1ce to the ~inority 
who would probably ~ake advanta9e of ~t at little or no ad-
ditional cost to themaelvea but at additional profit . 
IX. REASONS FOR USING COIN LA~DRIES 
The better the coin laundry own~r understands the 
relative ~portance of each reason customer• have for usinq 
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his laundercenter, the more efficiently he can adapt his 
operation to conform to these motives . The operator will 
nlso be able to advertise and promote more effectively than 
would otherwise be the cnse . W1~~ the objective of acquir-
ing information in this area, question 31 asked the user to 
check from a list, in order of choice , his three biggest 
reasons for patroni2in9 his coin-op. The answers to this 
question were cross-classified wit h occupation, chiefly be-
cause the thoughts of homemakers , a principal customer group , 
a~e wanted on this mat ter . 
As the trea tment of responses to this question dif-
fered from previous questions , a few comments are in order . 
First, J:eplies were .... ·eightcd. Throe points were assiqned to 
a first place answer, two to a second, and one to a third, n 
total of six points . second, because there were some re-
spondents who did not follow directions , a method for count-
ing selections not correctly markod was devised . When users 
check-marked their responses instead of numbering them, each 
factor was given a value of two points , unless just one answer 
was checked, in which case it was assigned three points . 
Third , when the customer check-marked more than three items, 
the writer divided the six points equally amon9 the several 
choices. 
Table 28 presents the data obtained on ~~is question . 
overall , the chief reasons advanced for patronage of a launder-
mat, and which are listed in order of significance, are as 
TAB~& 28 
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follows: the customer does not have a dryer, he wants to save 
time, he does not have a washer, less ~~rk ls required, and 
bad weather is overcome. other arguments given, but less 
frequently, arc ~~e convenience of business hours, newer and 
better machines , a broKen washer at home, and plenty of hot 
water . Each of the latter ranks equally . Saving money and 
self-service are not of as much consequence as one might an-
ticipate . The pattern of replies suggests that those who do 
not have home laundering equipment are almost unanimous in 
citing this as their dominant motive for patronizing a self-
service laundry , while saving time and work are clearly con-
sidered the main advantages to many others . The emphasis 
given to lack of dryer and bad weather by the Berlin users 
reflects in part the 2l out o£ 100 dryer only ~USt6mers inter-
viewed there . They are largely seasonal users , due to Ber-
lin's cold winters . In lfestbrook , a broken washer at home 
was stated quite often. However , in general , the principal 
reasons offered are the same among communities . 
As mentioned above , the object in class ifying re-
sponses by occupation was t o determine the relative value of 
homemakers• reasons for using coin-ops. An examination of 
Table 28 shows that after combining the statistics for all 
three locati ons , t he chief arguments for coin laundry usage 
advanced by the housewives fall almost exactly in line with 
those 9iven by all users . In each area, don't have dryer, 
save time , and less work, in that order , are the most important 
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motives to homemakers . Berlin is an exception ~ where save 
tL~e is repla ced by bad weather . It is interesting to note 
that in e ach location the convenience of hours when open is 
not as si9nificant to housewives as it is to ~~ose in ~he 
other occupations. rnis makes sense , as the homemaker would 
ordinarily be in a better pos ition to use the l aundermat dur-
ing normal business hours . 
owners were asked in question 7 of their question-
na ire to check , in order of importance, the three biggest 
reasons they t hink t heir cus tomers have for patronizing their 
operations . The methods applied in tabulating the operator 
answers wore identica l to t hose employed for the users . Tho 
f i ndings appear 1n Table 29 . Overall , ~~d in each of the com-
munity types , the ownors believe that saving time is, by far , 
the chief reason that customers have for using their coin 
l aundries . The other ar9uments receiving the greatest number 
of points , listed in rated order , are that customers know that 
it is less work , ~~at they do not have dryers , and that they 
do not have washers . None of t hese primary motives varies by 
more than a single position from the user ratings of the S~T.e 
reasons , with the excepti on of lack of a dryer , which the op-
erators rank third and the customers first . The distorting 
cnuse for ~,is is the low rat ing awarded this factor by the 
Berlin group o·..mers , contrasted to the top spot given l.t by 
the Berlin users , largely beca use of those who dry only in 
wint er . There are some genera l discrepancies between operator 
-, - ---- -- -- - -----
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opinions and user views, however . ~~ers apparently under-
estimate the signi ficance of the convenience of the hours of 
operation of their coin laundries , and overestimate the im-
portance of large washers . The value of saving money , too , 
is overrated by the operators , with the exception of the 
westbrook class , which does not assign great weight eo this 
motive . The small town owners definitely underrate the sig-
nificance of the fact that many of their patrons do not have 
a washer , while the :everse is true , but not to such a degree , 
for the srnall city operators . As ide from these exceptions , 
the owners in each community group show that they are fairly 
well aware of the most important reasons their users nave for 
patronizing their coin laundries . 
According to the survey, then , the most §igni£1¢ant 
factors for the use of laundercentcrs are the lack of ho~e 
washing and drying equipment, and the fact that much time and 
work can be saved by using a coin-op. With a few exceptions , 
there are no b19 differences ~~ng communities . The house-
wives in each area have much the same primary reasons as do 
users a s a whole . Finally, the operators demonstrate quite 
accurate knowledge about why their customers patronize their 
establishments . 
X. OPINIONS ON FACTORS IMPORTANT TO THE 
SUCC! SS OF A COIN LAUNDRY 
The section above covers the whys for the patronage 
of a coin laundry . To find out ~ individual characteristics 
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of operations are most essential to the user , question 51 
asked the respondent to rate from a list the five most im-
portant factors to tho success of a laundorcentcr . The pur-
pose of this question is to increase owners ' knowledge about 
the customer ' s concept of an ideal self-service laundry , so 
that his needs and wants ca.n be more effectively satisfied. 
As with tho previous question , answers were weight-
ed. Five points were given to a first choice down through 
one for a fifth choice , for a total of fifteen points . The 
methods used for handling check-marked replies were also the 
same as for the question j ust discussed . Sorno users numbered 
their five selections in sequence from one to five . It was 
assumed that they misunderstood the directions , and so those 
responses were treated as havinq &qual V6lu~ £~0~ the r~­
spondent's point of view~ i . e ., each was assiqned three points . 
Table 30 contains the findings for this question . 
TO the customers in all three co~~unities , the factor most 
important to the success of a coin laundry is clean machinery . 
Three items rank equally for second- place importance: the coin-
op is easy to reach by automobile, the costs of washing and 
drying are low, and there is plenty of parking. The overall 
ratings of these latter throe choices are given slightly dif-
ferent priorities in the individual location rankings . In 
North conway , the parking factor is displaced by the following' 
points: the closeness of the laundermat to the homes of the 
users ~ and the size and type of washing cq~ipment . ~nis is 
TAUL£ 30 
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not odd, for there are generally few parking problems in a 
small town . In westbrook , the two items easy to reach by 
car and plenty of parking are relegated to positions of less-
er importance by the customer's regard for an attractive in-
side appearance and t he efficient layout of facilities . Tha 
P-A coin- o- Mat is a most a ttractive opera tion, and the re-
sults here probably reflect the respondents' a9preciation of 
their laundercenter•s superiority in this respect . One should 
note tha t the relative significance of lo·" cost of washing and 
drying is much greater for ~~is question than it is for the 
previous one . This may be attributed to the difference in the 
make-up of e ach list, and the fact that this question is word-
ed so customers did not have to admit that the cost factor is 
im,ortant to them personally. 
on the owner questionnaire, question 18 asked own-
ers to rate tho five factors that they , the owne rs , think are 
the mos t important ~o the s uccess of their coin laundries ~ 
They were presented the same list of items that appeared on 
the user questionnaire , and procedures used to tabulate opera-
tor data were the same as those used for customers . Table 3l 
summarizes the resul ts. overall , the operators consider clean 
machinery as first in value . This agrees exactly with user 
opinion. In the second, third, and fourth pOSitions are a 
clean floor , plenty of parking, and an attractive 1nside ap-
pearance and layout . Thera are a f air number of discrepancies 
between owne.r and user opinion, especially if each community 
TABL£ 31 
Owner Ratings of Factors Mos~ Important to the Success of Their Coin Laundries 
Compared to User Ratings of Th6se rac t ors 
(Absolute dota i n pa re ntheses ) 
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No rt h Conwa~ Berlin 0 westbrook Ove ra ll 
Owners Owners Own e r s Owner s 
Tot: a l User Total User Tot.:tl us or Total User 
\ Ra tinR Rat i nR 
' 
RatinP. R<ltin R \ Rat inr Rat ins \ Rat inR Ra tine 
C<lr 7 (8) (2) 18 ( 1) (3) 11 ( 5 ) (. ) 10 ( G ) (2) 
17 (2) (8) ll (S) (7) 10 (6) (?) 1•• (2) ( 7 J 
18 (1) (1) 8 ( 7 ) (1) 17 ( 2) ( l) 1S ( 1) (1) 
of OwfH.l:r 
1 (9) ( 10) 6 (8) (10) 1 ( 9) (10) 2 (9) (10) 
nn. ,and 
10 (G) (3) 10 (6) (3) J ( 8 ) ( 2 ) 8 (7) (2) 
and layout 13 (3) (6) 13 (4) (SJ 14 (3) (?) 13 (4) ( s) 
9 (7) (4) 
- -
( 7) 14 (3) ( 8 ) 8 ( 7) (8) 
on 
- -
- 2 (9) (11) - - - 1 (10) 
11 ( 5) (6) 16 (2) (2) 19 (1) (4) 14 ( 2 ) ( 2) 
(9) 1 ( 10) ( 9) l ( 9 ) (9) l (10) (9) 
wtHthers 12 ( 4) (4) 14 (3) (5) 6 ( 7 ) (4) ll ( 5 ) (6) 
3 - - - - 1 - - 2 
• - - 1 100 100 100 100 
(270) (135) (I SO) ( 555) 
mav not add to 100 because ot r ound in P. . 
~ 
.. 
m 
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group is taken separately. The second place ranking given to 
clean floor by all operators exceeds the rating given it by 
all customers . In addition , owners , in total, underestimate 
tho significance of both the laundercenter being easy to 
reach by car and the low cost of washing and drying . The 
North conway group operators appear to overrank both clean 
floor and inside appearance and layout , and underrate the im-
portance of the coin-op being easy to reach by car. The ne-
ceasity for clean machinery is greatly underestimated by the 
Berlin type operators . The Westbrook class of owners ovcr-
estL~ate the rela tive significance of parKing facilities * and 
understate size and type of washers . 
To conc l ude , clean machinery , accessibility by c ar , 
low cost , and plenty of parkinq $eeM to be tho biqqost f&etors 
for the success o= a coin laundry from the point of view of 
the user . Generally , each co~~unity chooses these top factors , 
although not necessarily in tho same order . The importance of 
n clean operation~ plenty of parking, and inside aPpearance 
and layout are the owners ' chief responses . compared to the 
previous question , there is more variation between operator 
and customer thinking , both overall and •ffithin areas . 
XI. USERS' SUGGESTED Il'.PROVEMENTS OF THE 
COIN LAUNDRIES STUDIED 
Question 58 asked the user , if he were the owner of 
the coin laundry he uses , whether he woul d m~~e any improve-
ments in it . If he would , the second part of the question 
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asked what kind. This question was posed for the obvious 
reason of discovering what facil ities not provided are want-
ed, and also the extent of these w-ants . The question was 
cross-tabulated with the educati onal level of the respondent . 
Between 60 per cent and 70 per cent o= the custom-
ers in each community replied that they would not make any 
improvements in tho coin-ops they use if they were the own-
ers . Thirty-two per cent of the users in Berlin, 28 per cent 
of ti1em in North Conway , and 22 per cent in Westb~ook say that 
they ~~uld . The thirty-t~~ customers who made r ecommendations 
in Berlin fall into four main groups . Pour of them propose 
better heatinq , a need already discussed; four more recommend 
the addition of music or tel evision; a nother four suggest a 
r~st room: and ~o r~~aininq ew~nty , diff~rent miscellaneous 
additions . Of the fourteen users who want changes in North 
Conway , ~hree propose a rest room, three more better sca~ing, 
and the rest a variety of possibilities. In westbrook, of 
forty-three customers who say they ~~uld make improve~ents , 
nine recommend a rest room . seven suggest the installation 
of music or television, four wanted vendin9 machines for food 
and drink , another four would like a greater nuittber of wash-
ing machines , and the r~~aining reco~~endations cover a bro~d 
range .. 
Although no~lng definite is indicated by user re-
sponse patterns and their relationship to the educa tion of 
the respondent, there is slight evidence in both North com ... ay 
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and wostbrooX that 9reater percentages of those with the least 
education, compared to those who are better educate~ would make 
modifications in their coin-ops. In Serlin, just the reverse 
is true . However, proportional differences in each area are 
too small to attempt to ascertain reasons for these trends . 
In concluding, a clear majority of customers in each 
location would make no improvements in the laundercenter they 
use if they were the owners . HOwever, from about one-fifth to 
one-third of them would. The addition of a rest room is the 
most common recommendation, followed by the idea of adding mu-
sic or television. The remaining su.ggestions run the gamu't. 
from provision of electric-eye doors to a request for the 
sterilization of machinery! 
XII . MISCELLAh~OUS CONSIDERATIONS 
There were several questions included in the opinion 
section of the user questionnaire which, while L~portant, Oo 
not justify discussion in the text of Chapter IX . Therefore , 
co~plete tabulations of the responses to these questions are 
presented in t he appendix. An outline of each question fol-
lows . 
Preference for dryer £2!1 plans . Question 42 asked: 
"l~ich of these dryer cost plans do you like best? , 25c for 
25 min., 10¢ for 10 min . , 5¢ for 5 min . •. • The answers were 
cross-classified with education- income level . No correspond-
ing question appeared in the owner questionnaire. Table 34 in 
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the appendix presents the data . The replies are not cross-
tabulated with education- income in the table, as there &reno 
significant relationships between the two . 
Preference .!.2£ tyoe of •give-away•• at coin laundry 
promotions . Question 50 read: "In a coin laundry sales pro-
motion , which of these "give- aways • would you like best? 
(Assumo that each has the same cash value): Free washing and 
drying , Gift , Money ... • A two-fold classification of respon-
ses with family income per week was made . Question 17 on the 
owner questionnaire was similar to t his and was worded: "Which 
of these sales promotion "give- aways•• do you think that a ma-
jority of your users would prefer , assuming that each has the 
same cash value? •.. • Tables 35 and 36 of the appendix report 
tile findinqs . 
~woman's place !2 ~~washing. Question 39 
asked: "Do you think t ha t it • s a woman's place to do the 
family washing because this is something she has a lways gener-
ally done? . . . • A two-way tabulation of answers with sex was 
undertaken . No like question was included in the owner ques-
tionnaire . Table 37 in the appendix shows the results . 
vended l aundry products . Question 53 (first part) 
read: •Are there laundry products not in the vending machines 
here that you ' d like to be able to get hore? ..• • The replies 
were cross-classified with f~uily income per week . No similar 
question was on the owner questionnaire . Table 38 of the ap-
pendix summarizes the stat1stics . 
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"Drop- box" facility . Question S7 was worded: "WOuld 
you. like to sec a "6.rop-box" here , into whic:"'l you could drop 
dry cleaning, shirts , and so forth, which "''ould be picked up 
by a commercial cleaner , cleaned, and then delivered to your 
door? . .. •• Tho responses \oo'ere croas-ta.bolated with family in-
come per week . No corresponding question appeared in the own-
er questionnaire . Table 39 in the appendix presents the data . 
No two-fold classification of answers with inco~e appears in 
the table, as no important relationships were found between 
the two . 
usage and interest in coin-operated ~ cleaning. 
Question 59 asked: "Do you uso the coin-operated dry cleaning 
machines here , or do you t hink tnat you ' d use them ~f they 
were here? ... " A two- way tabulation of replies with family in-
come per week was made . No question like this was included 
on the owner questionnaire . Table 40 of the appendix reports 
the findings . 
~ future £! ~ ££!.!! laundry ~ ~ !?:L the ~­
Question 60 read: "Do you think that the coin laundry industry 
will grow as time goes by? • . . " The responses were not cross-
classified with any customer characteristics. No similar 
question was on the owner questionnaire . Table 41 in the ap-
pendix shows the results . 
CHAPI'ER X 
SUM!>lARY AKD RECONMENDAl'IO~S 
I . INTRODUCTION 
Tnc rosearch on the consumer behavior of the coin 
laundry user and the beliefs about this behavior by coin 
laundry owners in Maine , New H~psh!re, and vormont was con-
ducted for one overridins reason: to obtain data that can be 
implemented by owners in operating thei~ coin laundries more 
efficiently, effectively, and above all , profitably . A study 
of the ~ is the logical starting point for owners who are 
intent upon upgrading their coin laundries by improving and 
adding facilities and services . 
Every coin laundry owner wants a good return on his 
investment . Hany fail to realize , however, that over the long 
run this is bes't accomplished by those who serve users in the 
best manner . owners must devote much time and work in estab-
lishing, maintaining , and developing their coin laundries , and 
in studying competition. coin laundries nay be automatically 
operated by the user , but they are not self-sustaining or self-
perpetuating. 
The first six chapters of this thesis present back-
ground material . Chapters VII through IX present comparative 
discussions of coin laundry user habits , knowledge, a~d opin-
ions in three different typos of communities . Relationships 
between behavior and user characteristics arc discussed. 
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owners ' beliefs arc presented. In this final chapter, major 
findin9s are s~arized on an aggregate basis, and implica-
tions are translated into recommendations for improved coin 
laundry management . 
II . A DESCRIPTION OF THE COIN LAUh~RY USER 
Introduction. I deally , the coin laundry owner 
should attempt to satisfy!!! his users . Realistically, how-
ever , he cannot do this . TO a large extent, his efforts must 
be directed to serve the groatest number of users . This re-
quires owner knowledge of both the composition of the popula-
tion !n h~s community and of his users , with re9ard to such 
factors as sex, age, education, occupation, and income. such 
information enables him to clef!fie domi~a~t user qroups and to 
identify~~ . Average user . The owner is then in a position 
to make decisions on such matters as prices , new equipment, 
user education, and advertising. 
! profile. The average coin laundry user is a mar-
ried female , about forty years old. she has between eleven 
and twelve years of school ing . The ch~nces ~re even, or a 
little better , that she is a homemaker . Her total family in-
como is between $90 and $100 per week . The economic back-
ground of her community has a definite bearing upon her oc-
cupation and income. 
other significant user types are the marrieC woman 
employed in a ~hite collar position, the married man who is a 
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akilled or semi- skilled laborer, and the single working per-
son. 
Rec~endaeiona . In the writer's jud~ent 1 L~e ag-
gregated data presented on the typieol coin laundry user apply 
to most operations in the tri- state region , for the averaged 
statistics for each separate co~unity were similar. Neverthe-
less, owners should be able to pinpoint with r~aaonable accur-
acy their own average ueer , and also significant minority 
groups peculiar to their local ities. Through obaervations and 
converaationa with customers over a week's period, customers 
co~ld be sized up on characteri&tlca relevant to questionable 
projects the owner is conaiderin9. 
III. TH& BASIS FOR COIN LAUNDRY PATROt:AGE 
Introduction. The coin laundry industry was accept-
ed and haa flourished because of a consumer need for conven-
ient, low cost laundering facilities which save time and work . 
7hese coin-op characteriatics are the main •buying motives• 
for coin laundry patronage. There are many other reaaons 
also . MOat owners recognize the principal and subordinate 
reasont tor usage . A knowledge of tho relative significance 
of each reason is prerequisite both to the selective emphasis 
of those aspects of coin laundries most ~portant to users and 
to the effective design of sales appeals . 
Reasons 12£ patronage . The main reasona tor coin 
laundry patronage, in order of signiticance, are : (l) no dryer, 
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(2) save time, (3) no was~er, (4) less work, and (5) bad weath-
er . The next most important reasons , ranking equally , are the 
convenience of business hours, newer and better machinery than 
at home, a broken home washer , and plenty of hot water. The 
relative significance of saving money and self-service is low. 
The homemaker , a principal user, attaches much the same rela-
tive importance to the principal reasons as do all users . 
Owners are very accurate in their beliefs about the relative 
significance of users ' main buying reasons . ~ney do place 
save time and less work ahead of lack of home equipment, how-
ever , and there are indications that they underestimate the 
imporeanca of convenient hours and overrate the s19nificance 
of saving money (in the town and small city owner groups) and 
large capacity machinery. 
The main competitor of coin laundries is the home 
washer owned by non-users of coin-ops . However , the washer 
owned by the coin laundry user is not a strong competitor . 
From one-half to three- fourths of all users have horne washers . 
A majority of the washers arc over three years o l d . A clear 
majority of users would not repair their washers if they broke 
down, and there is slight evidence of an inverse relationship 
betwoon the likelihood of making repairs and income. The qreat 
majority of washer users do the greater part of their washing 
at the coin laundry . Partial users tend ~o use coin laundries 
for cleaning linens , heavier articles , and very soiled cloth-
ing. very close to a majority of owners think that most of 
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their users have washers, and a solid majority of them under-
stand the situation with respect to tho likelihood of users 
repairing broken home washers . Owners are almost unanimous 
i n believing that a majority of their users do most of their 
washin9 at t he coi n laundry. 
Related to reasons for patronage is the fact ~~at 
the coin laundry is sometimes regarded as a place whero users 
~ay hobnob with acquaintances . From one- fourth to one-half 
of all users enter tain these feelings . There is good evidonce 
that these feelings increase with age, and there is fair evi-
dence that rural users are more disposed to socialize at a 
laundercenter than those in cities. A clear majority of own-
ers believe that most of their users do not view the coin 
laundry as a social center. 
Essential charac teristics 2! ££!a laundries . As with 
buying motives , most coin laundry owners kno• ... · what is impor -
tant to their users once they get to a coin laundry . However, 
there is more doube as to how their users rate these essen-
tials . Factual information on this matter 1s especially im-
portant when settin9 up a coin laundry. The absence of it, 
combined with high pressure salesmanship, have proved the un-
do ing of many overeager investors . 
Coin laundry users demand a clean coin laundry above 
all else. There is no doubt that cleanliness is vital to suc-
cess . This means clean machi nery first , and a clean floor sec-
ond, although the t~~ cannot be divorced . Owners do recognize 
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this as the number one consideration. In a tie for seco~d­
place importance wi~h users are : (a) accessibility of the 
coin laundry , (b) low prices , and (c) good parking facili-
ties . OWners attach less s i gnificance to accessibility and 
low cost , however , and more to an attractive inside appear-
ance and l ayout . This may ba justi fied . Tne P-A coin-O-Mat 
users rate inside appearanca highGr than the customers in the 
other two locations. This suggests that modern, ~asteful 
facil ities can overcome othar shortcomir.gs . 
Advertising . Advertising influences coin laundry 
patronage, although to what extent is not known . some in-
divi dual coin laundry ne"'·spaper and radio advertising reaches 
almost a majority of users , and perhaps more in towns, where 
advertislnq as a whole is not so heavy and repetitive, and is 
therefore more palatable . There is good evidence tha t users 
at the l ow end of the education-~ncome scale in the cities 
are reached least . As for the effect of all coin laundry ad-
vertising, a clear majority of users maintain it does not in-
fluence them . Of the one-fifth of all users ·,;ho are affected, 
there is slight evidence of an inverse relationship between 
effectiveness of advertising and education-income. 
A clear majority of owners have advertised on a con-
tinua l basis . Their faith in the value of it is lukewarm. 
Almost a majority of owners , and apparentl y falsely, believe 
that laundercenter industry advertising influences their us-
ers . although a solid ~ajority think it is only fairly effective. 
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The coin laundry owner is in a hard spot, for the worth of his 
advertising defies easy measure~ent . 
Recommendations . The buying motives o! those users 
..... ho do not have horne equipment indicate they would not patron-
i ze a coin laundry if they had it. Hypothetically, the ~ser 
must no~ be given a chance to buy a washer or dryer , and those 
users with home equipment should not be given the chance to 
use it mora fully . The distinct advantages of the coln laun-
dry in the saving of time , work , and rnonex must be continuous-
~ stressed. To insure a saving of t~e . there should be e -
nouqh machine capacity for the busiest of periods . All-out 
campaigns must be made to prove to the housewife she can save 
money by using the coin laundry. Tnc expenses of doing it 
at home should be pointed out: electricity, water, repairs , 
depreciation, cost of a washing area and its heatin9 , and her 
time . 
Owners should take great pains in keeping facili-
ties spotless . This means not only clean machinery and 
floors , but clean windows and wal ls , waxed floors , a litter-
free area behind washcrG , and the orderly displaying of lost 
items . 
Funds budget ed for advertiSing may be better spent 
in maintaining a cleaner operaeion, improving customer rela-
tions , and running a f ew big promotions each year . word-of-
~outh advertising will take it from there . 
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IV . A VISIT TO A COIK LAUNDRY 
Introduction 
Up to this point, the identity of the coin laundry 
user and flis buying and patronage motives have been discussed. 
It is now logical to consider user behnvior while at the coin 
laundry, in the usual sequence between arrival and departure . 
This includes the customer 's actions , how much he knows about 
wha~ he does , and his feelings with respect to coin laundry 
facilities . ~nis approach should give the reader a clear im-
pression of an associated pattern of behavior . 
iU'rival at £2.!.!1 Laundry 
Frequency 2! usage . Aside from those who dry only, 
three- fourths of all cus~omers use their coin laundry once a 
week or less . A clear majority patronize it once a week . 
The less than once a week users represent a very small minor-
ity. Differences in frequency of patronage are attributable 
to a combination of family size and income. 
Attendants . The attended coin laundry is becoming 
more prevalent . Its value 1s two-fold: (l) customer rela-
tions are strengthened through advice and assistance given, 
and (2) costs for ropair o= machinery and other property, 
ei~~er carelessly or willfully abused, are reduced. A solid 
majority of users would appreciate an attendant if prices .... ·er e 
not raised as a result . t-1ost of the small minor i ty who do not 
want one dismiss an attendant as being unnecessary . There is 
very sl19ht evidence of a greater Ceaire for a~ attendant 
L~ng ~ales , wnich may •~om from their beinq uncomfortable 
in a non-traditional role . user opinion about an attendant 
changes sharply when tho prospects of increased coats is in-
troduced. under th11 condition onl y a small minority ~~uld 
favor one . One-fifth of all users are r.ot certa .. n how they 
feel about this . 
Annoyance ~ probl~s . Users encounter distress-
ing situations at their coin laundries , especially at unattend-
ed oneo. The ultimate conoequence of this may be that the dis-
gruntled user , notwithstanding the fact that hio di!ficulty 
may be self- imposed, will decide ~ go elsewhere, or worse 
yet, do his laundering at home . w~ether he •~ps using the 
laundercenter depends upon the nature and frequency of prob-
ltma , his mood , and natural reactions to trouble . The firs~ 
factor can be controllod by the owner . 
The three moat annoyin9 situations, in order by user 
ratings , are, (1) machine breakdowns , (2) needing a loaded 
~achine which is unattended, and (3) having to wait for ma-
chines . csers claLD ~~ey are somewhere between beinq slight-
ly and plain annoyed when confronted by these 11tuations. 
The ~riter's observation• of user reactions tQ these situa-
tions in a n~~er of coin laundries suggest that their claims 
do not bospeak the facta , for users act more irritated than 
their responses indicate. It was probably difficult for the 
respondents to be objective about this matter . There is fair 
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evidence of a relationship between annoyance and age , with the 
younger users tending to be more aggravated over difficulties . 
Owners are well aware of the probl ems which thair users may 
face when they visit the coin laundry . 
Instruction signs. The direc~ions for the operation 
of machinery in coin laundries are generally short and simple. 
The physical operation of the machines themselves could not be 
easier . Nevertheless , if one were to witness the activ~ty in 
a coin laundry on a typical day , he ~~uld gather that either 
instructions are not read or they are not applied . Actually , 
the great majority of users claim they do read instructions 
when they first use a coin laundry, and there is slight evi-
dence ~hat college educated users , especially , do so . There 
is also fairly good evidence that women are more self- conscious 
4bout reading directions on their first visit to a coin laun-
dry than are men , which may interfere with the effectiveness 
of their reading . 
The great majority of owners are convinced that a 
~ajority of their users did not read instructions when they 
first used their coin laundries . Owners may be over-emotional 
about this and generalize on the basis of bl unders by a rela-
tively few customers . In the writer ' S jud9ment, si9nificant 
numbers of users either have foggy notions about directions 
which tney fail to reinforce , or for a variety of reasons they 
flaunt instructions outri9ht . 
Recommendations . There is no doubt about the 
benefits of attendants in coin laundries . The tw~ chief ob-
jections to them are , (1) the cost, and (2) they may mean 
the beginning of the end of self-service, which some owners 
and customers still want . HOwever , owners ~~uld do well at 
least to experiment with an attendant# if only on a pa~t-time 
basis . Attendants should be dependable, friendly , and quick 
to see opportunities for rendering extra service . 
Thorou9h da!ly checks of machinery in coin laundries 
go a l ong way toward eliminatin9 frustrating moments faced by 
users when machinery breaks down - the number one headache to 
users . To prevent waiting , total coin laundry capacity must 
be sufficient to handle peak period traffic . At least one 
large capacity washer should be ins t alled. Not onl y will it 
serve to increase capacity, but it will pull a different type 
of cloth~ng out of the home and will ease the strain on ma-
chines wrongly used for heavy items. 
Complete, attractive, and coordinated instruction 
signs must be an integral part of every coin laundry . A clev-
er design or motif on them is eye-catching . A sign listing 
an e~ergency phone number is important, as is one stiffly warn-
ing children against malicious mischief . The posting of good 
signs in itself docs not guArantee user a~~orence to them, but 
it at least increases the chances of correct use of facilities . 
Personal contact by the owner or an attendant is more effec-
tive than the best of signs. 
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The washing Process 
Extent . Coin laundry owners need data on numbers 
and sizes of washers used, to direct promotional efforts more 
effectively and to plan for adequate capacity. A clear ma-
jority of all washer customers use more than two machines . 
A major~ty of once-a-week users , and two- thirds of those who 
come more often use more than t\-.'O washers . The great major-
ity of customers prefer large capacity washers; only one-fifth 
of them use the small ones . The larger machines are the fa-
vorite of a majority in all education- income groups . There is 
fair evidence that those at the low end of the education-
income scale are most likely to use the single-load washer . 
Detergents . As the price of vended detergents in 
coin laundries is usually 5¢ or 10¢, a large volume must be 
moved if the owner is to realize a significant profit. This 
is unl ikel y , as only one-fifth of all washer users buy their 
detergent at the coin laundry. Nevertheless , a selection of 
soaps must be provided as a convenience. Those who do not 
pur chase soap at a coin-op cite higher cost and non-availability 
of preferred brand as reasons . Dash, Tide, and oxydol are fa-
vorites . Other preferences cover a broad range . ~nere is fair 
evidence that those at the upper end of the education-income 
scale are most likely to buy deter9ent at the coin laundry ~ but 
the soap customers are drawn primarily from the ligh~ . irregu-
lar users in all income categories. 
washer size. l'Vasher users should know the exact 
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capacities of washers at their coin laundry for efficient use 
of them, and the great majority of users do have such aware-
ness . There is a slight indication, however, that user know-
ledge of washer capacity in coin-ops with j ust one ~asher size 
or without an attendant may be less than average . Tnere is 
good evidence of a direct relationship between knowledge of 
washer size and education. ~~lle a bare major ity of town and 
small city owners think that most of their users are aware of 
their \\'ashors • capacities , the large city owners are downright 
cynical, and &hake their heads almost unanimously . 
Costs . Since the birth of tho coin laundry industry , 
it has been assumed that users consider coin-ops as lo\<.•- cost 
laundering facilities . It is reassurinq to learn that great 
majorities of wasner users are content witn wasner prices. 
one-tenth of them think the price is on the l ow side. There 
is fair evidence of a direct relationship bet\\'een satisfaction 
with price and income . Clear majorities of owners believe 
th~t most of their users are happy with bOth washing and dry-
ing prices. One- fifth of all owners feel that a majority of 
their customers think prices are low. 
In thinking about price pol icies , owners wonder wheth-
er customers are aware of the unit cost differences ~onq wash-
er price plans . cost per pound determines the best price value . 
Great majorities of washer users can compute this cost . There 
is good evidence that the least educated users err the most in 
this area. A9ain, although a bare majority of to~~ and small 
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city owners have faith in their customers• arithmetic ability , 
almost all the large city owners do not . They appear to be 
constantly suspect of the competence of their clientele . 
oversudsinq. washer oversudslngs are a nagging prob-
l em faced by coin laundry users and owners alike . The sight 
of suds flowing from a washer arouses customer resentment . It 
is irritating to the owner, not only because he knows t hat 
users are angry , but because it may contribute to machine dam-
age . A clear majority of washer users recognize that over-
sudsing is the most common problem faced by users in coin laun-
dries . A clear majority of owners believe their customers 
recognize it as such. Nevertheless , the plague is still ram-
pant. 
wash~r customars ' knowledge of suds-eontributing 
factors is very limited. only a bare majority know that kind 
of detergent is a f~ctor . Slightly less than majorities rec-
ognize amount of soap and s i ze of load as causes . Only minori-
ties think water temperature and the extent to which clothes 
are soiled are factors . A mere one-ten~~ of all washer users 
recognize type of washer as a determining factor in suds for-
mation . This is most disturbing, and a prime reason why those 
whose experience has been with top-loading washers add too 
much soap to front-loading machines when they first use them. 
There is good evidence of a direct relationshi p between aware-
ness of the factors above and education. TWO-thirds of the 
owners believe that a majority of their users do not know most 
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of the contributing factors . The great majority of city own-
ers are pessimistic about this issue , this time rightfully . 
Recommendations . The greatest percentage of profit 
in co~n laundry operation is derived from washing business, 
with net profit running anywhere from 50 per cent to 75 per 
cent . use of washers should be stressed in promotional of-
forts . owners with double-load machines should advertise 
this feature . The size advantage of the large coa~ercial 
washer over the smaller home machine should be impres~ed upon 
non- users . Current customers should be reminded of this fact . 
~~crs would do well to offer at least one forty-pound washer , 
for increased capacity, profits , and decreased load on smaller 
washers . 
Op,erators should offer as large a variety as possible 
of nationally advcrcised brands of vended laundry products , 
and should make this known . 
The relative importance of price as a patronage mo-
tive is low, but high as a customer requirement of the suc-
cesstul coin-op. washer users are content with prices , and 
it appears that tney almost take them for granted. Increases 
in price should be avoided, unless justified by offering great-
er values . 
Oversudsings at coin laundries can be licked onl y 
through concerted, prolonged efforts . Prominent si9ns and 
literature distributed to users , both listing all the fact ors 
which cause s uds , •11111 be valuable . Even more valuable will 
be ~~rd-of-mouth education by the operacor or an attendant , 
which can be passed on by users to others . 
~ of ~ ~nile Macnincs Arc operating 
~ ~- The coin laundry owner should have a 
clear idea of how different groups of his user population 
choose to use their time while waiting for their machines , 
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so he can most effectively provide for their wants . A clear 
majority of users prefer to read and/or rela>: in the coin laun-
dry while they wait . A very small minority like to chat . In 
towns , one-third of the customers use the available time for 
shopping. There is very good evidence that des1re to s~ply 
relax gains strength as co~~unity size increases; there is 
fair evidence of an inverse relationship between the chance 
that one will chat during this in-bet~een time and his education-
income level ; and there is slight evidence that of those who 
go shopping , more are from the upper education- income groups . 
owners have only a general idea of the uses of leisure tL~e 
by their users , althou9h town owners are better informed than 
city owners . Their feelings arc fairl y evenly divided among 
chatting, readin9 , relaxin9 , and shoppin9. 
vended non-laundry products . Vending machines dis-
pensing non- laundry products are a natural inclusion in a coin 
laundry. owners are beco~ing increasingly aware of the impor-
tance of such extras as patronage motives , and coin-ops through-
out the coun~ry are expanding vending facilities . The nice 
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thinq is that owners do not have to create general markots for 
these vended products . They already exist . The earnings fro~ 
vended food and drink items may represent a si9nificant pcr-
centa9e of overall profits , if properly selected. 
Clear majorities of users in ~wo of the operations 
studied are satisfied with their vended products , although in 
the lar9e city operation, where there was only a soft drink 
machine at the time of the interviewing, a clear majority ex-
pressed dissatisfaction or did not know. From the users • 
comments when asked to state what other machines not at t~eir 
laundercentar they would want , a priority listing emerqes . 
Soft drinks hold the number one spot , followed by coffee , and 
then candy and cigarettes . There is fair evidence that the 
desire for snacks centers around those in the t\'.·enty to £i£ty 
age span, although children, not represented in the survey, 
are probably si9nificant buyers . 
Backaround music and television. Almost a majority 
of users feel that music in their coin laundry would be a 
good idea. One-third do not care whether it is there or not . 
The enthusiasm for television is much less , with only a small 
minority of users wanting it , and almost as m~ny definitely 
against it . l1ales are more inclined to favor both music and 
television than are fema les . The women seem to want peace and 
quiet . Only a smal l minority of owners have background music , 
and television is almost non-existent . From one- fourth to 
one-third of them do not know how their users feel about music 
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or television. Another one-third to one- half believe their 
customers would not care one way or anothor 1 and the remain-
der arc split bet\lo•ccn thinking their users \'t'Ould and would not 
want either . 
Recommendations . Coin laundry owners must furnish 
their operations wit.~ the comfort of the user in mind . Hard 
seating should be abandoned . A current , varied selection of 
the most widely-circulated periodical s should be availabl e . 
Acoustic ceiling tile is especially desirable in reducing 
machine noise . OWners must create a relaxed atmosphere at 
their coin laundries and strengthen this image 1n the minds 
of users . 
After carefully assessing the d~~and for vended non-
laundry products , coi n laundry ownors should, if thoy are eo 
cash in on the impulse buying of a captive markot, install 
as many vendors as they have L~e proper space for and can 
finance . They should keep in mind the priority l i sting above , 
but adapt their selections to their own customers . Owners 
should consider buying their own vendors , for this means great-
er profits and the opportunity to choose offerings to meet the 
part i cular tastes of their users . 
The writer ' s recommendation concerning music or 
television: forget it . Probably a significant number of wo-
men welcome a trip to tho coin laundry as an escape from the 
clamor of children and the blare of television at home . l-tusic 
or television would defeat this purpose- some owners who did 
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feature music or tel evision have removed ita Others offering 
one or the other have misgivings . 
From Washers !2 Dryers 
Length of washing cycle. Two important considera-
tions to coin laundry user s arc the quality of the washing 
and the total time spent for the process . Both are related 
to the length of the wash cycle . A c l eo.r majority of -...•asher 
users feel that a twenty-two minute cycle , commonly regarded 
as short , is about right . A very small minority think i~ too 
short . There is sliqht evidence that f~~alos are more criti-
cal of a short cycle than males which is not surprising. A-
bout one-fourth of all owners do not ~now what the preferences 
of a majority of their users are . The others are roughly di-
vided be~·een thinking most of their users prefer a short cy-
c l e , and most a longer one of thirty- two minutes . 
Quality 21 washing. Coin laundry users, when remov-
inq the i r clothes from a washer , naturally cxpec~ and demand 
that the clothes be clean. A 9raat majority of double-load 
Philco- Bendix washer users evaluate the performance of this 
mach1nc as either excellent or good . The critical housewife 
shares this enthusiasm to almost tho same degree . Almost all 
o~~ers believe that most of their users rc9ard the b~9 Bendix 
in a most favorable liqht , with slightly more emphasis on ex-
cellent than qood as a rating . This is tostL~ny to tho super-
iority of the tumble action washer as contrasted to the agita-
tor type . 
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Extent 2! dryer usage . The amount of dryer usage 
in coin la~ndries depends to a significant extent upon weath-
er ~atterns . competition from home dryers is negligible, as 
only 5 per cent of all users have them. Allowing for inter-
community differences in weather, it is probable that a rough 
90 per cent of all customers usc the dryers , and one-tenth 
usc only the dryers . Those who both wash and dry in a coin 
laundry use, on the avorage, one dryer for every two washers . 
~~ile the earnin9s from drying business =epresent a si9n~ficant 
portion of total profit , the profit margin , at about 50 per 
cent, is si9nifican~ly less than that for washing . 
Dryer costs . The great majority of coin laundry dry-
er users who pay a penny per minute (5¢ for S minutes) for 
their dryinq feel this charqe is about riqht. A very small 
ninor ity think this price is low. A price of a penny for e~ch 
three-fourths of a minute (10~ for 7) minutes) is not as popu-
lar . While a solid majority accept it as being about right, 
a significant one-eighth of all dryer users consider it ex-
cessive. In the writer • s estimation, the displeasure t.,. i th this 
charge at ~~e large city operation studied would be greater 
werQ it not for the offsetting features there . 
Efficient ~ .2!. dryers . Coin laundry owners "'·ho of-
fer money- saving tips to their users arc repaid in the good 
will created. one area in which users need guidance is that 
of the least costly use of dryers . Almost a majority of dry-
er users do not understand ~hat it is less expensive to dry two 
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washer loads in one dryer instead of two . There is an indica-
tion, however , that comparatively high drying prices awaken 
the user to this fact . There is good evidence that the best 
educated people are more aware of this more efficient method . 
Owners are evenly divided between believing a majority of 
their users do and do not understand this principle. 
Rcco~~endations . Coin laundry owners should consid-
er featurin9 only short cycle washers . This means both in-
creased capacity and a shorter time at the coin laundry for 
users . Tumble action washers , by virtue of the nature of 
the washing action, get clothes cleaner than agitator types . 
This should be stressed by tumble action machine owners . Dry-
er usage can be boosted by promoting its convenience in bad 
weather and as a time saver . Dryer p~iees must be kept down. 
organized pressures on propane and natural gas supply companies 
could moan lower ra~cs for high vol ume consuming coin laundries. 
users should be informed about the least costly method for us-
ing dryers . ~ney will be pleased. 
Expenditures for Laundering 
Amount spent . Fiqures on average spending by coin 
laundry users are indispensable to accurate estimates of reve-
nue which may be expected from a definite number of customers . 
Those statistics are needed in determini ng the number of users 
required if a coin laundry is to break even , and to plan expan-
sion programs . The average user spends about $1 . 35 for laundry 
needs on a visit to his coin laundry . Broken down by categories 
of spending , 55 per cent of all users spend between $1 and 
$2 , 35 per cent l ess than $1 , and 10 per cent more than $2 . 
With the exception of the lowest income groups , there is 
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good evidence that no relationship exists between spending 
and incomo. A clear major ity of owners believe that their 
users spend between $1 and $2 . One- fifth of th~~ think their 
users spend less than $1. 
I n addition, a clear Majority of users , and perhaps 
a solid one , buy vended non-laundry pr oducts at their coin 
laundries . Pour-fifths of this group s pend bet\\•een 5¢ and 
20¢ . Specifically, almost a majority of users who buy vend-
ed items spend between 15¢ and 20¢ . Between 5e and 10¢ is 
spent by one-third of them. 
Recommendations . coin laundry owners should hAve 
data on both average user spending and its distribution by 
spending range for plannin9 purposes ~ The distribution of 
spendi ng is useful in detormining whether a coin laundry is 
supported by a relatively few users who spend heavil y or 
vice versa . Boch kinds of data could be ob~ained by ~sking 
users to anonymously enter amount spent on a slip and then 
drop it into a box provided. 
Although this study concentrated on users , o~~ers 
should also appreciate the value of , and know how to analyzo 
and use other operating data as well as that above . Ratios of 
elements of i ncome to sal es , and ratios of operating expenses 
to sales are especially needed if the owner is to master his 
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business rather than become a slave to it. 
Im~rovements in Coin Laundries 
~ suggestions. Coin laundry users' suqqestions 
for improvements in their opera tions should be encouraged 
and welcomed by owners . It is not easy for an ownor to as-
sumo the position of the user objectively, so often suq-
qestions just do not occur to the owner . Although some sug-
gest~ons will not prove feasible , many, although requiring 
onl y n minor expenditure to effect, are ~ajor in impor tance . 
A clear majority of users at the coin laundr i es studi ed arc 
satisfied with eheir opera tions . The most recurring sug-
gestion was the addition of a rest room. There is slight 
evidence of a direct relationship between satisfaction and 
age . 
Recommendations . Recommendations for the improve-
ment of coin laundry physical plant •.dll be bypasseC here , 
and the moro important recommendations for increasing sales 
volume will be discussed . First , owners should seriously 
consider hiring an attendant on a trial basis . A retired 
qentleman or even a disabled person might fit the bill , and 
oither co~~ands less than average wages . second, owners must 
acquaint more of the very 9reat numbers of non-users with their 
coin laundries . One effective me~~od : ring door bells , give 
a capsule description of the coin laundry and its advantages , 
and present a ticket redeemable for free washing and drying 
on a certain day . Tnird, promote seasonally four times a 
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year - ,._,ithout fail in the spring and summer . concentrate 
on the person-to- person distribution of handbills , large 
announcement sic;ns in the ... ,indows , and a few proninent news-
paper advertisements . Al ways underscore free launderinq. 
Fourth , provide optional attendant- service on an experimental 
basis to determine demand . This could certainly be tried if 
the operation is attended anyway . These are but a few of the 
many steps which o· .. mers can t.ak.e to boost vol~J.me . They should 
consider all possibilities in determining which best fit their 
requirements and limitations . 
V . COKCLUS I ON 
The studJo· of the consumer behavior of the coin laun-
dry u$er in Main~. ~aw Hampshira , anci VorMon~. and thG beliefs 
about it held by owners has uncovered considerable informa-
tion .. ~1uch has been thought of before , but it has been based 
on hunches rather than statistics. Hopefully, tho data will 
lead to more proqressive coin laundry mana9oment . It should 
aid newcomers in getting started .. 
The findings should serve to re~ind owners ehat coin 
laundry users are feeling and thinking beings , whether their 
thoughts are based on reason or the lack of it . There are 
owners •NhO , because of the absence of ownor- uscr contact in 
this business , t01nk of users as bein9 ~~~bers who come and 
90 with neither party the "''iser . 'I""nls thin:-ting may havo ap-
plied to the infant stages of the movement . It doos not now. 
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Owners who recognize user motives and opinions will be en-
hancing their chances for success . Those who do not may fall 
by the wayside , as many have done already. 
The coin laundry user data analyzed revealed a com-
mon thread of behavior running through the user populations 
in each community studied. Few si9nificant inter-community 
differences were noted. Although the evidence of expected 
relationships between behavior and user characteristics •,;~as 
limited within co~~unities , upon the aggregation of data al-
most all e~~ectcd relationships were substantiated. 
owner data analysis indicated that owners are no~ 
stumbling in the dark . HOwever , the results suggest there 
are a significant number of areas in which they need brusning 
up . In all hirness to them , thol.r bell.e£4 Ar<> buad U!>OYl 
their experience with their own operations ~ and what may be 
true of their coin-ops may not be so in the operations studied. 
In the writer ' s jud~ent, the attendant is the key 
to the future success of those in the industry and will even-
tually be a standard fixture in coin laundries . 
It is 'hoped that the research undertaken •,o~ill :Oc of 
help to those who e:<amine and study it . If its effect is 
nothing more than the stimulation of the thought of forward-
minded coin l aundry management , it will have served a w~rth­
while purpose . 
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'rABL£ 32 
Relationship Between Seores on Responses to Quest ion ?9: "What would happen 
if tho door of a washer or dryer he r e we r e opened while the machine 
was runninR7 11 and Educa"tional Achievcmcntl 
(Absolut e da ta in parentheses) 
&dueational Achievement Gr oue 
'..tostbrook North con'-'ay Berlin 
Total Total Totot Tota l 
A2 s3 c4 NR5 \ Cases A 8 c NR 
' 
Cases A 8 c HR 
--
sot 73\ 100\ - 80 (40) 62\ 80\ 12\ SO% 74 (74) 89% 12\ 72\ -
)W 13 23 
-
-
16 (8) 31 20 28 50 25 {15) 11 27 22 100\ 
1 4 
- - • ( 2 ) 8 - - - l (l) - 1 5 -
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
(15) (26) (9) (SO) (13) (49) (36) ( 2) (100) (411) (97) ( 58) ( l ) 
nay not add to 100 because of round ing . 
~oulrl stop but would start again when door was closed . 
~o or some colleRe; 0 , high school ; C , some hiP.h school or lest:: . 
iot:al Total 
' 
Cases 
76 (151) 
22 (4 5 ) 
2 (II ) 
100 
(200) 
" 
"' w 
T ABLE 33 
Scores on Respons e s to Question 30 : " Wh~ t is the one m3in 
r eason why clo th i n g Is l ost a t a coin laundry?"l 
{ Abso l ute data in parentheses) 
-
. 
Score North Conlfay Berlin 
Right 61\ q2\ 
RiP.ht2 11 18 
Wrong or don' t know 25 38 
No response 2 1 
Total per cent 100 100 
Total Cl!Sfl$ ( "") (73) 
Not6 : Per cents may not add to 100 because of rounding . 
1Answer : Left jn washers . 
We3tbrook 
58\ 
21 
17 
3 
100 
( 168 ) 
2Checkcd correct answer as well as one or more o f o t her answers . Other an~wer$ 
are correct ~ but none is the one main re3son which q ues t ion asked for . 
., 
., 
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TJ\B~t 3• 
Responses to Question 42 : ' ' Which ot these dryer-cos~ 
plan~ do you like best?" 
(Absoluto data in parentheses) 
-
Response llorth Conway Berlin westbrook 
25¢ for 25 min . 9\ 12\ 21\ 
lOt tor 10 •in . 6 11 57 
5¢ for 5 mi n . 55 s• 1 
No p refere nce 30 22 19 
Ho response 2 
Total pe r cen t 100 100 tOO 
Total Co)3CS ( ., ) (96) ( 1,.) 
Note: Per cents may not add to 100 b~cause of roundinR . 
APPtNDJ X 1 
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1'ASL8 35 
Rtlationship Between Responses to Question 50 : " I n a coin laundry sales promotion , 
whieh of the~e ' Rlve ... nway:s ' woul d you like best? (Assume that each has the 
same cash value)" and r~r:~i l y tncome per Week 
(Absolute data in parentheses) 
- -
North Conway 
ramil:z:: Income E:er Week 
Bcr:tltn 
I~ ore Less 
llR1 Total iota! 
More Less More 
th~n $15 - than than $75 - than IIR Total Total than $75-
$125 $125 $75 
' 
Cases $125 $125 S15 
" 
CAl": AS St 2S S175 
--
rying 62% 65\ 6 4\ 100\ 66 ( 33) 47\ 54\ 64\ 36\ 54 (54) 58\ 65\ 
1 - 2 (l) 13 17 18 36 19 ( 19) ll 15 
15 30 14 
-
20 (10) 27 15 9 18 15 ( 15) 18 8 
15 
-
7 
- 6 (3) 7 2 6 9 5 ( 5) 8 
" 
8 5 7 
-
6 (3) 7 12 3 
-
'/ (7) 5 9 
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
(13) (20) (1•) (3) (SO) ( 15) ( •ll (33) ( 11) (100) (38)(110) 
-- -- - ----
ay not add to 100 because of rounding . 
tolos tbroof 
Less 
than NR 
$7 5 
66\ 39% 
9 17 
15 17 
3 6 
6 22 
100 100 
( 34) 08) 
Total Total 
% Cases 
62 ( 123) 
13 (26) 
12 (2•) 
.. (9) 
9 (18) 
100 
(200) 
"' 
"' ~
TABLC 36 
Re spon.:HHl to Ques tion l? on t ho Ow ner Questionnaire ; "Which 
of these sales promotion ' g ive - awttys ' do you think that 
~ ~~ j ority of your user s wo u ld prefer , ~ssuminP, tha~ 
each hae the same cash va lue?" 
(Absolute da~a in parenthesos) 
--
Response 
Owner Group 
North Conway Berlin Westbrook 
Free washinR and drying 33\ 22% 50\ 
Gift 33 
Money ll 33 30 
Don ' t know 17 44 20 
Ho response 6 
Tota l per cent 100 100 100 
TotAl cases (19) (9) ( 10) 
Uote : Per cents "'"Y not add to 100 b-ec~:Lusc of roundin$:! . 
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TAH£ 37 
Relationship Between Respon ses t o Ques t:io n 39 : " Do you think 
that it ' s a woman ' s pl~cc to do the facily washinQ 
because this in something she has always 
ge ne ra lly done?'' and Se x 
(Absolut e data in parentheses) 
--
Response; North Ccn'W6:£ Oerlin Wes t brook 
Fcrnales Kales females Hales reaales Hales 
-
Yes 66\ 33% 47% 24\ SO\ l6t 
tlo 24 so 31 47 36 62 
Anyone can do i t 5 8 8 16 7 12 
Both 'fOr k 3 -
-
' • 
1? 
family p:t'Ob l cm 5 - 2 10 'I 19 
Other s 25 18 6 9 3 
No respon3e s 17 • 12 ll 16 No opiclion s 8 20 27 12 19 
Other 3 8 
-
- 1 3 
llo rc::;ponse 3 
- 2 2 l 
Total per cent 100 lOO 100 100 100 100 
Tota l case.s (38) (12) (51) (49) (168) (32) 
llote : ~or cent $ may no\ add to 100 bec~usc of roundlnp . 
APPF.!IOIX 1 
~ 
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TABLE 38 
Relationship Be t ween Responses to ·the First Part o f Question ~3: "Are there laundry 
products not in the vending machi nes here tha t you 1 d l i ke to be able to ge t here?" 
and family Income per Week 
(Absolute data in parentheses) 
f'orth Conway 
famil~ I ncome per Week 
Westbrook Serl.i n 
Hore Less More Less Hore Less 
than $75 - than URl To tal Total than $75 - th a n IIR Tot a l Total than $75- than NR 
S12S $12S $7S 
' 
CaSC$ $l2S $ 12 S $'/S \ Cases Sl25 $125 $75 
--- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
8\ 6\ 1\ 
-
6 ( 3 ) 20\ 12\ 8\ - J 0 ( 8) 18\ 11\ 21\ 6\ 
92 72 79 100\ 81 ( 38 ) 70 S9 62 45\ 60 ( •6) 68 66 56 67 
12 14 - 13 ( 6 ) 10 28 29 ss 30 ( 13) 11 21 19 17 
3 1 3 11 
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 ) 00 100 100 100 100 
( 13) (18) ( 1'•) (2) ( 47) (10 ) (3 2) ( 24) ( 11) ( 11) (38)(106) (32) (18) 
mJy not add to 100 because of r ounding . 
thi~ P., r oup for each CO:aQunity exp res~ed a des.ire for additio nal br ands. of deterrent . 
To tal Total 
t C.::tt;CS 
14 ( 21) 
65 ( 126) 
18 (35) 
3 (6) 
100 
(1 94 ) 
N 
"' 
"' 
TABLE 39 
Responses to Question 57 : '' Would you like to see a 
' d~op-box ' here , into which you could drop 
Re soonse 
Yes 
No 
Don ' t know 
Uo response 
Total per cent 
Total c<'lses 
APPCIIDIX I 
dry cleaning , ahi rts . and oo for t h , whi ch 
would be picked up by ~ commerc ia l e l eanor . 
cleaned , and then delivered to your door?'' 
(A b$Olute da t a in porentheses) 
North Conway Berl i n 
•&\ 22% 
26 •a 
22 32 
6 3 
100 100 
(SO) ( 100 ) 
Westbrook 
30\ 
3• 
30 
6 
1 00 
( 200) 
~ 
~ 
0 
TABLC 40 
~elationship Between Re•ponaes to Question 59: "Do you u~e the eoln-operated dry cle~ninf. 
•achine$ here . or do you think ~h•t you ' d use the• lf they were he~e?" and 
ra•ily lncoae ner We~~ 
(Abaolute data in parentheses) 
ramily lnco•e per Week 
North Conwdy Berlin Westbrook 
More Less More Les!J More - -- l:"ess 
than $75 - than NR1 Totol Total than $75- than NR Totftl Tot~l than $75- than NR 
$125 $125 $75 ' COGO$ $12~ $125 $75 ' c.... $12~ $125 $75 
- - ----
46\ 60\ 64\ 33\ ;& (28) 47\ 49\ ?1\ 45\ 39 ( 39) 71\ 55\ 62\ 44\ 
23 15 14 - 16 (8) 20 22 18 18 ?0 (20) 24 35 ?9 44 
23 20 14 33 20 (10) 33 24 5? l B 34 (34) 3 8 9 
8 5 1 33 8 (4) 
-
5 9 18 7 (7) 3 2 11 
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
(13) (?0) {14) (3) (50) (15) (41) (33) (11) (1001 (38)(110) (34) (18) 
--
adv not add to 100 because of rounding . 
Toto.L Total 
' 
Caae"' 
-
58 ( 116) 
33 (66) 
6 (13) 
2 ( s) 
100 
(200) 
"' c 
.... 
J~esponBe 
Yes 
No 
Don't know 
No rosponso 
Total per cent 
Tot.:al cases 
APPI:NDIX I 
TABLE lfl 
Responses to Question 60: ''Do you think that 
the coin laundry industry will grow 
as time goes by? '' 
(Ab$Olute data in paren t hoses) 
J~orth Conva.y Berlin 
90\ 87\ 
! 
e ll 
2 1 
100 100 
(SO) (100) 
Westbrook 
92\ 
l 
~ 
' 
100 
(200) 
~ 
.. 
~ 
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APPENDIX II 
THE QUESTIONNAIRES 
~ ~ auestionnaire . The construction of the 
user questionnaire began with the drawing up of a list of possi-
ble questions for studying the consumer behavior of coin laun-
dry users . This list was narrowed down to the questions most 
pertinent to the objectives of the survey. The questions wer@ 
then placed in three categories according to what each asked 
about : (1 ) habits , (2) knowled9e of coin- op operatin9 proce-
dures , and (3) opinions. Following this , the questions were 
arranged in a logical order within each classificat•on . A pre-
liminary questionnaire was mimeographed and pretested at the 
White MountaLn ~aunde•cente• Ln No•th Conway, New H~~pshire . 
A few modifications were made a s a result . In its final form, 
the questionnaire contained sixty questions and fourteen ad-
ditional i tems requesting personal data . Ques~ions l-23 com-
posed the habit section, questions 24- 30 the knowledge sec-
tion, and questions 31- 60 the opinion section. Question 38, 
a knowledge question , was erroneously placed in the opinion 
section. A reproduction of the questionnaire follows : 
SURVEY OF COI N LAUNDRY USERS 
INSTRUCTIONS : we'd like to ask you for your help . We're con-
ducting a survey to learn more about the coin laundry user, i n 
order that we may provide better service. This questionnaire 
contai ns easy questions for you to answer . Put a check mark 
(V) in the right space for each question that doesn ' t requ ire 
a written answer . PLEASE ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS. If a question 
doesn't apply to you there will be a space for you to say so . 
YOU NEED NOT SIGN YOUR NJL~ AT THE END UNLESS YOU WANT TO . 
Your help is greatly apprecia ted . ~nank you! 
2t.4 
1 . Have you used this laundry 
If YES , for about how many 
befor e? Yes_ No_ 
years? :.~ro than 3 
Less than 6 mos. 
2-3 ___ 
1-2___ 6 mos . -1 yr . __ _ 
2 . At the present time, about how many times per week do you 
come here? More than 3_ 3_ 2_ 1_ Less than l ___ 
If LESS THAN ! , about how often do you come here? ________ __ 
3 . Do you do most of your washing (not drying) here? Yes_ 
No __ _ 
a . If YES , how wer e you doing most of your wash i ng before 
coming here? By ha nd___ Home washer___ Commercial 
laundry Launderette (automatic l aundry but no sel f -
servicer===_ Other coin laundry___ Other (specify) ____ 
b . If NO, what part of your washing (for example, personal 
clothing, s heets and towels , and so forth) do you usual-
ly do here?~~~~~~~~~~~~~-----------------­~nat part is usually done elsewhere?70~~~~-.=-~~--­How do you do that part of your washing which iS not 
done here? By hand___ Home washer___ commercial 
l a undry___ Launderette (automatic laundry but no 
self•service)___ Other coin laundry___ Other (specify) 
4 . How did you first learn that this laundry was hare? Ad-
vertisi ng Friends Saw it ___ Don ' t remember ___ Other (specify) ____________________________________ __ 
5 . When you come here, do you usua lly come on the same day(s) 
of the week? Yes No 
Do you usually come it about this time of day? Yes_ ~o_ 
If either answer is YES , expla in why : ________________________ __ 
6 . What machines do you usual ly us e here? 1-washers_ Dryers_ 
Both_ 
7 . ~nich of the different sizes of wa shers here do you use the 
most? Double-load washers___ Single-load washers ___ 
40 lb. washer(s)___ oon•t use wa shers ___ 
Do you ever use ~~e 40 lb . washer{s) here? Yes ___ No ___ 
None here __ _ 
If YES , what part of your washing do you usually use it (them) for? ______________________ _ 
8 . Do you usually try to use 
same part of the room, 
the same washers , or 
each time you come? 
those in the 
Yes___ No __ _ 
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Don ' t use washers 
If YES , explain why:~:: __________________ _ Don't kno...,• 
9 . About how many 
4_ 3_ 
w:ashers do 
2_ 1 
you usually usc? More 
Don't use washers ___ 
than 4_ 
10. About how full do you usually load the washers hero? 
Completely full 3/4 full ~ full Less than 
~ full_ vari~ depending on kind of load 
Don't use washers 
If your answer is VARIES , explain: 
ll. What wasn water temperature do you usually select here? 
Hot warm 
What rinse watert'empcraturc? cold___ \-larm_ 
Don ' t use washers ___ 
12 . What b r and of laundry soap do you usually buy?. _________ _ 
Don ' t buy it_ 
What form? Liquid Powder ___ Tablet ___ Don ' t buy 
laundry soap_-
13. When you wash here , do you usually buy your soap here too? 
Yes ___ No ___ Don't wash here ___ 
a . If YES, about how many boxes or packages of soap per 
load do you usually use? ~!Ore than 2 2 l _ 
\.__ Less than \.__ 
b . If NO, about how many cups of your own soap per load 
do you us ually use here? More ~~an 1 1 
3/4_ ~- ~- Less than ~-
I f NO, why don ' t you buy your soap here? ______________ _ 
14. Do you usually t ry t o use the same dryers , or those in the 
same part of the room, each time you come? Yes 
15 . 
llo___ Don ' t use Qryers __ _ 
If YES , explain why : Don't know 
About how many 
3_ 2_ 
dryers do you usual ly use? 
1 ___ Don't use dryers_ 
More than 3_ 
16. After drying your clothes here, do you usually fold them 
before leaving? Yes_ No_ oon•t dry here __ _ 
Other (specify)~-=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Do you dislike using the folding tables , or would you dis -
l ike using tham, because they ara used by others? 
Yes ___ No ___ Don ' t know ___ 
17 . What do you estimate to be the average amount which you 
spend here por visit for washing and/or drying, includ-
ing laundry products , if purchased here? 
11ore than ~2- $1 . 50-$2_ $1-~1 . 49_ ~ - SO-$ . 99 __ 
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Leaa than $ . 50_ Don't kno.,_ 
lS . When you e~e here, do you usually buy any of the food and 
drink products fro~ the vending machinoa? Yes ~ 
If YES, wh.at specific prodacts do yo\1 uaually buy? -
If YES . what do you est~ate to be the average ~~unt which 
you apond here per visit for food and drink prod~cts? 
More than 50¢ 45¢-50¢ 35¢-40¢ 25¢-30¢ 
15¢-20¢_ 5¢-10¢_ Don't know_- -
19. What do you usually do while your machines are runn1n9? 
(Check the one which you do the moat) Chat_ Read_ 
Juat relax_ Go home_ Go anopping_ Other (apecify) __________________________________ __ 
20 . Do you have a washer at home? Yes_ No_ 
If YES , anawer these questions: 
What make is it? Don't know• ____ _ 
What type? A~tocatic_ Wringer_ 
A.bout now "'any years old is it? 110re than s_ 4-S_ 
2-J 1-2 Less than 1 Don't know 
- --- - ---
21 . Do you have a dryer at ho=e? Yes No_ 
If YES, anawar ~~ese questions: 
What malc:e is it-? Don't know• ____ _ 
flOw 11 it n&ae~? l!leeuieity_ ou 
About how many years old is it? More thin S 4-5 ___ 
2-3_ l -2_ Less than 1_ Don't kno__---
22 . Wnich of these types of washers do you prefer? (Check just 
2U! !rom each 9roup) 
Front-loading Agitator action Big (16-40 lbs . 
TOp-loading Tumble action -small (8- 12 lbs . ) 
_NO preforencc ___ No preference ---~o preference 
23 . Have you uaed o~~er coin operated washer• or dryers in this 
city (town)? Yes ___ No 
If YES, what's your Qain reiiOn for cooing here instead? 
24 . The biggaat white Bendix washers here are des1gned ~ hold 
now .,any pounds? 25 20 16 12 10 
8_ uae t.'le.., but dO"ii"t l<now_ i)O'i;• t u'ie"b199eat 
&end1x washers ___ 
25 . Which of these charges for washing is the cheaper? 
16 lba . for 30¢ ___ 9 lbs . for 20c _ Don ' t know_ 
26 . How many complete rinses are there in the cycle of ~he Ben-
dix washers here? 5 4_ 3_ 2_ 1 ___ use them 
but don ' t know ___ Don't usc Bendix waehors ___ 
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27 . From the following list, check each it~~ wh1ch you be-
lieve affects the amount of suds one gets when doing 
a wasning : How dirty clothes are Size of load 
Amount of soap_ Kind of soap_-Type of washer= 
water t~~perature ___ 
28 . Which of these ways of drying is cheaper?: Putting 2 
washer loads into 1 dryer___ Putting 2 loads into 
2 dryers_ usc dryers but don ' t know ___ Don't usc 
dryers_ 
Which of these ways is faster ? : Putting 2 washer loads 
into l dryer___ Putting 2 loads into 2 dryers 
use dryers but don't )c:now__ Don • t use dryers= 
29 . What would happen if the door of a washer or dryer here 
were opened while the machine was running? r.tachine 
would keep running___ Machine would stop but ~~uld 
start again when door wa s closed Machine would 
stop and would not start a gain when door was closed ___ 
Don't know_ 
30. What is the one main reason why c l othing is lost at a 
coin laundry? Dropped on floor___ Left in dryers ___ 
Left in washers ___ Don't know ___ 
31 . From the following list , check your three biqgest reasons 
for coming here. (Put a "1" beside your first choice, 
a '".::" beside your second, and a "3'' beside your third) 
_ _ Broken dryer at horne ___ srokon washer at home 
_ Don ' t have dryer ___ Don't have washer 
___ convenient hours when open _Plenty of hot water 
___ Large machines ___ Shortage of water at 
___ Newer and better machines home 
_ s ave money _Bad weather 
Self-service Less work 
-Save time ---
other (specify) ___________________________________ _ 
32 . At the present time , do you sometimes think of this l aun-
dry as a place to see friends or naiqhbors? Yes ___ 
33 . 
No Don' t know 
Do you-Qvar come to U5e thiS laundry with 
neighbor who uses it at the same time? 
If YES , how often? Very often__ Fairly 
~~t very often _ _ 
a friend 
Yes ___ 
often_ 
or 
No ___ 
What color washer do you like best? Aqua (blue-green) __ _ 
Pink___ White_ Yellow__ NO preference_ 
Other (specify)~~~-~~~--~~~~--~~ \ihat eolor dryer? Aqua_ Pink_ White_ Yellow __ 
No pr eference___ Other (spec i fy)~~~~~~~~-----
~fuat ' s your favorite color? ________ Don't have one ___ 
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34. What's your opinion about the cost of washing here? 
TOo much___ AbOut right___ Low cost___ No opinion ___ 
35 . What's your opinion about a 22 
Too long_ About right_ 
What about a 32 minute cycle? 
minute washing cycle? 
Too short No op1nion 
Too l ong -About right-
- -TOo short___ No opinion ___ 
36. l'lhat is your opinion about the quality of the washing that 
the biggest white Bendix ~ashers here qive you? 
Excellent Good Pair POo~ No opinion 
Don ' t use biggest Bendix waShers_ Other (specify) __ 
37 . Is ~~ere anytning about the washers here that you disliKe? 
Yes No Don't usc washers 
If YES~hat?-r:state make and size ~washer you're talK-
ing about)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~-­l\nything about the dryers that you dislike? Yes_ _ No 
Don ' t use dryers ___ If YES , what? _____________________________ _ 
38. ~~at do you think is the ~ most common trouble that users 
have with washers in coin laundries? Overloading ___ 
Use of too mucn soap ___ Don't know 
other (specify) __________________________________ ___ 
39 . Do you ~~ink tha~ 1t's a woman's place to do tne family 
washing because this is somathing she has always 
qenerally done? Yes___ NO___ No opinion ___ 
40 . 
other (specify) ____________________________________ _ 
If NO# why not?'--------------------------------------------
How do you feel about w~shing and drying here in front of 
otl1ers? Don • t like 1 t Docsn' t bother me 
Enjoy it_ Never thought about it_ Don ' t"'"know_ Other (specify) __________________________________ ___ 
41 . If you have a wasner at nome , do you ~link that you ' d have 
it repaired if it broke down and needed a costly repair 
42 . 
43 . 
job? Yes_ No ___ Don't know ___ Don't have washer __ 
Which of these dryer-cost plans do you 
tor 25 min . lOc for 10 min . 
like bes~? : 25C 
Sc for 5 min . 
No preference___ Other (specify) ____________________ _ 
What ' s your opinion about the cost of drying 
TOo much_ About riqht__ LOw cost_ 
here? 
No opinion_ 
44 . How annoyed do you think that you ' d be if faced with these 
situations?: 
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Your ma.ahine stops in the middle of its cycle: very 
annoyed___ Just plain annoyed__ Slightly annoyed ___ 
Not annoyed __ 
You ' re about to put clothes into a machine and then notice 
that it has been ma,rked "out-of-order . •• Other mach ines 
arc available: very annoyed Just plain annoyed 
Slightly annoyed___ :>lOt annoyed___ ---
You ' re about to put clothes into a machine and then notice 
that there are clothes in it, that the owner of the 
clothes is not around, and that there are no o~~er ma-
chines available: Very annoyed___ Just plain annoyed_ 
Slightly annoyed__ ~ot annoyed ___ 
You 've loaded a machine and tnen notice tha t it has been 
marked ~+out-of-order . " Other machines are available : 
Very annoyed__ Just plain annoyed__ Slightly 
annoyed___ Not annoyed ___ 
The laundry is so busy that you havo to wait for machines : 
Very annoyed___ Just plain annoyed___ Slightly 
annoyed____ Not annoyed ___ 
4~ . Did you read tne instruction signs carefully the first time 
that you ever used a coin laundry? Yes ___ No ___ Don ' t 
remember 
a . If YES , and there wore others present , did you feel that 
you were being watched? Yes___ ~o--- No others 
present Don't remember 
b, If your firSt answer to ~~ . ~is NO, do you think that 
a main reason for not reading the signs carefully may 
h ave been that you didn't want to appear as a new 
user in the eyes of others , ass~~ing that there were 
others present? Yes___ No___ No others present_ 
Don ' t rcme~ber ___ Other (specify) ________________ _ 
46 . Do you think that women who use a coin laundry for the 
first time may be apt to pay little attention to in-
struction signs because they believe that they are "old 
hands'* at washing and dry1ng? Yes_ No_ Don't know___ Other (specify) ______________________________ _ 
47 . Have you ever seen an ad, or heard a radio commercial , 
about this iaundry? Yes __ No Don ' t remember 
If YES, which was it? Ad Radiocommercial___ Both ___ 
Don • t remember 
Have you ever seen-in ad, or heard a radio commercia l , 
about any other coin l aundry? 1es ___ No_ Don't 
remember_ 
If YES , \.,.hich was it? Ad Radio commercial_ Both 
Don • t remember __ 
49 . Do you think that coin l aundry advertising in general (not 
necessarily advertising about this laundry) ~as in-
fluenced you at all in using coin laundries? 
49 . 
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Don't know Yes_ No __ 
I f YES, how much 
very mucn_ 
do you tninkt'hat it has influenced you? 
Some_ very little ___ Don't know __ 
Can you suggest a way that the owner of this laundry 
be able to reach more customers? Yes_ No_ 
If YES , how?·- -------------------
So. In a coin laundry sales promotion , wnich of these "give-
aways•• would you like best? (Assume that aach has the 
same cash value): Free washing and drying_ Gift_ 
Money___ Other (specify) _______________________ ___ 
:tl. From the tollowl.ng list , rate the ~ items 'Nhich you 
think are the most ~portant to the success of a coin 
laundry . (Put a "l" beside the i tern that you think is 
the most important, a .. 2'' beside t'he next most i.m-
port.ant , and so forth up through ''5") 
___ Easy to roach by car _ Inside appearance and 
___ Clean f~oor layout 
___ Clean machinery ___ Near to ~orne 
Personal contace of f'.!usic or TV 
- owner with users Plenty of parki.nq 
LOW cost of washing and ___ Roominess 
--- drying s ize and type of washers 
52, Do you think that 
enough working 
Yes __ No ___ 
this laundry is big enough to provide 
room and comfort when 1~ is fairly busy? 
Don ' t know_ 
53 . Are ther e l aundry products not in the vending machines 
here tha t you'd l ike to be able to get here? Yes __ _ 
No Don ' t know __ 
It YES , what?·~--~------~~~~~--~~----~--~~,­
Are there non-laundry products ( food, drink , and so forth) 
not in the vending machines here that you'd liKe to 
be able to get here? Yes No Don 1 t know __ _ 
If YES , what'-------------- - -----
~4 . What ' s your opinion abou~ h aving background music nore? 
Excellent idea Good idea_ Don It c are one way or 
another oo'il"i't •.;~ant it__ Ko opinion_ 
M1at about TV? Excellent idea Good ~dea Don't caro 
one way or another ___ Don '~ant it ___ ~opinion ___ 
oS . Wou!d you like to see a full- time attendant here, who cou!d 
give assistance . make change , and so forth , if necessary, 
if it didn ' t result in higher costs for washing and 
drying? Yes ___ No ___ Don ' t know ___ 
If NO, wny not?r~--------~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Wou!d you like to see a full-time at~endant it it resulted 
in slightly h~gher costs for washing and drying? 
Yes_ t:o_ Don•t know_ 
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~6 . wou~d you like to sec an additional service here, whereby 
one could leave h1s clothes here for an attendant to 
cto , at an Gxtra charge , ir he dldn ' t wan~ to do them 
himself? (This would not resulc in higher costs to the 
selr-servlce user) Yes No Don't know 
If NO, why not? - - -
57 . wo~,;J.d you like to see a .. drop-box,. here , into which you 
could drop dry c l eaning, shirts , ana so forth , which 
woula be picked up by a commercial cJ.ean~L, c~ean~a, 
ana ~nen ae~~verea co your ooor? Yes___ NO ___ 
Don'~ .otnow_ 
~~ . If you were the owner of this laundry, would you make any 
improvements? Yos No 
If YES , state tho one~at you'd make first : ____________ _ 
~9 . Do you use the coin-operated dry cleaning machines hero , 
or do you think that you ' d use t hen if they were here? 
Yes_ No_ Don ' t know_ 
60 . Do you think that 
time goes by? 
the coin laundry industry will 
Yes_ No_ Don't know_ 
Factual Data 
1 . Sex: Fe~alc___ Male_ 
2 . Age : 1-10rc than 60_ 
20- 29_ Less than 
50-60_ 
20_ 
J . Nationality: __________________ _ 
40-49_ 30-39 
grow as 
4 . Eaucation: completed college_ Some col lege___ cornpletod 
high school Some high school Completed grammar 
school_ Sc>me grammar school_ -No schooling_ 
5 . ~Arital status: Married_ Single___ Widowed-Divorced-
Separated_ 
6 . Number in family l iving at home , including yourself : __ _ 
., . OC:c\Jpation (If any of those for whom occupa~ion is asked, 
are on relief, are retired, or are unemployed, say so , 
and then state n~~e of last job held) Your occupation: __________________________________________ __ 
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Are you the head of the household? Yes No 
If NO, what is the occupation of t he head of tho house-hold? ____________________ ___ 
8 . In which of these groups does the total average weekly in-
come of your family belong?: More than $125 
$100- $125 $75-$99 . 99 $50-$74. 99 ___ LeSs than $50_ --- ---
9 . Your n~~e (You don't have to si9n unless you want to) : 
10 . Your address (You don't have to indicate this unless you 
want to): ________________ ~~----~------------------(Street) 
(City or town) 
ll . Abou~ how many miles from 
MOre than 6___ S- 6 ___ 
this laundry do you live? 
3-4 l-2 Less than 
--- ---
12 . Name of this laundry : Berlin Laundcrcenter 
P-A Coin-0-Hat_ White MOuntain Laundercinter ___ 
•3 . Date :....,=-.--,.,=~--,=­(1·10 . ) (Day) (Yr.) 
14. Time: ____ _ (A . H . , P . H .) 
1_ 
The owner questionnaire . The owner questionnaire 
was based on the user questionnaire . After it was drawn up, 
pretested, and revised, it incl uded twenty questions and three 
miscellaneous personal data items . Each of the twenty ques-
tions corresponded to one of the most important questions on 
the customer ques tionnaire . The object of this was to make 
comparisons of data on user habits~ knowledge , or opinions in 
these tweney areas with corresponding data representing op-
erators ' bel iefs about customer habits , Knowledge, and opin-
ions in these same areas . Questions 1-5 made up the habit 
section on the owner questionnaire ; question 6 , with several 
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parts , tne knowledge section ~ and questions 7-20 the opinion 
section. the letter of explanation which was attached to 
each operator questionnaire mailed out is reproduced below, 
followed by the questionnaire itself. 
Dear ____________________ , 
Box 151 
Conway , New Hampshire 
February __ , 1963 
As the owner of a Ph i lco - Bendix coin laundry in Berlin, 
New Hampshire , purchased from the Craig supply co., Inc . , 
I 'm continually interested, as I'm sure you are, in improved 
service and higher profits . A~ the present time I ' m writing 
a Master ' s thesi s about coin laundries -- more specifically, 
about the behavior of users , about the beliefs of o~e•s, 
and about non- customer s ' reasons for not using coin laundries . 
Tne resul ts of ~his survey will , I hope, provide a basis for 
more progressive management , and through this, increased pro-
fits . 
Your help is needed . I f you will cooperate with me by 
filling out tbc enclosed questionnaire, I would appreciate 
it grea t l y . Please fill it out as soon as possible and mail 
it to me in the enclosed, stamped, Self-addressed envelope. 
Your cooperation wil l not only be greatly appreciated, 
but will entitle you to a summary tabulation of the results 
in the l ate spring or early summer . 
Thanks very much: 
Sincerely, 
Richard L. Church, Jr . 
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SURVEY OF COIN LAUNDRY OWNERS 
I NSTRUCTIONS : This que&tionnaire contains easy questions for 
you to answer . Just put a check marK (V) in the right space 
for each question. Answer the questions on the basis of your 
knowledge of the users of your coin launclry . PLEASE ANSWER 
ALL QUESTIONS. YOU NEED NOT SIGN YOUR NAME AT THE EI>D UI>LESS 
YOU WANT TO. Thank you ! 
l . Do you think that a majority of the regular users who 
wash at your laundry , do most of their wash there , or just part of it? MOst of it ___ Part of it ___ 
oon •t know 
How do you think that the majority of those who do just 
part of their "'•ash at your laundry , get the rest of it 
done? (Check ~) By hand___ Home washer___ Com-
mercial laundry___ Launderette___ Other coin laundry __ 
2 . What would you estL~ate to be t he average amount spent 
per visit by your users , for washing and/or drying, in-
cluding laundry products, 1£ purchased in the laundry? 
More than $ ___ $1.50-$2 ___ $1-$1.49 ___ $ . 50-$ . 99 ___ 
Less ~han $ . 50 ___ Don ' t know ___ 
3. Which one of these do you think 
mos t while ~heir machines are 
Just relax___ GO home___ GO 
that your users do 
running? Chat ___ 
shopping___ oon • t 
the 
Read_ 
l<now 
4. Do you think that a majority of those who wash at your 
laundry have a \\•asher at home? Yes_ No_ 
Don't know_ 
Do you think that t he majority of all your users who have 
a washer would repair them if they broke down and needed 
a costly repair job? Yes___ No__ Don't know __ _ 
5. Whi ch of t hese t ypes of washers, do you thinK , are pre-
ferred by t he majorit y of your users who wash? (Check 
one from each group): 
Front-loadi ng __ Agi tator action 
___ TOp-loading Tumble action 
Big(l6- 40 l b s . ) 
Small(S- 12 lbs . ) 
b . Do you think t nat a ma jority of your users know the answers 
to these questions?: 
a . The size, in pounds , of the washers that t hey us~? 
Yes No I don ' t know 
b . Tha~o wash, for example , rw-lbs . for 30¢, is less 
costly than to wash , say , 9 lbs . for 20¢? Yos ___ 
No I don 't know 
c . MO~of the factors~at contribute to the amount of 
suds they get when doing a wash? Yes___ No ___ 
I don ' t know ___ 
2SS 
d . 7nat it's leas ooatly to dry 2 washer loada ~n 1 
dryer ~~an it 1s to dry 2 washer loade in 2 dryers? 
Yes_ No_ 1 don't know_ 
7 . From this list, check the three biggest reaaone which you 
think that your users have for using your laundry . (Put 
a "1~ , a •2~ , and a "J• beside your lat , 2n4, and 3rd 
choices) 
___ Broken dryer at home ___ save time 
___ Don't have dryer Broken waaher a~ hoxe 
Convenient hours when open Don't have washer 
Large mach~nee _Plenty of hot wa~e= 
_Newer and better machln~s Shortage of water at ho:ce: 
___ save ~ney ---Bad weather 
self-service ___ Less work Other (specify) ______________________________________ __ 
e. Do you think that a majority of your users sornetlmes think 
of your l aundry as a place to see friends or neighbors? 
'ies___ No___ I don ' L l<now __ _ 
9 . llow do you think that the majority of your users feel about 
the cost of washinq and drying at your laundry? 
TOo cuch_ About r1qht_ Low cost_ I don ' t Know_ 
10. Do you t'link t.'>):at. a ftl&jorlty of yo\!r users w:10 ·•aeh prefer 
a long wash eyele, for e~ple, 32 ~~nutes, or a snort 
one, say, 22 minutes? LOnq___ Shor~--- I don't knov ___ 
11. How do you think that the najority of your users who wash 
feel about the quality of the wash in the double-load 
Bendix? Excellent___ Good___ Pair___ POor ___ 
I don • t know_ 
12. 00 you think that a majority of your users who wash l<now 
that the most common trouble that they have with the 
washers is overaudatng? Yes_ No ___ I don't know ___ 
13. HOw do you think that the majority of your ueera feel about 
waahlnq and dry1n9 in public? Tney don't like it ___ 
ooesn • t. bottler t:"\e:'ll_ They enjoy it_ I don't know_ 
14. now annoyed do you think that a major 1 ty of yo1.1r users are 
when faced by theae eituations?: 
a . A user 1& about to load a machine and then notices 
that it ~ae been marked •out-of-orderw : Very 
annoyed___ Somewhat annoyed___ Not annoyed __ _ 
Don't know 
b . Your laundry 11 ao busy that a user h aa eo wait for 
machines : very annoyed_ SO!!'\'e"What annoyed_ 
~t annoyed___ Don' t l<now ___ 
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15 . Do you think that a majority of your users read the in-
struction si9ns carefully the firse time that they used 
your laundry? Yes_ No__ Don • t know_ 
Do you think that the majority of female users , when using 
your laundry for the first time , may be apt to pay 
little attention to the instruction signs because they 
believe that they are •old handsw at washing and drying? 
'ies_ No_ Don't know_ 
16. Havo you advertised your coin laundry by newspaper and/or 
radio, at one time or another, on a continuing basis? 
(Disregard promotions) Yes___ No ___ 
If YES , how effective do you think that it has been? 
very effective___ Fairly effective__ Not very ef-
fective Don' t know 
HOw effective do you thi~that coin laundry adver t ising 
of all kinds , including not only yours , but that of the 
industry as wel l , has been on your users? very ef-
fective___ Fa irly effective___ Not very effective ___ 
Don ' t know __ 
17 . Which of these sales promotion "give-aways •• do you think 
that a majority of your users would prefer, assuming 
that each has the same cash value?: F4ee washing and 
drying_ Gift_ ~.oney_ Don't know 
18. From this list , rata tho five items which you think are 
the most L~portant to your laundry . (PUt a •1~ beside 
the i tern that you think is the most important, a "2" 
beside the next most important , and so !orth down 
through "5") 
___ Easy to roach by car 
Clean floor 
---clean mGchinery 
- Personal contact of 
---owner with users 
LOw cost of washing and 
- drying 
___ Inside appearance and 
layout 
Near homes of use:s 
---MUsic and/or TV 
-Plenty of parking 
Roominess 
___ Size and typo of washers 
other (specify) ____________________________________ __ 
19 . Do you have background music in your laundry? Yes No __ 
If NO, hO\<o' do you think that a majority of your users 
would feel about having it? would want it ___ WOuldn ' t 
care wouldn't want it I don ' t know 
Do you have TV in your laundry? Yes___ No_::-
If NO, how do you think that a majority of your users would 
feel about having it? \'l'"ould want it__ wouldn't care __ 
WOuldn"t want i~ I don't know 
- -
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20 . 00 you have a full - time attendant in your laundry? Yes ___ 
No 
If N~do you think that a majority of your users would 
like to see one there , even if it meant slightly higher 
coats to th~? Yes No I don ' t know 
Do you think tha t a majority-of your users would like a 
service provided which would maKe it possible for one 
to leave his clothes for an attendant to do , at an extra 
charge , if he didn't want to do them himself? Yes ___ 
No ___ I don ' t know __ _ 
21 . LOcation of your laundry '--~~~~~~~-------,~~~----(city or tow~) (State) 
22 . Number of years that you ' ve been in the coin laundry 
business: ___ 
23 . Your name (You don ' t havo to siqn unless you want to) : 
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APPENDIX III 
~IBTHODOLOGY OF TilE SURVEY 
I . Tl!E USER SAMPLE 
Af~e.r the decision was made w conduct a study of 
~,. cons~er behavior of the coin laun~~ user in eacn of 
Lhreo basic co~unity types - a town. a s~all city, and a 
larqe city - t.,e coin-opa to be studied were •elected. . They 
wore the White Mountain Laundercenter in the town of Nortn 
conway , New Harnp&h1rOJ the Serlin Laundercenter in tho small 
city of Berlin, ~e\o' Ma:.\pa;11re: and the P- A Coin-0- Mat in the 
city of westbrook , Maine, located in the Stan~ard Metropoll~an 
A~•• of Portland, Maine, a large city. Eac~ ~•t the requi:e-
T-~enta of t41e survei , t..teir owners are known by the wr 1 te.r , 
and taeir locations were not eo far rerr.oved. from tho to¢lte:-
ao to proscnt a problem. Followin9 the selection o£ opera-
tions, the sample sizos for each were dcterm1ned on the basis 
of an eat~ate of the number of regular weekly c~1torncrs a t 
t..le ti&ca t.."le !.n~ervie""-·1.n9 wae to be done . The 11Z.OI estal::-
l!.ahed "''ere as follow• : NOrth Con;..;a;,·, SO: Berlin, 100: anC. 
westbrooK, 200 . A f~ale-~o-male user ratio waa aleo es~ir.a~ed 
!or e&Ck\ plant . I t waa bel ieved that unlese t.h11 were done the 
aamplo might not give a erose-section with regard to sex, a 
very important customer characteristic. !.:ext, eetimated day-
by-day perce~tages of a week ' s business were worked o~t, and 
~'••• raw percen~ages were aubdivided into ~hat part of each 
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day ' s business done in the morning, in the afternoon , and in 
the evening. The final step was to divi<ie the 't.otal sample 
s izes into quotas using the time period percentages and sex 
ratios just referred to . ~ne result was a schedule of quotas 
of females and males to be in~erviewed during the morning , 
a fternoon , and evening hours of each of the seven days in the 
week . The a ssumption was made tha t the sample of users in 
each communi ty wa s representa t ive of users in similar loca-
tions . Tables 42 , 43, and 44 present data on the composition 
of the user samples . 
II . Tl!! INTERVIEWING OF USBRS 
When done . The interviewing at each of the coin 
laundries was ~onducted between the hours of 9-ll A.M., 
2-4 P . N. , and 7-9 P . M. on each day of the week . It took :;>lace 
over the following calendar periods , although not necessarily 
on every day within these periods : North Conway , February 17 
through Harch 1 6 , 1963; Berlin , February 13 through Haren 12, 
1963; and westbrook , February 22 through !~arch 10, 1963 . Most 
of the interv1ew1nq in Berlin and westbrook was done during 
the first week of the periods indicated. no ... ·ever , in Korth 
conway most of it was done during the final weGk , because, as 
will be explained below, the original interviewing had to be 
redone . When q uotas for certain time periods were no~ filled 
the first week , it was necessary to wait until che correspond-
ing tL~e period ~he following week , or even later . I n a few 
TABLC "2 
Ouotas established and Tilled Cor the North Conway User Sanplo 
-
~ornln9 Afternoon r:veninc 
Fe••Ios qalos Total Fe•ales Halos Total r •• aies Kales Tot a I fe•ale~ 
~ Qc l or' Qt C!f Qt or Q[ ¥ Qt l)t q! 'i! ttt ILl' 'lE 'lf q!; CJ.f 'E ~ 
-
Sunday 2 2 ! 1 3 J 1 0 ! ! 2 l 2 1 l 1 3 2 s 3 
Honday 2 2 ! 1 3 3 2 2 ! 0 3 2 2 3 1 1 3 
" 
6 7 
Tue3day 1 I I 1 2 2 2 \ l 0 3 l 1 l 0 0 1 l • 3 
·~edncsday 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 2 l 0 2 2 l 2 0 1 I 3 3 5 
Thu t'sday 1 3 0 0 l 3 2 2 1 0 3 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 • G 
fl"i<lay 2 2 1 l 3 3 1 1 l 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 3 3 5 5 
Saturday 3 3 I l • • 2 • 2 0 • • 1 2 0 0 1 2 6 9 
Total 12 10 5 ~ l7 19 ll 12 8 2 19 1• 10 12 • 5 l• 17 33 38 
-
1Quota e$tab l1ohod . 
2
ouota filled . 
Total 
:-.ale~ 
'l.!: qr 
3 3 
3 2 
2 l 
1 1 
2 l 
3 3 
3 l 
17 I? 
TOtal 
't(: 
8 
9 
6 
" 
6 
8 
9 
so 
.. 
m 
0 
q.r 
6 
9 
,  
6 
7 
8 
1 0 
so 
-
TABLt: 43 
Quotac Cstabli sh•d and rillcd for- the Berlin User Sample 
Morni nP. A.fte'l"noon CveninR 
romalcs Kales Total femaies Males Total remales H.slo.c Total 
.!?!X. qct il.!_·2 ot Qr QC or QE qr q! 'll: <(.!: qr 'if qr (jf 'lf (jf Q.f 
Sund<:Jy 3 2 3 3 6 s 3 3 2 2 s s 3 2 3 3 6 5 
Konday 3 3 3 3 6 6 3 lj 3 3 6 1 • • 3 3 7 7 
Tuesday 2 0 2 1 • 1 2 2 2 2 
,, 
• 2 2 2 2 • • 
Wednesday 1 1 1 I 
' 
2 I 1 1 1. 2 2 2 2 1 1 3 3 
Thursday l 1 2 3 3 • 2 2 1 1 3 3 1 1 ? 2 3 3 
rr"'iday 3 5 2 3 5 8 2 2 2 2 • • 3 3 2 2 5 5 
Saturday 5 5 5 5 10 10 5 5 • 4 9 9 1 1 2 2 3 3 
Total 18 17 18 19 36 36 18 19 15 1S 33 34 16 15 15 l s 31 30 
louota established . 
?Quota fillod . 
ro.ales 
Ql; Q.f 
9 ., 
10 11 
6 • 
• • 
• • 
8 10 
11 11 
5? 51 
Total 
Kales Totdl 
Q!: Qf Ill; Qf 
8 8 17 15 
9 9 19 20 
6 5 1? 9 
3 3 7 7 
s 6 9 10 
6 7 1 ,, 17 
11 11 22 22 
48 ta9 100 100 
~ 
"' ~
TABL£ '-" 
Quotas Es t abl i shed dnd Filled for the ~estbrook User Sa~ple 
Horninst Afto rn oon Even ina 
reaalcs Haies Total fema l es Kales Tot a I Fema l e s kales Total reaalcs 
~ '?.!:1 Qr2 qE Qr QE Qr QE Qr QE 1!' QC QF QE Qr qE qr oe 'll" qf qr 
Sunday s s 1 1 G 6 10 10 2 2 12 12 9 8 2 ? 10 10 23 23 
Mondi'l.y 8 8 2 2 10 10 8 8 1 1 ~ 9 8 7 1 1 9 8 
'" 
23 
Tuee;<lay 8 8 2 2 10 10 8 8 1 1 9 9 8 8 1 1 9 9 24 2 4 
~6dnesday 8 8 2 2 10 10 8 8 1 1 9 9 8 8 1 1 9 9 24 ? IJ 
Thursday 8 8 2 2 10 10 8 8 1 1 9 9 8 7 1 1 9 8 2'• 23 
friday 6 s 1 1 7 G 5 5 1 1 6 6 6 6 1 1 7 7 17 16 
Si'l t ul"'day 16 10 • ,, 20 14 12 21 3 3 15 24 4 4 1 1 s 5 32 35 
T<>tal 59 52 
'" 
1 ,, 13 66 59 68 10 10 69 78 50 48 8 8 58 56 168 168 
-
1Quota established . 
2Quota filled . 
To till 
Hales Total 
'I! 'li qf 'li 
s s 28 n 
4 4 28 27 
4 ,, 28 28 
" " 
28 28 
• • 28 27 
3 3 20 19 
8 8 40 43 
32 32 200 200 
..., 
"' ..., 
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cases, quotas for cercain periods could no~ be filled, and it 
became necessary to assign the quota to a different period. 
This is evident in Tables 42 , 43, and 44 . 
As the dates above indicate, the interviewinq was 
conducted during the winter season. However , there is no 
reason for thinking that the results would be different for 
another season. It is true that weather and a chanqe in sea-
sons may contribute to increases and decreases in business , 
and to changes in the proportions of both washer users and 
dryer users . However , although business volume and the pro-
portions of these users may fluctuate, the consumer behavior 
of the washer customers and dryer customers should not . 
~ interviewers . In North Conway, the original in-
terviewer was a hiqh school senior qirl. An examination of 
the completed questionnaires she turned over to ~he writer re-
vealed that she had filled out a number of th~~ . Because she 
would not admit this and identify the questionnaires falsi-
fied, all of them , with the exception of about a half-dozen , 
had to be thrown out , and the interviewing had to begin anew . 
The seeond time around an older woman , the writer ' s mother , 
his wife, and the wr~ter divided the interviewing . The wife 
of the janitor of the Berlin Laundercenter did the interview-
ing there . In westbrook , the owner's attendant and the owner ' s 
wife shared this job. 
Incentives for filling ~ questionnaires . For the 
first round of interviewing in North Conway and for all the 
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interviewing in Berlin~ interviewers offered respondents a 
cup of coffee or hot chocolate. or a soft dr~~. a value of 
10¢, as lin inducement to fill out a questionnaire . lofn.on the 
interviewing was redone in North Conway, customers were given 
a free wash or dry, a value of 30¢ . Thls was done to placate 
tfle owner, who naturally had mixed feel~n9s about having the 
i~tcrviewlng done over . In westbrook, each respondent was 
glvon a plastic laundry ba9. a value o= 25C. 
Instructions ~ interviewing. A carefully p~epared 
l1St of instruccions for interviewers was drawn up by the 
writer and was dJ.scussed w1 t.H c:d.Cn int.ervlewer berore ne !:l'e-
qan hls worK. one or the ma;or ~nstructions applied ~o tne 
mctnods £or random se!ectlOn of respondents . Incerv~ewers 
were told that if there were no customers at the coin laundry 
when t."'"ley arrived, they were to choose respondents in the ex-
ace order that the customers entered the premises , regardless 
of whom they happened to be. They were f~J.rther told that if 
they arrived at the coin-op to find users already there , they 
were to begin at a precise point decided upon in advance and 
move in a prescribed direction in approaching for interviewc 
~hose customers sitting down only. This was dono so the in-
terviewers would not have to make any judgments in the selec-
tion of those customers who wore standing or moving around . 
Those seated were approached in the interests of t~e, while 
the interviewer was waiting for patrons to enter the launder-
center . The in~erviewers were also told that after they had 
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interviewed so~eone whO was aitting do~~, L,ey were to con-
tinue tne1r interviewing by choosing users who entereC the 
atore while they were therG, in the order that tnoy entered. 
Interv~ewers woro instructed ~ to choose as rc-
apondenta the follow1ng people t customers using the launder -
mat for the first or second t1~e; children or non-adults; 
and anyone whose pernanent residence was outside the area 
o! tno coin la~ndry'a loca~ion . This latter group included 
lklera , tourists , etc. E'or those situations where both hus-
band and wife carne to do tho laundry, interviewer& were told 
to choose the wife unless a male was needed to fill a remain-
ing quota, and if such waa the case to select the male only 
after establisnin9 t~at he was a regular user of the co1n-op 
eitner as a help ~o hts wife or by ~imself. Along this sa:e 
line, interviewers were asked to watch for two or more custo:t-
era who nad come to the laundercenter to9ether, and who ap-
pearod to be fr1ende or rolatives . If this happenod, they 
were to choose only ono for an interview - ~he 'bi9901t . The 
reason was that two or more friends or rolativee who patronize 
t.\e l aunde:mat t.o9et.~er are not really independent of each 
other. and so a1qht have tended to collaborate or answer soee-
wnat alike . 
Other important instructions given interviewers were 
at follows , (1) to explain the purpose and importance of t~e 
eurvoy; (2) to menc1on that cona14erable expense and effort 
had been made to qet information froQ those qualified to give 
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it; (3) to impress upon customers that their answers were im-
portant - that they would affect future decisions; (4) that 
the interviewers were not selling anything and that no one 
~~uld attempt to sell anything after the survey; and (5) that 
tne respondent did not have to siqn his name to the question-
naire unless he wanted to . 
After the survoy was explained to a user , he was 
~sked to fill out a questionnaire personally. Interviewers 
were asked to check each questionnaire returned to them for 
completeness before the customer left the premises . 
III . TllE OWNER SAMPLE 
The owner sample was discussed in the first part of 
Chapter VII . Only a brief review of this discussion and a 
few additional points will be made here . All six~y-two of 
the Philco- Bendix coin laundry owners in Maine , ~ew Hampshire , 
and vermont, with the exception of the writer, were mailed 
questionnaires . Included with each questionnaire were a lettor 
of explanation and a return envelope, stamped and self-addressed. 
As an incentive for conpleting the questionnaire , the explana-
tory letter pointed out that the writer woul d mail to each co-
operatin9 operator a summary tabulation of the results of the 
study. The mail survey was conducted during the same period 
t hat the user interv iewinq was done . An original and a follow-
up mailinq were made . Thirty-seven questionnaires , three of 
which applied to two stores , were received. Therofore forty 
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operat1ona were covered. The next step waa ~ divido the 
queationnairea into q~oops correeponding to the three types 
of cornmun1~1ea involved in the atudy . As with the user 
~~~ple , it was asa~~ed that the aample of owners for each 
community type was representative of other ownera in similar 
localitiee. A breakdown of the sixty-two coin-opa contacted, 
and tho returns , by state and type ot location, ia presented 
in Tablo 45 . 
IV . EDITING, CODING, Ah~ TABVLATI~G 
2ditinq. Upon receipt of the conpleted user ques-
t1onna1rea, the wr~ter exaoined L~em to determ•n• the extent 
of queationa not answered . Less ~~an a hal!-dozen for each 
community had to be thrown out and done over . considering 
that the queationnaires were long by comnon ltandards, on the 
whole the reapondonts in each eo~~unity did a good job in 
filling them out . The inducements offered defin>tely served 
a worthwhile purpose . The thorough editing of the question-
naires, bO determine that directions ha4 beon followed and 
that anawera were complete and consistent, was done by the 
writer during the course of the tabulating. The relatively 
few neceaeary Jud~ents were Gade in a cone1atent ~anner 
thro~g~'\OUt the tabulating procesa . The editing of the o·.-ner 
queationnairea disclosed few 1rregularitiea. 
Coding and tabulating . Tabulating waa done by two 
people working together - the writer , and either a woman he 
TABLC ·~ 
Composition of O~ner Saaplc 
------------------------~ 
State 
'rown Smaii ~It~ 
Owner Groue 
[at"RC City Yotai 
Operatl.on!!l Response Opcrutlons Response Ope r at ions Response Operations 
Contacted No. \ Con t act<ld No . 
"' 
Contactod l!.2.r \ Contacted 
Maine 10 s so 7 6 86 6 53 83 23 
~lew tl~mps h ire l•• 111 79 62 1 17 7 3 ,, 3 27 
Vermont 5 2 •o s 23 •o 2 2 100 12 
Tot al 29 18 62 18 9 so 15 10 67 62 
1
one of these returns covered , in addition . a town operation in Vt , 
2one of these operations is writer's , ro r which no questionnairo ~as completed . 
3one of these returns covered two operations . 
Response 
!lo. ! 
16 
15 
6 
37 
70 
56 
so 
60 
.., 
"' ..
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hired or his wife . MOSt of the reaponses eo the questions in 
the user q~estionnaire were croaa-class1f1ed wlth a user 
characteristic such as sex, age, etc. TO facil1tatG the tabu-
latin9, the eharac ter1atica of each respondent wore coded. 
The codes were entered on emall alips of paper, one for each 
queetionnaire, which were attached to each page of the q~es­
tionna1re in turn as the anawora were recorded . Columnar 
qraph paper, 100 squares to ~~· inch, was used for tally1ng 
repliea . Tne captions of the columns wero the codoa for ~~e 
ueor characteristics, and. the labels for the rowe were the 
reaponses to the questions, either coded or in words , depend-
ing upOn their length. T~• writer is of the opinion that if 
the anawers on the questionnaire ~ad been preceded, the tabu-
lating could have been done ~re ef!i~iently. Beginning with 
t.\o tirst page of the questionnaire, one queae1.on at a t1.tte 
waa processed for each conmunity in turn . The writer called 
out responses to tho recorder, who mada check-mark tallies 
on the qraph paper. To provent any mixup, a different colored 
pencil was used in rnakinq the tallies for each co~unity . 
~e answers ~ ~~• following quest1.on1 on the user 
questionnaire were not tabulated, as ~~ey were not t~ought to 
be ir.~portant enouq.~ to t;,e study: questions 5, 8, 11, 14, 23, 
37 , and 49 . Neither was ~,e user charac~eriatic •nationality• 
uaod . 
The same general procedures were used in tabulat~ng 
the responses on the owner questionnaires . The only item not 
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uaod on th1a questionnaire was •number of years that you've 
been 1n ~,e co1n laundry b~s~nesa . • After a!l tabulatlnq was 
dono tor botn users and owners, ~~e write: constructed t~les 
of claaeif1ed responses for each one of the questions on t~e 
user queationna1ra . A calculator was ueed to apeed computa-
tions . rnoae tables were then used as a bae1a for tho ana-
lytical work and for ~'e construction of aolccted, refined 
tablel included in tne thesis . 
